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NETTERS SET TO DUEL REDSKINS 
Women face a Redskin team with nine straight MAC titles; 
Men look to become a member of the conference's upper echelon .. .see  Sports p.5 K 
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BRIEFLY 
CITY 
Summer softball: Any 
student staying in Bowling Green this 
summer and interested in playing 
softball should contact the city 
recreation department about forming 
a team. 
The men's power league will play 
on Wednesday nights at the new 
Carter Park located off of Cambell 
Hill road. 
The 15-game season is scheduled to 
begin the week of May 6 weather 
Srmitting. There will be a mazium of 
players per roster and a $340 entry 
fee. 
A co-ed C and under league will also 
flay on Sunday evenings at Carter 
ark. There must be five men and 
five women playing at all times. 
There will be a maximum of 20 
Eilayers per roster and a $250 entry 
ee. 
For further information, contact 
Doug Joyce at 354-6223. 
STATE 
Students remembered: 
Kent State University will offer four 
scholarships to honor four students 
fatally shot by the Ohio National 
Guard May 4,1970 during an anti-war 
protest on the Kent State campus. 
The scholarships in the names of 
Allison Krause, Jeffrey Miller, 
Sandra Scheuer and William 
Schroeder will be awarded to students 
in Kent's Honors College starting fall 
quarter 1990, university President 
Michael Schwartz said. 
NATION 
Brown moved: Soul singer 
James Brown started a new phase of 
his prison term Thursday as he 
moved to a work-release center after 
serving 15 months of a six-year 
sentence for aggravated assault, a 
corrections official said. 
Brown will work for the 
Aiken-Bamwell County Community 
Action Commission, making speeches 
to young people about the poor and 
homeless, said Francis X. Archibald, 
a spokesman for the state 
Department of Corrections. 
WORLD 
Latest in security: Saladino 
de Souza Gonzalez says he has the 
perfect solution for Brazilians 
wanting to protect their homes from 
burglars: guard lions. 
' 'With a Don for a guard, the thief 
may enter but he won't leave," said 
Gonzalez, a 45-year-old book 
wholesaler from Belo Horizonte, 
Brazil's third-largest city. 
Gonzalez has raised lions for the 
past 10 years on his farm in the 
interior. He said Brazil's soaring 
crime rate has helped create a steady 
demand. So far, he has sold 30 lions at 
$300 each using classified ads. 
Prime minister 
chosen: East Germany's 
Parliament chose Lothar de Maiziere 
as prime minister on Thursday and 
embraced his sweeping agenda for 
quickly uniting the foundering nation 
with West Germany. 
The nation's first freely elected 
legislature also apologized to Jews for 
Nazi atrocities and promised to n>ake 
reparations to Israel and seek 
diplomatic ties. 
HISTORY 
On this date: In 1972, Student 
Health Center Director Dr. James 
Olms said that he continued to uphold 
the center's policy against distributng 
contraceptives since they had "no 
relationship to illness or prevention of 
illness." 
The Health Services Advisory 
Committee was awaiting information 
from Ohio State University, which 
had just liberalized its contraceptive 
policy, before formulating a proposal 
to change the no-contraceptive policy 
here. 
Compiled titan local and wire reports 
BG, USSR to hold forum 
by Jill Novak 
staff writer 
They may not speak the same language, but Uni- 
versity students and Soviet students will be able to 
communicate and share ideas with the help of an in- 
terpreter when a global classroom exchange is im- 
plemented in the fall of 1991. 
The program will allow students from Boston's 
Tufts University, Moscow Second Medical School, 
Moscow State University and Bowling Green to talk 
to each other through global television via satellite 
on the topic "Global Health and the Superpowers." 
It also will give the University the nonor of being 
"clearly the second University in the country," to 
participate in a global classroom exchange, accord- 
ing to Lawrence Friedman, graduate adviser and 
history professor. 
"This is the beginning of a whole new way of teach- 
ing, because we now have the technology to have in- 
ternational classrooms ... which will be cost effi- 
cient, "he said. 
Students participating in the exchange view large 
television monitors, with the screen split down the 
middle so they can actually see each other simulta- 
neously. 
An interpreter talks at the same time the partici- 
pants speak, but the participant's voice intonations 
and expressions can still be heard. 
The program will be taught through an Honors 400 
course, and the topics scheduled for discussion are 
health-care delivery and global nutrition, Friedman 
said. 
The global exchanges Tufts University already has 
done included a panel of experts from each country 
who would comment on many of the students' views 
and opinions, but Friedman said he hopes the Uni- 
versity's exchange will involve primarily student 
interaction. 
D See Global, page 4. 
Student leader 
escapes China 
by Dan Biers 
Associated Press writer 
HONG KONG — Another fugitive student leader of 
the crushed pro-democracy movement has escaped 
China through an underground railroad, which is still 
operating 10 months after the crackdown on dissent, 
a reliable source said. 
"I want everybody to know that the channel is still 
alive, there's still hope," said the source, who is close 
to the railroad. The source refused to be identified 
further and asked that the date of the interview not 
be published, for security reasons. 
He refused to divulge details of the escape route. 
The source said Wang Chaohua fled China on or 
about Jan. 7. She was on a list of 21 students sought 
□ See China, page 4. 
The Key/Eric Mull 
Rescue personnel console Laurel A. Cashln, 251 S. Church St.. after she was struck while 
making a left turn at the intersection of Manville/Thurstin Avenue and East Wooster. Her 
car was nearly hit head on at 12 p.m. Thursday by a resident driving northbound on Manvi- 
lle. Both cars were heavily damaged. Cashin was later treated and released from Wood 
County Hospital for minor injuries. 
BG crime hotline 
to reward callers 
by Michelle Matheson 
staff writer 
The University Crime Preven- 
tion office is creating a hotline on 
campus where students can call 
with anonymous tips, and cash re- 
wards will be awarded for tips that 
aid in solving cases. 
"People can call in and give tips 
or any infomation that will lead to 
arrest, referral to Standards and 
Procedures or restitution that is 
agreed upon," Public Information 
Officer Barbara Waddell said. 
The campus hotline will be simi- 
lar to the Wood County Crime 
Stoppers program, which was 
started about four years ago. 
Capt. Tom Votava of the Bowling 
Green Police Division said the pro- 
gram has aided the police in many 
cases and "we're very satisfied 
with the results." 
Callers with tips for the Universi- 
ty hotline will be given a confiden- 
tial number that will be used to i- 
dentify them for their awards. 
If crime has been solved due to a 
student's tip, the student can call 
the hotline with their identification 
number to receive the award. 
The hotline will be for crimes re- 
lated to the University, such as 
pulling false fire alarms or vanda- 
lizing cars, Waddell said. 
The program also will feature a 
"Crime of the Week" that will be 
run in the The BG News each week. 
"These crimes are things we 
have tried to solve, but we are at a 
dead end or we have no more evi- 
dence," Waddell said. The hotline 
is expected to be in operation by 
July 1. The line will be open Mon- 
day through Friday, 8 a.m. to — 4 
p.m. 
Before the program is imple- 
mented, a contest is being spon- 
sored to name the "hotline pro- 
Sam." The contest, sponsored by 
: University Public Safety Office 
and IBM, will end April 23 and the 
winner will be announced April 27. 
Glenn's visit to Kremlin 
lies on Cosmonaut Day 
by Katherine Rlzzo 
Associated Press writer 
WASHINGTON — Lose one space race and the Soviets won't let you 
forget it. 
It may have seemed that way to Sen. John Glenn on Thursday as a visit 
to the Kremlin happened to comcide with the Soviet Union's "Cosmonaut 
Day." 
"It was brought up everyplace today," Glenn said from Moscow after 
meetings with Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev and other officials. 
On April 12, 1961, Yuri Gagarin became the first person to orbit the 
Earth. Ten months later — after another successful orbiting by the So- 
viets —Glenn became the first American to orbit the Earth. 
In a telephone conversation with reporters in Washington, Glenn said 
references to the space race and Cosmonaut Day dogged him throughout 
the day. 
"I assured everyone today that I remember the day very, very well be- 
cause I was in training as an astronaut at that time and we had hoped to 
be the very first into space with our program. 
"It came as a shock to us when the Soviet Union went ahead of us," he 
said. 
While repeatedly congratulating the Soviets on their space program, 
D See Glenn, page 3. 
Obscenity 
judgment 
left to city 
CINCINNATI (AP) — The Hamilton 
County prosecutor has given the city 
responsibility for prosecuting an art 
gallery on obscenity charges for show- 
ing sexually graphic photographs by 
the late Robert Mapplethorpe, a city 
prosecutor said Thursday. 
"We are taking over the prosecution 
as of (Thursday)," Assistant city Pros- 
ecutor Frank Prouty said. "I have no 
comment as to what our plan is at this 
point in time." 
County Prosecutor Arthur M. Ney 
wasn't available for comment. 
A county grand jury indicted the Con- 
temporary Arts Center and Its director, 
D See Pictures, page 4. 
StarKist 'nets' applause 
Company's decision to buy, sell only dolphin-free tuna praised 
by Denise Cabrena 
Associated Press writer 
WASHINGTON - StarKist, the 
world's largest tuna canner, said 
Thursday it will no longer buy or sell 
tuna captured along with dolphins, 
winning strong praise from environ- 
mentalists who nave long sought to 
protect dolphins from fishing nets. 
Environmentalists and lawmakers 
said they hoped the move would save 
some of the estimated 100,000 dolphins 
that die annually in the huge driftnets 
used to catch schools of tuna. 
"StarKist will not purchase any tuna 
caught in association with dolphins," 
said Anthony J.F. O'Reilly, president 
of the H.J. Heinz Co., which owns the 
StarKist Seafood Co. 
"StarKist will sell only dolphin-free 
tuna," he said at a news conference. 
The change could cost consumers "a 
couple or more cents" per can, O'Reil- 
ly said, adding that he hoped sales 
would increase with the announcement 
and that some increased costs "will be 
compensated by increased volume." 
StarKist has a 35 percent share of the 
U.S. tuna market and Is the world's 
largest tuna canner. 
Leslie Scheele of Greenpeace, which 
backs a worldwide boycott of tuna 
caught with driftnets, called the an- 
nouncement "without a doubt one of 
the biggest steps that could be taken in 
order to preserve dolphins in the 
Eastern Tropical Pacific in probably 
the last 20-30 years." 
Sen. Joseph Biden, D-Del., who is 
sponsoring legislation to require can- 
ners to label tuna that is caught by nets 
that ensnare dolphins, said the announ- 
cement made StarKist "not only the 
largest but the most enlightened" tuna 
canner in the world.'' 
"Now Charlie the Tuna has a reason 
to smile," said Rep. Barbara Boxer, 
D-Calif., author of the Dolphin Protec- 
tion Consumer Information Act of 1990 
in a statement read by Biden. Charlie 
the Tuna is an animated character 
used in StarKist tuna advertisements. 
Although the new policy was aimed 
at fishing in the Eastern Pacific Ocean. 
StarKist said the company also would 
continue to refuse to buy fish caught 
anywhere with gill or drift nets. 
StarKist President Keith Hauge said 
the company would require its sup- 
pliers to have observers on their 
vessels to certify the driftnets are not 
used. 
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Liberty should 
protect photos 
O omeone needs to read the First Amendment 
to Cincinnati's conservative "anti-Mapplethorpe" 
forces to remind them that all Americans are guar- 
anteed the freedom of expression — even if they 
think the expression is obscene. 
Robert Mapplethorpe, who died last year of 
AIDS, tried to "capture the perfection of the mo- 
ment in his photographs because he believed in 
the value of his work — he believed in the power of 
art. 
Who has the right to determine what is art or 
what is not art? 
Unfortunately, several small anti-obsenity 
groups believe they are experts and can determine 
the difference between art and pornography, not 
only for themselves, but for the whole city of Cin- 
cinnati. 
In almost any other city, their protesting cries 
would have been 30 seconds on the late night news, 
but because Cincinnati has had a history of "fight- 
ing porn" and a few ultra-conservative city 
government officials, Mapplethorpe's "nudes 
nave made national headlines. 
Whoever said pubhc officials have no real power, 
has not been to Cincinnati. 
In Cincinnati, being a city official, not only gets 
you good tickets to the opera, it allows you to pick 
out what you would like to see at the local museum. 
Last Friday, a municipal judge rejected the mu- 
seum's efforts to have a jury decide whether the 
photographs offended community standards. In- 
stead, nine grand jury members anonymously 
viewed the pictures when the exhibit first opened. 
Consequently, two dozen Cincinnati police offi- 
cers temporarily closed down the museum and the 
Hamilton County prosecutor delivered the ultima- 
tum — remove those pictures or "action will be 
taken." 
Those pictures were the ones the nine selected jurors selected as being obscene. 
These jurors must have missed the hundreds of 
people protesting outside the museum, who were 
demanding that their right to decide for themselves 
be upheld. 
Easy mistake. After all, the signs which said 
"Censorship is obscene" were pretty small. 
Members of these conservative organizations 
would be upset if we came to their house and forced 
them to eat certain foods just because we believed 
these were the only ones that were "good" for 
them. 
Therefore, they should give us the same con- 
sideration. 
A Cincinnati maitre'd summed up the situation 
perfectly. 
"This is America. No one's putting a gun to my 
head, making me go." 
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How do we save the world? 
The beret looks hip on the 
bearded skipper's slightly tilted 
head. Joseph Hazel wood's eyes 
look intently into yours. Above 
his picture are the words:It 
wasn't his driving that caused 
the Alaska oil spill. It was yours. 
Greenpeace cuts through the 
bull. It hits home, because it hits 
average people where they live. 
It hits us, average students, be- 
cause our daily routines may be 
choking the earth, destroying 
the environment and endanger- 
ing lives. 
willi, a painter friend of mine, 
saw the fields and farms near 
his home being developed into 
townhouses and condos. Places 
he used to paint now cause ero- 
sion and pollution of local 
streams. This angered him. 
His anger changed his art, and 
his life. 
We all know about ozone de- 
pletion, though may not under- 
stand any of it. We know about 
oil spills and toxic waste dumps, 
but not know why it's still going 
on. What are we supposed to do? 
Next week people around the 
world will be beginning to cele- 
brate 20 years of being angry 
over the loss of beauty and 
mystery. Earth Day. 
I'll be celebrating next week. 
because as I got to know Willi 
better and his work, I got angry 
too. I began writing about the 
environment. 
Straight 
Talk 
by 
Edward A. 
Dougherty 
columnist 
But, as the Greenpeace ad 
shows, my anger needs to be 
directed at myself as well as the 
corporate scum who think more 
highly of a few more dollars 
than a few more birds. While 
environmental concerns don't 
rate on the profit-making scale, 
we all must do what we can to 
eush for greater responsibility 
i whatever way we can. 
Writing is one thing I can do. 
When was the last time you 
were outside for no reason, not 
going somewhere or waiting for 
someone, but just appreciating, 
enjoying being outside, feeling 
the air, the sun, the rain? 
The average American spends 
2 percent of his or her life out- 
doors. What a poverty. 
Next, we've got to get infor- 
med. We are the "educated," 
the ones with the information- 
power in this world. Find out 
about air, soil, oceans. Think 
globally. Acid rain does not rec- 
ognize borders between 
European countries or between 
the United States and Canada. 
Radiation does not know 
national boundaries. 
So, as we all learn that our en- 
vironment is in dire need of our 
focused effort, we all have to do 
something. While thinking glo- 
bally, we need to act locally. I 
get angry at the Exxons, but I 
also get angry over my own 
over-use of my car. 
I am a polluter. You are too. 
If you use air conditioning (as 
the weather gets warmer) you'- 
re depleting the ozone. If you 
throw out a can or bottle without 
recycling it, you're clogging 
landfills and using too much 
energy to make a new one. If you 
eat at McDonald's or Burger 
King and accept styrofoam, 
youTe polluting. 
Stop it. We must all refuse to 
burden the earth. 
Earth Day, originally the 
22nd, will be celebrated at BG on 
the 18th. Earth Day is for you 
whether you are ignorant of all 
this environmentaistuff or a de- 
voted activist. Fun and educa- 
tional activities engaged in 
changing destructive ways will 
be offered starting Tuesday. 
Representatives from national, 
state and local groups, both 
governmental and independent, 
will be on campus. 
Keep your eyes open starting 
the 17th because the Kickoff Ac- 
tivities include a presentation by 
former Secretary of the Interior, 
Stewart L. Udall, entitled "A 
Conservation Agenda for the Fu- 
ture." 
If you want to find out what 
other stuff's going on, call Ben 
Feinstein or Environmental In- 
terest Group (EIG-124 Hayes 
Hall) at 372-3330. 
As for me, Willi is having an 
art show back home in Philadel- 
phia and will have some of my 
work on hand. It's what I can do. 
And you? What will you do? 
Edward A. Dougherty is a 
graduate student in creative 
writing and is a columnist for 
tneNews. 
Letters 
Stance in editorial 
contributes to apathy 
To the Editor: 
"College life in this new age 
has forced people to become 
apathetic." 
This sentence was part of the 
BG News editorial April 5. We 
believe this editorial presented a 
philosophy which is very dan- 
gerous to students, and one 
which should be recognized and 
refuted. The theme of the edito- 
rial was this: Students are so 
pressured by the need to study 
and prepare to be competitive in 
the job market that they have no 
time to be active on social is- 
sues. This explanation perpetu- 
ates and contributes to the prob- 
lem of apathy that it addresses. 
It allows students to believe that 
they are forced to think the way 
they do, and that they cannot 
control their situation. It states 
that the pursuit of individual 
goals and concern for society's 
ills are mutually exclusive. The 
truth is necessarily otherwise. 
Individual advancement and 
working for the improvement of 
society should logically go hand 
in hand. Achievers and success- 
oriented individuals who plan to 
be leaders in business, politics 
and technology should be very 
concerned with what type of 
world they will be niling. 
The editorial says: "College is 
making students selfish." 
To ignore the conditions of 
one's surroundings is 
notselfishness, it is a lack of 
concern for one's own life condi- 
tions. The "real world" of job 
opportunities is the same world 
in which political oppression and 
activists exist. Distancing 
oneself from the problem means 
allowing someone else to make 
the decisions. The selfish person 
does not let someone else decide 
what his life will be like or what 
social conditions will control 
him; rather, he goes out to make 
things the way he wants them. 
The editorial says: "Activists 
are to be commended for their 
sacrifice of personal goals to act 
for the better of society as a 
whole." 
This is a seriously misguided 
sentiment. Activists are by no 
means sacrificing personal 
goals. They are persuing more 
Sals, bigger goals and goals 
at are more difficult to 
achieve. This is not a sacrifice of 
self. Activism is an extension of 
personal or career plans, so that 
the world we work in will be one 
of our choosing. A desire to have 
our world structured on our 
principles is not a selfless sacri- 
fice. It is a personal, selfish de- 
sire. 
Students of today may not in- 
tend to be apathetic, and they do 
have a fear of future destruc- 
tion. However, because of philo- 
sophies like the one presented in 
that editorial, they feel that they 
have no time or ability to control 
their own future. Who do we 
think makes these decisions of 
future policy that we do not 
agree with, but feel no power to 
change? We are not helpless. It 
is our future, our responsibility 
and our opportunity to take 
charge. 
When considering apathy and 
whether or not to be active on 
social concerns, think about 
whose interests you are promot- 
ing. Should you spend all of your 
energy on building a role for 
yourself when you will end up 
playing that role in a social 
system you do not agree with or 
wish were different? If we dedi- 
cate all our time to making our- 
selves prominent members of a 
society that is plagued with in- justice, environmental death, il- 
logical government and inequa- 
lity, what have we gained? 
The future we want can be 
ours, but only if we act to make 
it so. 
Lydia Jenkins 
Amy Benson 
212 MacDonald East 
Correction 
The article "New sorority put 
on a year's hold" in the April 11 
edition of the BG News, incor- 
rectly identified Alpha Omicron 
Pi sorority as Alpha Omega Pi 
by the reporter. The News apo- 
logizes for the error. 
Respond 
The News reserves the 
right to reject material. All 
submissions are subject to 
condensation. 
Please address submis- 
sions to: 
Editorial Editor 
The BG News 
210 West Hall 
Green Harvest . by Vlllamor M. Cruz 
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Amnesty lecture 
tells of violence 
by Michelle Bank* 
staff writer 
Many countries have made 
great strides for human rights, 
but there still are countries 
which practice torture, oppres- 
sion and execution, according to 
a representative for Amnesty 
International. 
Marjory Byler, midwest di- 
rector for Amnesty Internation- 
al, said despite the changes in 
Eastern Europe and the Soviet 
Union many third world coun- 
tries still violate Amnesty's 
code. 
"For every part of the world 
where human rights are on the 
upswing, there are other parts 
plunging into darkness and 
tragedy," she said to an audi- 
ence of 25 Thursday evening in 
West Hall. 
Byler cited an experience 
from her homeland of Chile, 
which is one of the countries 
which has decreased the num- 
ber of human rights violations in 
the past several years. 
In 1985 Byler was walking past 
a group of people handing out 
pamphlets concerning political 
issues. Shortly after she saw 
them, military trucks came onto 
the scene and hauled the people 
away. 
"It was only minutes after I 
had saw them," she said. "To 
this day I do not know what hap- 
pened to them." 
Last summer, however, the 
situation in Chile changed dra- 
matically, according to Byler. 
"It was so good for me to hear 
people say what they wanted to 
on the street without fear," she 
said. The main goal of Amnesty 
is to prevent torture and execu- 
tions, as well as providing a fair 
trial for prisoners of conscience. 
"Political prisoners are easy 
targets for biased trials," she 
said. 
Amnesty's stand against capi- 
tal punishment also encompass- 
es the United States — a fact 
which often causes controversy 
here, according to Byler. 
"Many people do not agree 
with it,'r she said. "In this situa- 
tion we're not defending the 
good guy, however we are not 
advocating they be set free 
either." 
Eventually, Byler said, she 
would like to see an end to Am- 
nesty — with all the prisioners of 
conscience freed; however, until 
that time she stressed the im- 
Eirtance of participating in let- 
r-writing campaigns. 
"Until we have a world which 
is safe for all of us and our chil- 
dren, we need your help." 
Glenn  
□ Continued from page 1. 
Glenn presented Gorbachev 
with a "peace quilt" stitched by 
seven Canfield, 0., women; 
promoted the Ohio Arts Coun- 
cil's effort to arrange a cultural 
exchange; and pressed the case 
of a long-term refusenik whose 
wife and children live in Ohio. 
Glenn, who was part of a sev- 
en-senator delegation to the So- 
viet Union and Eastern Europe, 
hand-delivered a letter asking 
Gorbachev to allow Valery Pa- 
latov to join his family in Ohio. 
Palatov's wife lives in Lvnd- 
hurst, his son lives in Cleveland 
Heights and his daughter is at- 
tending college in Cincinnati. 
After signing documents al- 
lowing them to emigrate in 1979, 
Palatov lost his job as an engi- 
neer in a research institute and 
was forced to stop work on his 
doctorate in physics, Glenn's 
staff said. 
BG singer to release album 
by J.J. Thompson 
staff writer 
One trip to church was all she needed to get a record contract. 
The granddaughter of a pastor of two churches, Alexis Nucklos 
started singing in church while she was little, and continued to sing 
as a hobby. 
Now a senior IPCO major at the University and originally from 
Toledo, Nucklos said she never thought about singing professionally. 
"I always felt that there were so many people in the business, I 
never thought I'd make it," she said. 
Everything changed, however, when Nucklos spoke to a friend 
who played the organ at the same church Polygram record producer 
Michael Brooks attended. The friend told her Polygram had asked 
Brooks to get six new artists. 
Nucklos immediately made a tape, and went to church in Detroit 
the following Sunday. 
When Nucklos introduced herself, Brooks recognized her from the 
time she opened for "Commissioned," a successful contemporary 
gospel group. He asked her if she was interested in singing profes- 
sionally, and wanted to hear a tape. 
Nucklos handed over the tape she made, and they went to his car 
and listened to it in the parking lot. Without hearing the entire tape, 
Brooks turned it off. 
"My heart stopped when the tape stopped," she said. "If he would 
have dogged me, I don't think I would have tried again." 
But Brooks did like it. He asked her to go to the mall, get a pass- 
port photo and write up a quick autobiography. Meanwhile, Brooks 
said he would type up a formal letter and put it on the boss' desk. 
Used to receiving similar offers with no results, Nucklos was skep- 
tical because "so many people sell you out," she said. 
Two weeks later, Brooks called and asked her to fly to Washing- 
ton, D.C. 
"That's when I knew he wasn't kidding," she said. "I felt funny 
because I didn't know what to do next." 
Now, Nucklos spends part of her day in classes and the other part 
at the studio in Michigan. She said, however, she is not under a lot of 
pressure. 
"If anything, it's bettered my schoolwork — I'm surprised at my- 
self," she said. 
During Spring Break, Nucklos flew to New York City to do a photo 
shoot, an experience she describes as a "whole different world.'" 
Chauffeured around the city in a limousine, she had people to do 
her make-up, select her clothes and everything else that needed to 
be done. 
"You really have to keep your head together," she said. "You 
have 40- year-old people waiting on you hand and foot. You don't 
have to do anything for yourself. 
Nucklos admits her family is apprehensive about her singing ca- 
reer and her parents gave her a "just say no talk," she said. 
"You'd be surprised at the amount of drugs in this business. Peo- 
ple walk around with bags of coke." 
Her album is due in stores June 5, and the records will be distrib- 
uted everywhere. Since she will be recognized, Brooks told Nucklos 
she would have to watch what she does. 
D See Sing, page 4. 
Photo by/ Jay Murdock 
In the studio control room, Alexis Nucklos listens to a background 
track that she has been recording. Her first album. "Call Her Lexle." 
is due out in stores June 5. 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS 
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF 
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS 
(TOO MANY TO LIST) 
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE 
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF. 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E.WOOSTER 
354-2260 
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THE 27th ANNUAL 
* BETA THETA PI * * * 
BETA 500 
Sponsored by Beta Theta Pi Fraternity 
FRIDAY APRIL 13 ....  4.9p.m. 
HAPPY HOURS AT S.O.P. (formerly Cassidys) 
"Beta Queen * Prizes * Music * Fun * Beta Queen 
SATURDAY APRIL 14. 1990 
RACE DAY 12 NOON 
THE STARTING LINE IS AT THE UNION OVAL 
THANK YOy FOR YO^ SIJF-PORJ 
GOOD LUCK TO ALL HOUSES PARTICIPATING 
All proceeds benefit the Ohio Cancer Research Associates 
BETA THETA PI 
BETA <S00    WHOS GOT THE SPIRIT    BFTA ; 
THANK YOU EVERYONE FOR MAKING THIS POSSIBLE -   JEFF MILLER 
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THIS WEEK ONLY! 
April 9 - 13 
Typeset Resumes 
S15JHT 
This is not a coupon. 
This Is not a special oiler. 
This Is the regular price 
Conveniently located on 
campus, UniGraphics provides 
resumes in several clean 
business-like formats. 
lor a quality typeset resume   Resumes are typeset in two 
at UniGraphics. to three days and are ready lor 
printing. Charges can also be 
applied to your Bursar account. 
That's the special. 
UniGraphics 
211 West Hall 372-7418 
■Pncm do— not mduoa Imx Second pagt SB 00 
TIME IS RUNNING OUT 
There Are Still Openings At... 
• Campbell Hill Apartments 
• East Merry Avenue Apartments 
• Field Manor Apartments 
• Buff Apartments 
We Also Have Several Houses Available 
GREENBRIAR INC 
224 
E. Wooster 
Mon-Fri 
9 a.m.-5 p.m. 
Sat. 
9a.m.-lp.m. 352-0717 
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Students face stereotypes 
by Marit Henriksen 
reporter 
International students with 
Arab origin are victims of very 
negative stereotypes, even 
though they adjust as well as 
any other international stu- 
dent, according to several Le- 
banese University students. 
"Of course there are prob- 
lems with adjusting to a 
different culture, but we have 
an extra burden — the prob- 
lems of stereotyping," said 
Hala Helou, an international 
student from Lebanon. 
Director   of   International 
Programs Jeff Grilliot said 
there are stereotypes of people 
from every culture, but Mus- 
lim Arabs are extremely un- 
fortunate. 
"We have a stereotype of all 
Muslims as very orthodox, and 
of all Arabs as terrorists," he 
explained. "The stereotypes 
come from things like movies 
and comic books, but mostly 
out of ignorance." 
Rana Tamim, a student from 
Lebanon, said Arabs usually 
are victims of stereotyping 
from the time they state their 
origin. 
'The minute you say you are 
Muslim and from the Middle 
East, they think Iran and fun- 
damentalism," she said. "For 
many people, Khaddafi and 
Khomeini are the same person, 
and they are looked upon as a 
prototype of the Arab personal- 
ity." 
Another common impression 
is that all Muslim Arab women 
are suppressed. 
"Due to this stereotype, a lot 
of people are very curious 
about how I fit into all this, but 
they are usually very shy to 
ask me," she said. "This shows 
how bad people believe my cul- 
ture is, and how little they real- 
ly know." 
Helou and Tamim said to end 
the stereotypes is trying to ex- 
Elaln what the Arabic culture 
i about, and why Arabs do 
things the way they do. 
"Religion and culture is very 
linked twjether in the Middle 
East," Tamim said. "Some- 
times you don't know whether 
you do things for religious or 
tor cultural reasons." 
Helou explained this does not 
mean women wear veils be- 
cause the religion said they 
should. 
"The custom of wearing 
veils is due to tradition, and the 
women who wear them wear 
them out of choice," she said. 
Festival 
famous 
by Lori Miller 
staff writer 
Global  
D Continued from page 1. 
The actual communication will 
be made possible via satellites 
between the two countries which 
will transfer television signals to 
uplink signals, according to Pat 
Fitzgerald, director of learning 
services for Channel 27, who will 
direct this technical part of the 
project. 
Fitzgerald explained this type 
of communication happens in 
news broadcasts every day, but 
it will be the first time anyone 
has used global communication 
in an educational sense, and it is 
"a very exciting venture." 
A further benefit of the pro- 
gram is the timeliness, since the 
Soviet Union is in the process of 
such major reforms, according 
to Eloise Clark, vice president of 
ZJhe f-^headant Ki oont 
h //,../. treienti   their 
Chaster ^undau  SDuffgt 
.Jlprif 15,  1990 
12 - 2 p.m. 
C-acc  Ijror fceservatu tioni 
372-2596 372 - 7949 
academic affairs. 
"I think it will be interesting 
and it sounds like a splendid 
idea," Clark said. 
Funding for the project nor- 
mally would be $60,000, but since 
the University is "piggybacking 
on Tufts," each school will pay 
$30,000, Friedman said. 
Sources such as private foun- 
dations and grants have contri- 
buted toward the cost, and once 
the exchange takes place, the 
videotape will be sold to educa- 
tional television networks, 
Friedman said. 
Friedman said he received a 
great deal of support from Uni- 
versity President Paul Olscamp 
and "a concrete agreement for 
the go-ahead" to travel to the 
Soviet Union this summer to 
make further plans for the pro- 
gram. 
The University's involvement 
in the global classroom 
exchange began after Martin 
Shurwin, last year's Edward 
Lamb peace lecturer from Tufts 
University, informed Friedman 
of details about the idea. 
Several famous composers 
and poets will be at the Universi- 
ty next week for the first New 
Language and Music Festival. 
The event, which takes place 
on Monday and Tuesday, will 
feature people such as John 
Taggart, Kenneth Gaburo, Ben 
Boretz and Theodore Enslin, ac- 
cording to Wayne Berman, 
graduate student in music and 
one organizer of the event. 
The idea originated when Ens- 
lin visited the campus last year 
as a Distinguished Visiting 
Writer, said Mark Nowak, grad- 
uate student in creative writing 
and another organizer of the 
event. 
"It was one of the first courses 
where any type of interaction 
happened," Nowak said. "We're 
trying to open up communica- 
tion between the different 
schools of artists." 
Each day will begin with an 
open share where performers 
are encouraged not to perform 
but to listen to student's works 
instead, he said. 
During the remainder of the 
day the guests will be giving 
performances of their own work 
brings 
artists 
where students will be able to 
participate in a type of question 
and answer dialogue in an in- 
formal setting. 
"The performances will end 
and dialogue will begin with the 
audience members and the per- 
former," Nowak said. 
The performers are not parti- 
cipating in these sessions just to 
give performances, Berman 
said, they also want to be with 
"These prominent people are 
attending the (conference) be- 
cause of toe educational possibi- 
lites (it provides)," he said. 
The main goal of the festival is 
to open up alternatives to allow 
students to think about their 
ideas and why they have them, 
Berman said. 
"People need to extend their 
understanding and constantly 
confront their formed beliefs, 
he said. 
Students also have to under- 
stand that expression cannot be 
gained through listening to their 
music. 
"Everyone needs expression 
in their life but most feel it's 
something you pay a profes- 
sional to give you," Berman 
said. 
For a schedule of events, stu- 
dents should go to the GSS of- 
fice. 
China  
[ ] Continued from page 1. 
by the Chinese government for 
leading demonstrations last 
spring for more freedom in the 
Communist country. Wang, 38, 
was by far the oldest person on 
the list and exerted a strong in- 
fluence over the others. 
The source said he did not 
know where she has settled in 
the West. 
The Chinese-language Hong 
The 
BG News 
is recyclable! 
Kong Economic Journal report- 
ed Thursday that Wang had es- 
caped to an unnamed des- 
tination and would meet with 
other exiled dissidents at an 
"appropriate" time. 
The underground railroad 
brought out several prominent 
student and intellectual dissi- 
dents soon after June 4, when 
the Chinese army killed hun- 
dreds, if not thousands, of people 
in central Beijing as it crushed 
the pro-democracy movement. 
In late December, China an- 
nounced the arrests of five resi- 
dents of this British colony and 
of Macao, a nearby Portuguese 
enclave, on charges of trying to 
smuggle dissidents out of the 
country. The pro-democracy 
movement had widespread sup- 
Krt in the territories, which 
th revert to Chinese rule later 
this decade. 
These Wings 
Will Let \bur Career Soai 
As .i Continental FLIGHT A'lTfcNDANT van cun.tr 
will soar with a starling salary of S M 00 per flight hour I n addition 
to the 10 hours guaranteed for Reserve Flight Attendants, you will 
also receive unique travel privileges. 
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cation lo Continental Airlines, Att: Might Attendaal Recruiting 
P.O. Bos 4748. Dtpt. COL Houston, TX 772I0-474K 
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Pictures  
D Continued from page 1. 
Dennis Barrie, on Saturday on 
misdemeanor charges of pan- 
dering obscenity and using min- 
ors in nudity-related material. 
The 175-photograph exhibit, 
which opened April 6, includes 
two pictures of nude children 
and five depicting sex acts. 
A Hamilton County Common 
Pleas judge transferred the case 
Monday to county Municipal 
Court because the charges in- 
volved weren't felonies. 
Barrie and the Arts Center are 
to be arraigned Monday. If con- 
victed, they face fines of $6,000 
and Barrie faces six months in jail. 
Sing  
D Continued from page 3. 
One change she has to get used 
to is her stage name, "Lade." 
Nucklos said only her best 
friends call her Lexie, but the 
people from the record company 
liked it so much they decided to 
use it for the title of her album. 
After her album is released, 
Nucklos is scheduled to start 
taping her video during the 
summer, which will appear on 
VH1 and BET (Black Enter- 
tainment Television). 
A tour with other contempor- 
ary gospel artists to 20 cities in 
one month is also possible. 
With these events to look tow- 
ard to, Nucklos still sees herself 
as an ordinary student. 
"I'm a college student like 
everybody else,''she said. 
University Village 
& 
University Courts Apts.    , f\ y 5K) SUMMER LEASES NOW AVAILABLE   ! ivf* are now renting apartments that feature 
• 9-month and 12-month leases 
• One and two bedroom apartments 
• Heat, water, cooking and sewer included 
• Central air 
• No pets please Clough & Mercer 
(419) 352-0164 Bowling Green 
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Netters duel MAC powerhouse 
by Jamie Joss 
sports writer 
How hard is it to beat a team 
that has won nine straight Mid- 
American Championships from 
1981-1969? 
WeUjustask 
the Falcon 
women's ten- 
nis team (0-1 
in the MAC, 
11-4 overall). 
The women 
face Miami 
(Ohio), 9-8 
overall — the 
team of the 
'80s at Oxford 
—hoping for an upset. 
"(Miami) is a tough team, but 
they aren't as good as they have 
been in years past," coach 
Sheila Chiricosta said. "Some of 
the girls played them earlier 
Pacella 
this year in the MAC Indoor 
Championships and played them 
very close." The women's team 
members are looking to contin- 
ue their current winning streaks 
as well as start another streak of 
team victories, hopefully carry- 
ing them to the end of the 
season. 
Senior co-captains Brenda 
Conley and Nanette Zimmer- 
man head into this match look- 
ing for their 10th straight win 
against the tandem of Laurie 
Vetter and Amy Boyle (5-1) at 
the number two doubles spot. 
Tisa Pacella will try to extend 
her 10 match fourth singles win- 
ning streak against MU's Betsy 
Keane (11-14). 
Carla Marshack will make a 
bid for her ninth straight victory 
against Meg Boyle (9-15) at 
number one singles. 
"This is a big match for me. 
She beat me last year and a win 
will help me heading into the 
MAC season," Marshack said. 
a a u 
The men also play the Red- 
skins (8-5) hosting them on Sat- 
urday at Robert Keefe Tennis 
Courts at lp.m. 
They will try to emerge out of 
the middle of the MAC standings 
and prove that they aren't a 
team to be overlooked on the 
powerhouses schedule. 
A win for the Falcons (7-11) 
might just fill them up with the 
confidence, after looking as 
though they were running on 
empty the last Saturday against 
Ohio University losing 8-1. 
"We have the capability of 
playing with schools such as 
Miami, but we have a hard time 
maintaining a high level of 
play," coach Gene Orlando said. 
This weekends match poses 
many tough opponents including 
the back-to-back Mid-American 
Conference Championship dou- 
bles team of Jeff VanDenberg 
and Scott Mayo (17-3) and went 
to the round of 16 in the NCAA 
championship last season. 
These two are highly favored 
to repeat as doubles champions 
in the MAC. 
lite team is in the top echelon 
of the MAC and battling with 
other powerhouses such as Top 
20 Ball State (10-6), and OU 
(10-6) for the top three spots. 
For the Falcons they are in the 
second tier of the conference 
and are battling with Toledo, 
and Western and Eastern Mich- 
igan, for fourth place. 
Freshman Rob Suski may be 
absent from the lineup because 
he has the flu. 
"If we are able to put every- 
thing together as a team it's an 
upset we can pull off," Orlando 
said. 
Reds' O'Neill produces first bunt 
Team's slugger used to putting the ball over the fence, not down the line 
CINCINNATI (AP) — Paul O'Neill, who is 
paid to be one of the Cincinnati Reds' leading 
RBI men, is proud of a first in his major- 
league career: a sacrifice bunt. 
On manager Ldu Piniella's order Tuesday 
night in Houston, O'Neill laid down his first 
sacrifice bunt in 1,094 big-league at-bats. 
The bunt helped the Reds sustain a rally and 
go on to defeat the Houston Astros, 3-2. 
"It's no big deal," O'Neill said. "With our 
bullpen, if you get the runner over and in, 
that's the ballgame. That's Lou's style of 
managing and it worked. 
"I'm kind of happy with my bunt," he 
said. "Now when I do it in batting practice, 
I'll take it seriously." 
O'Neill, 27, has in recent seasons become 
one of the Reds' leading hitters. In an injury- 
shortened season last year, he batted .276 
with 15 home runs and 74 runs batted in dur- 
ing 117 games. 
The production earned the arbitration- 
eligible O'Neill a salary boost to $625,000 this 
year, his third full season in the major 
leagues. 
The Reds were off Thursday after having 
swept three games from the Astros in Hous- 
ton to give Cincinnati its best start in any 
season since 1987. 
Both teams were still talking about a se- 
ries of exchanges in which batters were hit 
by pitches. Houston's Glenn Davis tied a big- 
league record when he was hit by pitches 
three times in Monday night's opener by 
Reds starter Tom Browning and reliever 
Randy Myers. 
Tuesday night, Houston pitcher Jim De- 
shaies hit Barry Larkin with a pitch and 
threw close to Eric Davis. Reliever Charley 
Kerfeld later also threw close to Eric Davis. 
Browning and Myers said they weren't 
trying to hit Glenn Davis. 
"If I miss, I want to miss inside with him. 
He's proved to me he can hit my screwball 
out," Browning said. "I had two strikes on 
him the second time. I wasn't going to hit 
him." 
Myers said, "Everyone knows you're not 
going to hit a guy with a slider if you hit 
someone. I don't think anything about it" 
Glenn Davis said he still is wondering. 
"It's one record I can do without, Va like 
to think it was not intentional," he said. I 
stand in the same place I always did ... 
Things like that shouldn't happen in base- 
ball. 
"He's got other ballclubs to face, and he's 
tot to hit himself," Glenn Davis said of 
rowning. "Things have a way of coming 
around in this game. If that's the way he's 
going to get even because I've had success 
against him, that shows a lack of class. We'- 
ve got a staff that can send a message." 
The Reds' Eric Davis said his team has 
some weapons, too, in hard-throwing re- 
lievers Myers and Rob Dibble. 
"You don't want to get in a beanball 
contest with the two guys we have over 
here," Eric Davis said. "They're wild, they 
throw 100 miles per hour and they don't care 
where it goes." 
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Preferred Properties 
Phone 352-9378 
SUMMER LEASING 
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HAVEN HOUSE MANOR 
PIEDMONT 
BIRCHWOOD PLACE 
HOUSES 
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Cleveland loses 
opener; Pirates 
beat Mets again 
NEW YORK (AP) - Pinch- 
hitter Luis Polonia singled 
home the tie-breaking run in 
the eighth inning, and the 
New York Yankees, with 
Dave Winfield and Don Mat- 
tingly again together in the 
lineup, beat the Cleveland In- 
dians 6-4 Thursday in a much- 
delayed season opener. 
The teams were rained out 
Tuesday and snowed out 
Wednesday in Cleveland. 
They returned to Yankee Sta- 
dium for one game, resche- 
duled because of the lockout, 
and became the last two 
major league clubs to start 
the season. 
A crowd of 50,114 saw the 
Yankees win their fifth 
straight opener and Winfield 
get his first hit in two years. 
The Indians, the American 
League's best spring training 
team at 10-5, lost their official 
debut under Manager John 
McNamara. 
After Cleveland tied it at 4 
in the eighth on Candy Mal- 
donado's two-run, bloop 
single, the Yankees came 
back. Jesse Barfield drew a 
one-out walk from loser Jesse 
Orosco, speedy Roberto Kelly 
barely beat the double-play 
relay on a force play and Bob 
Geren singled for his third 
hit. 
Doug Jones, who saved 69 
games in the last two years, 
relieved, and Polonia, batting 
for rookie Mike Blowers, sin- 
gled on the first pitch. The 
Yankees added another run 
on a single by Steve Sax that 
second baseman Jerry 
Browne threw away for an 
error. 
Eric Plunk, the Yankees' 
fourth pitcher, went 1 1-3 in- 
nings for the victory. 
Winfield got the Yankees 
Soing   with  a   hard  double 
own the left-field line in the 
second inning. Winfield 
missed the entire 1969 season 
with back problems and went 
l-for-29 in spring training, 
fueling speculation he might 
not be able to come back at 
age 38. 
winfield later scored New 
York's first run and finished 
l-for-4. He had an RBI single 
Wednesday, but that was 
wiped out when the game was 
postponed. 
Mattingly, a notorious slow 
starter, went 2-for-4 with an 
RBI single. He is a .285 life- 
time hitter in April, 48 points 
below his career average. 
Cory Snvder hit a two-run 
homer in the Cleveland fourth 
that made it 2-2. Snyder, who 
had a home run and double 
wiped out in Wednesday's 
snow-out, singled in his first 
at-bat and homered the next 
time against Dave LaPoint. 
Winfield's double and Mel 
Hall's single set up two-out, 
RBI singles by Geren and the 
rookie Blowers in the second. 
Mattingly singled home a run 
in the fifth against starter 
Bud Black for a 3-2 lead, and 
Geren doubled home a run in 
sixth against Al Nipper. 
D D D 
NEW YORK (AP) — Barry 
Bonds drove in three runs and 
threw out a runner at the 
plate as the Pittsburgh Pi- 
rates beat New York 6-2 
Thursday to take two of three 
games in their season- 
opening series with the Mets. 
Bonds, who was the subject 
of trade rumors throughout 
the winter, had a two-run 
single in the second inning 
and an RBI-double in the sev- 
enth. He also stole a base. 
Pirates starter Neal Heaton 
(1-0) pitched out of trouble in 
four of his five innings. He al- 
lowed one unearned run and 
six hits before Doug Bair re- 
lieved to start the sixth. 
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Daytorva Beach Spring 
Break room deposits can 
be picked up beginning 
Friday, April 13 in the 
Bursar's Office. 
You must show an ID. 
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THE 
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 
WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE 
IT'S NEW OFFICERS FOR 
1990-91 
Amy Lechko 
Jenny Harraman 
Regina Pinces 
Kim Susbauer 
Peggy Searcy 
Sharon Novak 
Josie Vaglienti 
Carrie Hornack 
Alicia Dohner 
Susie Pletcher 
Carrie Weller 
President 
Vice President 
Office Manager 
Public Relations 
Social Spirit 
Master Teacher Award 
Fundraiser 
Homecoming Co-Chair 
Homecoming Co-Chair 
Special Events 
Alumni Relations 
Congratulations To You All! 
Next Year Will Be Terrific! 
Bowling Green Senior High School 
Prom 1990 
DON'T DRINK * DRIVE! 
SAY NO TO DRUGS! 
SHOW THAT YOU CARE!! 
From April -16th thru May •18th oil Downtown Business Association 
Merchants will be passing out rea & white ribbons We are asking that 
you tie these to your cor antenna to show your support tor an alcohol 
ana arug tree prom for our high school students the support ot parents, 
students, and the community, shows that Bowling Green does care 
about our young adults 
Sponsored by the B. G. Downtown Business Association. 
Easter Goodies 
GIFTS 
CARDS 
CANDY 
at the 
University Bookstore 
Student Services Building 
AAon - Fri   8 - 5:00        Closed Sat., April 14 
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SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON 
Who is 
PADDY Q. MURPHY? 
(SAE) Bowling Green- Tragedy struck the brothers of Sigma 
Alpha Epsilon, as it was learned that their beloved brother Paddy 
Q. Murphy was found in an expired state at a local Bowling 
Green bar. Witnesses say that Paddy, who arrived in Bowling 
Green late last night, seemed to be on some sort of unezplainable 
mission. 
"I saw him at Soft Rock," said one source who wished not to be 
identified. "There he was, old Paddy himself. He seemed bent on 
stuffing down as much of that free happy hour buffet as possible. 
I thought several times for sure he'd expire, after all the nachos 
and potato thingamagigs he scarffed down. Then when he maxed 
his Visa card out on beers, he pulled out his Discover card and 
blew that away with all kinds of evil drinks." 
Another anonymous source saw a disgruntled Paddy outside of 
Howard's Club H. "He was mad as a hornet. He kept hollering 'I 
ain't paying no dollar to see Mike Katon, even if it is my favorite 
band.' We last saw him running towards Brathaus, mumbling 
something about being 'shot down by Dancie Moore.' " 
Other sources confirm seeing Paddy screaming "Now is the 
time on Sprockets when we dance" as he was escorted out of the 
Underground. All the time while insisting that the bouncer could 
not "touch my monkey." Later he was sighted storming out of 
Some Other Place after being told that he could no longer buy 
Rocky Rocco's Pizza there anymore, but he was welcome to stay 
and dance to "todays hottest hits." 
Although the Brothers of Sigma Alpha Epsilon are deeply 
saddened by Paddy's sudden passing, we pay tribute to a brother 
who made a lasting impression on all the lives that he touched. 
A dance will be held in honor of the late Paddy Murphy this 
weekend in Indianapolis during which time the SAE's and their 
dates will pay tribute to a genuine "True Gentleman." 
OAHML WIIIT       AHOMW OONNIUY 
MAN DOLAIA 
Paddy Q. Murphy 
DANIIL (TODOARD      JIFFSIY MIVIII OANIil OUTRO        JOHN LAM Ml HI ■•INT KIIHA       TMVOt •UMMMf 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon is one of the nation's oldest 
fraternities, and its members enjoy a proud tradition of 
friendship and brotherhood that has endured since its 
founding in 1856. This week the brothers of the Ohio 
Kappa chapter of SAE will be celebrating another 
tradition that makes us unique to the Greek community, 
the honoring of Paddy Q. Murphy. 
In tradition, the brothers of SAE gather together to 
celebrate the spirit of the legendary Paddy Murphy. 
While a wake may not sound like an upbeat event, it 
provides SAE the opportunity to salute their outgoing 
seniors. At the same time the younger members of the 
chapter are given the chance to take the reigns and guide 
Ohio Kappa into the future. 
The Paddy Murphy celebration lasts the entire week, 
with different events occurring every night. The 
culmination of which is the formal dance, Bowling 
Green' s premiere formal, which is held in a different 
location each year. This year Paddy Murphy will be held 
in the racing city of Indianapolis, and it promises to be 
an outstanding weekend for the Brothers of SAE and 
their dates. 
Best of luck to all of Bowling Green's graduating 
Seniors from the Ohio Kappa chapter of Sigma Alpha 
Epsilon. 
Commissioner moves on 
Jim Lessig, Commissioner of the Mid-American 
Conference for the last seven and a half years, has 
been named to succeed Vic Bubas as commis- 
sioner of the Sun Belt Conference. 
Bubas, the only commissioner in the 14-year his- 
tory of the SBC, is retiring on July 1. 
'It may be an overused expression to say this 
was an extremely difficult decision'," Lessig said, 
"but it is certainly true In this case. All of us look 
forward to new challenges in life." 
While serving as the commissioner of the MAC, 
Lessig served on the NCAA Council and is current- 
ly vice president of the Collegiate Commissioners 
Association. He also served as the regional chair- 
man of the NIT selection committee and the NCAA 
man's tennis committee. 
Lessig received a bachelor's degree in English 
from Bowling Green State University in \KT. He 
earned his master's degree in school administra- 
tion and speech from BGSU in 1967. 
Lessig served his alma mater in several capaci- 
ties from 1984-1982, including assistant basketball 
coach, assistant athletic director, director of 
alumni affairs, executive director of alumni af- 
fairs, and athletic director. 
In 1969, Lessig left Bowling Green to become Bill 
Fitch's assistant basketball coach at the Universi- 
ty of Minnesota. A year later, he was in on the 
ground floor of the then NBA expansion franchise 
Cleveland Cavaliers as assistant coach, head 
scout, and director of special promotions. 
"The Sun Belt Conference is very fortunate to 
have Jim Lessig as its new commissioner," Bubas 
said. "He Is one of the most respected administra- 
tors in the country and is thoroughly acquainted 
with the national scene in intercollegiate athlet- 
ics." 
Dougherty leads Cavs 
LANDOVER, Md. (AP) - Brad Daugherty 
scored eight of his 22 points in the fourth quar- 
ter Thursday night, leading a Cleveland come- 
back that lifted the Cavaliers to a 102-100 vic- 
tory over the Washington Bullets. 
The victory moved the Cavaliers back into a 
tie with Atlanta for the final Eastern Confer- 
ence playoff berth. Each team is 37-40 with five 
games remaining. 
Washington's Jeff Malone led all scorers with 
39 points. Malone scored 22 in the third quarter, 
making his first 11 shots before missing one in 
the closing seconds of the period, but he was 
only l-of-3 in the final quarter and scored only 
three points. 
As a team, the Bullets shot 17-of-23 (73.9 per- 
cent ) in the third period but they were able to 
add only two points to their six-point halftime 
lead. 
The fourth quarter began with Malone on the 
bench and the Bullets leading 87-79. Cleveland 
scored six straight points to close within two. 
When Malone returned with 7:27 left Wash- 
ington led 89-85. A 3-pointer by Steve Kerr and a 
book by Daugherty gave the Cavaliers their 
first lead of the second half 90-89 with 6:30 re- 
maining and a basket by John Williams made it 
D See Cavs, page 7. 
$$$ SCHOLARSHIP MONEY$$$ 
Scholarship money is now available 
from Women For Women for students 
to attend the National Women's Studies 
Association Conference in Akron, June 
20 to June 24. For Application infor- 
mation, call 372-2281 or 372-7133. 
Applications must be received by noon 
Wed. April 18 in 434 Student CJnion. 
UAO   UAO   UAO   UAO   UAO   UAO   UAO   UAO 
O 
< 
COME HANG AT 
THE END OF OUR ROPES 
Join UAO's Outdoor Recreation Committee 
cz 
> 
O 
O 
< 
on the High Ropes/Group Dynamic Course > 
0 
<z 
> 
O 
13 
o 
< 3 
When:    April 21st 
Leave BG at 7:00 a.m.    (^^S   f". ■ 7 
Return by 3:30 p.m.       \-y*5 Cl ^W 
o 
< 
Cost:   $23.00                       ^\ 
including price of course 
and transportation 
> 
0 
o 
< 3 
Sign up at the UAO Office Now! «\V., ,ty, / v cr 
> 
O 3rd Floor Union. 
Ufi \0   UAO   UAO   UAO   UAO   UAO   UAO   UA O 
HEY MAN,  NESD 
MONEY.7 
COME WORK FOR FOOD-OP 
SUMMER AND FALL MO 
BESIDES    THAT     E1TRA   CASH,    FOOD OPERATIONS 
OFFERS    YOU    ALL     KINDS   OF   STUFF. 
- FREE SONUS  MEALS 
(FREE   FOOD   MAN.') 
- A   KWI Bl-E    SCHEDULE 
(SO   YOU   CAN    STILL   MA KG   MOTOWN l) 
- LEADERSHIP  OPPORTUNITIES 
( DuOS,   DO  IT   NOW.') 
-FRIENDSHIPS 
( PARTIES, MAN.') 
"JOB   EXPERIENCE 
(MSY  DUDES, A RESUME STUFFCR!) 
FOR AN   APPLICATION   SEE   A  CASHIER. OR. MANAGER. 
IN   ANY    DINING   HALL   OR SNAC fc  BAR , OR nO TO 
STUDENT    EMPLOYMENT   IN THE  STUDENT  SERVICES 
BUILDIN&. 
Horizons 
advance 
to silver 
by Grag Watson 
sports writer 
The skating club's Horko«« 
Precision Team glided its way to 
a silver round victory in the 
National Championship last 
weekend. 
After finishing third in the 
Midwest competition, the team 
performed at the championship 
in Houston, Texas. 
The Horizons, which consists 
of 20 area high school and Uni- 
versity students, finished fourth 
of the six teams in the prelimi- 
nary round, but should have 
placed higher, according to 
freshman Stacy Hall. 
She said the team felt slighted 
by the judges. 
"We felt we did better," Hall 
said. 
"We skated very well in the 
silver round," said freshman 
Lisa Ropiak. "I have been with 
the team for four years and 
every year we seem to get bet- 
ter.'' 
1 I See Skate, page 7. 
BG sports 
Roundup 
The baseball team will travel 
to Eastern Michigan this week- 
end for a pair of doubleheaders 
against the Hurons. Both the 
Friday and Saturday double- 
dips begin at 1 p.m. at Oestrike 
Stadium on the EMU campus. 
Both BG and the Hurons hold 
2-2 records so far against Mid- 
American Conference competi- 
tion. 
The Falcons possess the best 
overall record in the MAC, win- 
ning 15 and losing 9, while 
Eastern is 9-11. 
Outfielder Jason Welch repre- 
sents BG as the sixth-best hitter 
with a .413 batting average. 
Huron catcher Aldo Pecorilli 
is 13th, hitting at a .364 clip. 
1: 1 ] U 
The softball team will invade 
Ball State this weekend for a 
pair of doubleheaders of their 
own in Muncie. 
BG is sixth in the conference 
standings while Ball State is 
last. 
The Falcons have the lowest 
team batting average in the 
MAC as well as the fewest runs 
scored but the Cardinals' team 
earned run average of 2.33 is the 
most generous in the league. 
U D u 
The men's golf team will head 
for Huntington, VA Friday and 
Saturday for the Marshall Invi- 
tational. BG's Bill Lehman is 
currently 15th in the MAC with a 
seven round average of 77. 
On Sunday, the women's golf 
team competes in Columbus in 
the Ohio State Invitational, 
u u u 
The men's and women's track 
teams will continue with the 
Dogwood Relays in Knoxville, 
TN which began Thursday. 
I 
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Langston's arm tires, 
Witt forced into relief 
ANAHEIM, Calif. (AP) - Even the lure of a no- 
hitter against his former team couldn't keep Mark 
Langston from taking himself out of the game. 
"Basically, I hit the wall in the seventh inning; I 
threw a lot of pitches early in the game," he said 
the California Angels' new $16 million left-hander. 
And so, on the night of his debut, Langston left 
after seven innings Wednesday and listened to the 
radio in the trainer's room as Mike Witt finished 
with two perfect innings for a rare combined no- 
hitter ana a 1-0 victory over the Seattle Mariners. 
It was only the fifth combined, nine-inning no- 
hitter in the majors and first since 1976. 
"The last two innings, I was just pitching on 
adrenalin. My arm speed just wasn't there," said 
Langston, who threw 98 pitches. He struck out 
three and walked four. 
Langston had control problems early — he 
walked two of the first three batters he faced — 
and often fell behind the hitters. But, with the help 
of two double plays, he never allowed a runner 
past first base. 
Still California manager Doug Rader never 
planned to let him pitch as long as he did. 
"I let him go on," Rader said. "There were ex- 
tenuating circumstances, you know. We let him 
dictate uie terms. He started to lose it in the sev- 
enth. I kept asking him every inning, starting with 
the fourth, how he felt. He finally admitted he was 
done." 
Witt, bumped from the starting rotation by 
Langston's arrival, was working in relief — and 
earning his first save — for the first time since 
1983. 
"It's a weird feeling to combine on it," Witt said. 
"I understood the job I had to do, to keep the 1-0 
lead. But secondary in the back of mind, I knew I 
didn't want to give up a hit." 
Witt pitched California's last no-hitter, a season- 
ending perfect game against Texas on Sept. 30, 
1984. He hoped his relief outing might have im- 
Siroved his chances of breaking back into a starting 
ob — anywhere. 
Quotes of the week 
Cincinnati Reds lefthander Tom Browning, denying mali- 
cious intent after hitting Houston Astro Glenn Davis: "I hit 
him right where I wanted to, in the butt." 
Former Astro slugger and and the club's assistant general 
manager on Browning: "He Is lucky Glenn is a nice guy. If it 
had been me, I'd have been at his hotel room this morning, say- 
ing 'You wanna hit me, hit me now.'" 
Skate 
□ Continued from page 6. 1 
Cavs  
Q Continued from page 6. 
92-89. Four free throws by Daugherty and Williams stretched it to 
98-93 with 3:27 left. 
Cleveland's last field goal of the game was scored by Larry Nance 
with 2:20 left and gave the Cavs a 100-97 lead. Washington closed to 
102-100 when Malone made one of two free throws with 28.8 seconds 
left. Washington got a chance to tie or win after Bernard King re- 
bounded a missed shot with 2.6 seconds to go. 
After a timeout, Steve Colter's 25-f ooter was off-line and Nance got 
the rebound. 
Mark Price led Cleveland with 25 points, Nance had 18 and Wil- 
liams 14. King had 21 points and Mark Alarie 14 for Washington, 
which scored only 13 points in the fourth quarter, eight by Alarie. 
Washington's Harvey Grant left the game in the third quarter with 
a strained right shoulder. Grant, who had 14 points in the first half, 
finished with 18. 
The program is comparable to 
the Rockettes, only on ice. 
"It consists of syncronized 
skating to the beat of music," 
Ropiak said. "We do formations 
such as circles and leg kicks. We 
did the tango on ice in the Hous- 
ton competions." 
The team practiced every 
Monday since last September to 
prepare for the event, Hall said. 
They have competed in cham- 
pionships in Montreal, Minnea- 
Klis, Fraiser, Mich., Wyando- 
, Mich., and Buffalo. 
"I came to the BG because I 
wanted to be on the skating 
club," sophomore Denise Krus- 
zewski said. "The Horizon team 
is one of the best in the Midwest 
area." 
Falcon students who preform 
on the Horizons are Kathleen 
Eckert, Lisa Stacy, Hall, Krus- 
zewski, and Ropiak. Their coach 
is Karen Zambrisky. 
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS 
•••PRELAW SOCIETY""" 
Meeting Wed. April I* at 7:90 
IMHMM 
W. will be .Idling otllcer. lor neat year! 
"RUN FOR THE EARTH" 
April 21. 1890 
SK • Prizes • T-shirt 
HegkMer TODAY at 124 Hayaa 
Sponsored by Environmental In! Group 
AM A. 
Last Formal Meeting 
Film: 
"The Marketing ol Jack Daniels" 
Informal Drtit 
Tues. April 17 7:30 MSC 
Bring yoyrtl WHHeeBreO  
GIVE BLOOD TODAY 
I0AM-4PM 
GRAND BALLROOM 
H'l Hip To Be Square 
World Student Association welcomes every- 
body to tbe best SQUARE DANCE In town Live 
band Included. 
Place Band room. Music Ndg 
When Sat. Apntia 
Time. 7 30PM 
Questions Contact Karen 353-7250 
PSYCHIC FAIR 
Bowfcng Green Hobday Inn. Sunday April 22 
Ham-epm. Great Merchandise $5 readings 
with your favorite psychics Advanced reserva- 
tions available $1 OO admission or 3 lor 
$2 00 For information call 4194092310 
The Universe and Other Toys 
SIgEp- Kappa 
Congratulation! to Kevin Coughlln on your 
recent lavallerlng to Anne Carleton. 
• The Brother* of Sigma Phi Epellon. 
You're Inrlted! 
Come Celebrate the 20th 
EARTHDAY BIRTHDAY 
See you at the Oval 
April 18 
LOST & FOUND 
FOUND Fnsch's Big Boy" piggy bank on S 
College Sun 4 8 Can with appro. $ value 
354-1335 
SERVICES OFFERED 
"DELTA SIGMA THETA" 
'KAPPA ALPHA Ptl' 
DA. 
ROSES ARE RED 
VIOLETS ARE BLUE 
DA HAVE NO DOUBTS 
THAT I CARE FOR YOU. 
THE DISTANCE BETWEEN US 
MAY SEEM WIDE 
BUT TOGETHER WE WON'T 
LET OUR FEELINGS SLIDE. 
RIGHT NOW WE MAY GET LONELY 
AND NEED A HUG OR TWO 
BUT YOU BETTER BELIEVE 
THAT I'M WAITING ON YOUI 
KEEP YOUR TRUST IN ME 
AND I'LL KEEP MY TRUST IN YOU 
TOGETHER WE'LL CLIMB 
A MOUNTAIN OR TWOI 
I KNOW THAT YOU WANT ME 
I KNOW THAT YOU CARE 
NO MATTER THE PROBLEM 
I'LL STILL BE HEREI 
YES, PEOPLE TRY TO GET WITH US 
AND THROW RAPS A LOT 
BUT THEY CAN'T TOUCH 
WHAT WE'VE GOTI 
00 NOT GET JEOLOUG 
NO, NOT ONE BIT 
CAUSE MY HEART HAS 
ONLY YOU IN m 
MISS YOU MUCH! 
YOUR GIRL. "P" 
"KAPPA DELTA" 
We do 
what we went1 
••"BETASOO""" 
SMITTY 
You were the t st choice 
PS The 4 ol us will 
Have A Blast 
The Beta 
"KAPPA BETA TEAM" 
TrKIa Mauaer 
Megan OeCrene 
Tammy Schlechter 
Amy Cole 
KetySobeck 
JUST DO IT! 
KAPPAS 
ARE 
FIT* 
VICTORY! 
BETA SOU • BETA S00 
•KD •BETA 500- 
WE 
ARE 
PSYCHEOI 
KD" 
•K.0 •BETASOO* KB* 
•"Sigma Nu""" 
Good Luck this weekend at Beta. 
Together you will win I 
Your Sweetheart - Terrl 
• Delta Zeta • Delta Zeta* 
Two years In a row 
How much further can we go? 
We are going lor three 
Watch, and you we* see 
Just how fast the DZ team will be1 
•KAPPA" ZBT- 
Doug and Carl 
(Our wonderful houseboys)- 
We know you stole the glosses1 
Only kidding Thanks lor si you do 
Love. The Kappas 
•Phi Kappa Pat...- 
CongreluWions to the loeowing Brothers 
on thee recently elected positions 
Crwg McLaughkn    Historian 
Keith Wekunan   Social Chav 
Jeff CoHineon   Soda! Chair 
Jeff Oleksy*   Pledge Education 
Chris DiRenzo   Pledge Ed/Rush 
•PhiKappaPsi    * 
■PI BETA PHI • BETA THETA PI" 
WE GO TOGETHER.. 
DOOH-WAP-DOOH-WAPII 
LET'S ROCK-N-ROLL AT BETA 500! 
PS. BETA IS OUR MIDDLE NAME 
•PI BETA PHI • BETA THETA PI" 
Good Luck BETA Teem' 
Love your Gemme Phi Sisters 
•SUMMER STORAGE SERVICE" 
Can tor price Quotes » pick up times 
362-5475 
" SUMMER STORAGE SERVICE • 
Call to* price quotes A pick up times 
352-5475 
"SUMMER STORAGE SERVICE" 
Can lor price quotes & pick up times 
352-5475 
Adoption Heppley married couple ol 14 years 
We promise your chad a loving home and linen- 
del security Devoted, stay home mom Caring 
dad and one big sister. AJ medical an d legal 
expenses paid CaHcollecl 1-822-9288 
Alpha CM Omega 
Liz Fergueeon 
Congratulations on your engagement to Bill 
Meyer I Yrju guys are the greatest! 
Love. 
Ul Holly 
ATTENTION SNAKES' 
BIKE RACE IS ONLY 
ONE WEEK AWAY 
TOGETHER 
Alpha Phi" Aloha Phi 
Courtney Campbef 
GREAT JOB WITH DANCE MARATHON 
•Schnetz a Red 
Alpha PM ' Alpha Phi 
Alpha Phi" Alpha Ptu 
Karen RaCXnski 
Congretukitlons on your 
Position as Traveling Consultant' 
We are very proud ol you1 
-AJ Your UtBeo 
Alphs XI Delta Beta 500 Teem 
Chrys. Kristi. Kristen and Stacey 
Hey you speed demons - we'll be there cheer 
ing tor you Get leady tor a victory' 
Alone XI Delta Beta 500 Teem 
AOTT • BETA " AOTT 
AOTT a psyched lor Beta 5001 
Good Luck to al participants 
AOTT • BETA • AOTT 
continued on p. 8 
COLLEGE FINANCIAL AID 
reeenUra of |rMtl tr rarrllf{ MCMM 
GUARANTEED 
1-800-678-4000 
RESUMES 
Quality typeset or 
leser imogeset 
from your typewritten copy or 
compatible Macintosh program 
SI 6 for one page. 
Don'! put it off any longer1 
UnlOr.phlc. 
211 West Hal 
372-7418 
CENTER FOR CHOICE II 
• Abortions thru 17 weeks 
• Morning after treatment 
All personal end private 
Proud to be Pro Choice 
16 N   Huron St .Toledo OH 
1-255-7769 
"I'M A 
COLLEGE 
STUDENT AND 
WORKING FOR 
KELLY HAS 
HELPED ME 
UNDERSTAND 
THE 
BUSINESS 
WORLD." 
ATTENTION GRADUATES 
Investigate the many advantages 
of our college graduate program 
• 
SPECIAL PRICES FOR ALL 
BG STAFF AND FACULTY 
tOGeoree Balias Toyota 
jE^fe 1377 CONANT STREET ■ MAUMEE ■ 893 5000 tfci» Just 1 Mile South Ol South-,c* Where Reynolds Turns Into Conanl. SALES: Mori & Thuri HI 9PM • TUBS. Wed, Fit, Sal til 6PM SERVICE: Mon thru Fri 7AM-6PM • Saturday 7:30AM-5PM 
Need a caring response 
to your pregnancy concerns' 
Cell BG PREGNANCY CENTER 
al354-HOPE 
For Info on FREE PREGNANCY TESTS 
and supporting services 
Typing I 35 per page 354-0371  
TYPING ALL NIGHT? 
Lei us help relieve your load 
A TO I DATA CENTER 352-5042 
TYPING SERVICES 
Reasonable rates with accuracy 
Can 352-3987 Irom 8AM lo 9PM 
WORD PROCESSING 
ft 26/pege 
Karen 874-1573 Perrysburg 
PERSONALS 
• CAMPUS POLLYEYES ■ 
Uve entertainment with 
TOM GORMAN 10-1 AM 
$4 SO AI-U-Can-Eal Smorg 
11 -9PM 
■ AOTT" 
JETA5O0 • 
" AOTT" 
"I've broadened my education and expanded my knowledge. Improved my skills. 
It's the perfect job experience to put on a resume or an application." 
If Fl IW Temporary 
M Mb »«•«••. Ie< 
Services 
Thi Kelly Girl'PeopIt -Tht First aod The But" tot K/F/H/V N« •» w~i 
BGSU alumni work 
here: 
The Plain Dealer 
Orange County (Calif.) Register 
The Detroit News 
Prince George's Journal (Md.) 
The Wall Street Journal 
The (Toledo) Blade 
York (Pa.) Daily Record 
St. Petersburg (Fla.) Times 
Atlanta-Constitution Journal 
Austin (Texas) Statesman-Journal 
The New York Times 
Because they worked 
here: 
The BG News 
Apply now to be a volunteer in 214 West Hall 
April 13,1990 
THE BG NEWS 
Classifieds 
continued from p. 7 
AOTT • BETA SOO 
'Just dolt" 
We want mat Spirit Award 
AOTT • Beta ■ AOTT 
The Sisters ot Alpha Orrscron 
PI woukl axe to thank the 
Betas lor 
an awesome time Tuesday 
night 4 wish them good 
luck w'lheir philanthropy 
AXO BETA SOO AXO 
Good Luck to mini Malic*. Daanna Peters. 
Laura Merlon. Wendy Gradwohl. Kim Riecks. 
and Pattl Kunar with Beta tomorrow1 
■■Let's Do the Beta Thing!" 
AXO'S are doing Ihe BETA THINQI 
AXO'S are doing the BETA THINQI 
AXO'S at* doing tha BETA THING! 
BETA Roger Rude 1 Rod Krowk AXO 
Thanks to our Beta coaches lor all the work you 
did with us these past two weeks There la no 
way we could have done it without you' You're 
Awesome"' 
Love ■ The Alpha Chi'a 
BETAS • ADD ■ BETAS • AQD 
The Alpha Qama are peyched 
For BETA SOO 
The Alpha Oam spirit Is (lying high 
Safari Soo Good 
Beta SOO 
BETA-AGD-BETA-AGD 
BETAS ' AQD ' BETAS ' AGD 
The Alpha Game are psyched 
For BETA SOO 
The Alpha Qam spirit Is flying high 
Satan Soo Good 
Beta SOO 
BETA'AOO-BETA'AQD 
BETAS ' AQD ' BETAS ' AQD 
The Alpha Qama are psyched 
lor BETA SOO 
The Alpha Qam spirit Is llylng high 
Salarl Soo Good 
Beta SOO 
BETA'AQD'BETA'AOO 
BETAS ■ ALPHA PHI 
WE ARE PSYCHED FOR AN AWESOME BETA 
SOO! 
ALPHA PHI 
ChiO" ChiO •ChiO 
Apnl 14. 1990 
12:00 PM 
Need we say more?1 
Chi O • Chi O • Chi 0 
Chi O • K«n Weiss ■ Chi O 
Congratulations on your pinning to Sigma Nu - 
i Dayton University Alumnus Jim Doyle 
Love, your Chi O Sisters 
ChiO " Laney Bender • ChiO 
The slaters of Chi Omega would kke to congrat- 
ulate you on your pearling lo Jay Stack' 
Chrle. 
* Thanks lor the best 6 months ol my Me! You're 
; awesome I LOVE YOU! 
Love. Your Honey 
Congratulations 
Amy Bunkanll 
. On being named the Outstsndlng Broadcast 
Major ol 1989-90 and the Outstanding Com- 
munications Student at BQSU! 
CONGRATULATIONS 
AMYBURKETT'! 
The Outstanding Broadcasting Mayor at BGSUi 
 From the BO News Staff  
Grandma Rita. 
To an old bag who has taught me how to be a 
true Gamma Phi We've shared many a liber 
drinks while listening to the seductive sounds ol 
Bing Crosby I hale to see you go to thai big 
corporate office m Ihe sky. but remember me in 
' your wll 
Love a TTKE. 
"The Youngster" 
Congralula«ons 10 Laurie Stsas and Ray New- 
bold on your Alpha Xi Delta - PI Kappa Alpha la 
vaUormg 
Love. 
The Alpha Xl's 
CONGRATULATIONS 
1990 KAPPA SIGMA BETA TEAM 
QregLopeman 
Scon Foam 
Dele Pratt 
Brian Duppstadt 
Brad Bonn ski 
JeMHudock 
Chris Brossls 
Brian Tague 
I STILL BELIEVE" 
F.tt 
David  CC " Phelps 
We heard that tomorrow 
is your 2 1 St Bttbdsy 
So we Just want to say. 
"Happy Brthday BH!" 
Love. L- and the BHAs 
OJ and Stereo Equipment 
DJ with complete sound system available for al 
lunclions Cal Kim al 354-8516.  
EXTRA'S NEEDED FOR STUDENT FILM 
SIGN UP SHEET IN OCM8)1119 
OR CAU 3S9-ssea IF INTERESTED 
SMOKERS PREFERRED 
Games Marathon 
al the Off-Campus Student Center 
Saturday. Aprs 7 Noon to Midnight 
For more Into cal 372-8915 or 372-2573 
Games Marathon 
al the Off-Campus Student Center 
Saturday. Apr! 7 Noon to Midnight 
For more mto cal 372-891S or 372-2573 
GET REA0Y FOR SUMMER 
15% off all non-presenphon sunglasses 
Dm Beattie & Archer. Inc 
1022N Prospect 
Serengeti • Neons 
Ray Ban * Vuarnel 
Carrera * Flourescents 
GLEMBYS 
HAIRCUT-A-THON 
Tueaday April 17. 11-3 
Memorial Hal 
only $5 CO 
HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER? Je! 
there anytime from Cleveland. Detroit or Chi- 
cago lor no more than S229, or from the East 
Coast for no more than SI60 with AIRHITCH it 
(as repotted In Consumer Reports. NY Times. A 
Lets Go!) For details cal 212-864-2000 or 
write: AIRHITCH, 2790 Broadway. Ste. 100. 
New York. NY 10025 
HELP1 We need I roommate to Ive with us 
(three girts)  in our house al 842  Fifth for 
$1 so/month (plus utilities) May   15-Augusl 
You can get your own room' Cal 353-9554 
and to* 10 LU 
HeyPHIMU'S 
Get Psyched 
For Beta 500 
KAPPA SIGMA 
"I STILL BELIEVE 
BETA SOO 
KAPPA SIGMA 
"I STILL BELIEVE" 
BETA SOO 
KAPPA SIGMA 
"I STILL BEUEVE" 
BETA SOO 
KAPPAS- 
ant 
PSYCHED 
tor 
BETA! 
LOOKING FOR 
BQSU    FALCON    FOOTBALL    RECRUITING 
HOSTESSES 
Applications at football office located in the sta- 
dium or 202 Prout. There will be an information 
meeting Tueaday. April 17th, 7:00pm In the 
Prout Lobby  For more info cal 353-0532 or 
372-7083  
PI BETA PHI 
GREASED LIGHTNING 
GOOD LUCK PI PHI BETA TEAM' 
JULIE POORE 
CATHY HOLOWCZAK 
KATHY KARIOWSKI 
BETH KLAEHN 
GO QREASEO LIGHTNING QOI 
PREGNANT? Chooee adoption 
Emohonely « Flnandaly secure couple wishes 
to adopt infant Cal Karen 313-474-9522 
Pregnanl ■ Chooee Adoption 
EmoOorvety 1 Fmanaaly secure couple 
wlenee to adopt Infant 
Cal Lou Ann (419) 382-1050. 
Mane. Jotee and Chrta 
Thanks tor making my spring break the beat 
ever1 Who could have thought camping could 
be so much fun? How did we survive? Body 
heat and Men ot Ursv of Masa of course1 
Low your 88 mpn buddy. Mlchete. 
Phi Delta tneta 
Presents 
2001 Prohibition 90 
Coming April 21M 1990 
with CM Omega. Kappa Kappa Gamma, Ks- 
ppe Slgme. Delta Gamma, Sigma Phi Epsllon. 
and Phi Mu.  
Phi Delta Theta 
Preeenta 
2001 Prohibition 
Coming April 21 si 1990 
with Chi Omega, Kappa Kappa Gamma, Ka- 
ppa Sigma, Delta Gamma. Sigma Phi Epsllon, 
and PN Mu.  
Phi Delta Theta 
Pre***** 
2001 Prohibition 
Coming April 21 St 1990 
with Chi Omega, Kappa Kappa Gamma, Ka- 
ppa Sigma, Delta Gamma, Sigma Phi Epsllon. 
and Phi Mu 
RED ALERT BEDROCK! 
In my eyes. Joe Quinn ia the only Babe! 
TLS 
SOLD Leadership Tip of the Week: 
The best ol al rules Is but 8 shadowy presence 
lo his subjects    When  Its task is sccom- 
pUhed and his work done, the people al say. It 
happened to ua naturatty " 
•Lao Tzu. Tao Te Ching 
Student   Organizations   Leadership   Develop- 
mentwe're S O L 0 on leadership! 
(Interested in becoming a member of SOLD 
next year? Cal 372-2843 and ask lor Oeb 
Helm)  
SARACONNERCOGDAL 
Happy 22 Birthday' You're a real woman now. 
We love you* 
Your Bananna Spilt Roomies 
See what you'd look like in e number of visual 
experiments. New hairstyles, a different heir 
color, a cosmetic makeover etc We use the 
lelest in computer Imagery to produce this 
unique & exciting service & after you've made 
your choices we even provide a color photo 
Cal 354-0406 tor app'l S20. $15 with stu- 
dentl D  
SlgEp 
Congratulations to Alpha Gamma DeHa lor 
winning the Spirit Award al the Pinochle 
Marathon. Thank Youl 
-The Brothers ol Slgme Phi Epsllon 
Slg Ep Beta Teem: 
Sure our record ra amazing but ITS not luck. 
Never stop to thnk of how lucky we are be- 
cause luck has nothing to do with it Feel that 
nobody can beat you. No negative thinking 
You are the Masters of this race' 
Sigms Nu • Sigma Nu 
Good Luck Beta Team 
RememberTOO ETHER 
Sigma No's New Signature 
• 'Flnt Place • • 
Get Use toll' 
Go Beta Team! 
Summer Job? Not Yet? 
"How to Find Your Own 
Co-op or I nler n t hi p'' 
Arts & Sciences Majors 
April 16th - 8.00PM - 101 BABtdg 
Cal Co-op Office. 
372-2451 for details 
SUPPORT GROUP STARTING FOR STU- 
DENTS WHO ARE CURRENTLY OR HAVE IN 
THE PAST EXPERIENCED DRUG OR ALCO- 
HOL PROBLEMS. CALL MIKE AT 2-2130. 
Tennis lessons-Gmng private lessons tor 
summer. SlO/hr Alages Cal Matt 353-5444 
6-11 pm  
THETA CHI 
Theta CM wishes 
our Beta Team 
Good Luck! 
THETA CHI 
UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO 
Daytona Beech Spring Break room deposits 
can be picked up beginning Friday, April 13 
In the Bursar Office. You must show student 
10. 
UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO 
THETA CM 
Early Fat Rush 
Come Join e Winning Tradition 
THETA CHI 
Early Fas'Rush 
Cook out with the Brothers 
Aprl 1 8 and 16 7 9pm 
THETA CM 
E»ny Fad Rush 
Come experience an off-campus 
liatemity at the corner ol 
Ridge and Man Streets 
THETA CM 
Tim Dolling 
So far, so good- Has it been 11 months 
already? Tomorrow night la going to bo a 
Mast! Beta SOO dale party - look out here we 
a! 
LoveAtwayB- 
Tenl 
To The Brothers ol Beta Thau PI 
We are looking forward to Beta 500 
Good Luck! 
Love, 
The Skiers ol Alpha XI DeHa 
WANTED 
S150 ENTIRE SUMMER 
2 blocks from campus, furnished, utilities paid. 
spacious 354-6835  
1 or 2 non smoking lemalee nsadad to eub- 
leeee cute 1 bdrm apt for 90 91 school year 
Located at 839 4th Si S315/mo 8 host In- 
cluded Interested? Cal 353-7952 Ask lor 
Jenny or Angle. 
1 rmmte needed for 90-91 school year. 705 
7th SI Apt S9 Reasonable rent tor spacious 
apt. Prefer nonsmoking rmmte. For more inlo 
caM 353-1952. Aak for Peggy or Suzanne 
2 non smoking females for 4th St apt for next 
school year 1120/month a utilities Cal 
353-9338. ask lor Kelly 
2 non-smoking female roommates to share apt 
in Campus Manor next school year. $175rmo 
1 electric Prime Locslion Cal 2-1410  
Amy needs one or two roommates tor Ihe sum- 
mer male or female couples welcomed 710 
seventh St Quiet Groat landlord  1 rm la S220 
2 rm isS146 AB utlktios included except elec- 
tricity (only 110) 
Cal 354-4073 
Female roommate needed lor summer 2 blocks 
trom campus S96 25 4uM 353-4056 
Female lo sublease 7th St apt for any length ol 
time this summer Rent nog Cal Stacy of 
3543473  
LIFEGUARDS WANTED 
Seasonal work available at Portage Quarry Rec 
Club. Must bring current Red Cross Certilica 
lion card (otherwise you wB not neve an inter- 
view) Apply xi person at T-Square Graphics 
121 S Mam SI .BO  
NEED 1 OR 2 PEOPLE TO SUBLEASE HOUSE 
FOR SUMMER CORNER OF E MERRY S 
THURSTIN CLOSEST HOUSE TO CAMPUS 
CALL 354 3476   PRICE NEG  
Need to sublease 2 bedroom apt tor summer. 
Close  to  campus.   S305  plus untiles.   Cal 
353 3575 alter 1 00 PM 
NEEDED 2 people to lease apartment on 4th 
and Elm Totally furnished, two car garage and 
reasonable rent Cal today lor more into. Jo* 
372-8796 
ON CAU HABITATION TRAINER NEED PER- 
SONS TO PROVIDE DAILY LIVING TRAINING 
FOR ADULTS WITH MENTAL RETARDA- 
TION/DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES IN 
COMMUNITY BASED SETTINGS H S DI- 
PLOMA REQUIRED EXPERIENCE IN THE 
FIELD OF MR/DO PREFERREO MUST HAVE 
TRANSPORTATION, VAUO DRIVERS LI- 
CENCE S A GOOD DRIVING RECORD PART- 
TIME. FLEXIBLE MRS. S5 50<HR APPLICA- 
TION DEADLINE APRIL 27 FOR RESUME AND 
COVER LETTER TO MEUNDA SLUSSER. 
WOODLANE INDUSTRIES. 11160 E. GYPSEY 
LANE RO . BG. OH 43402 (419)352-5115 
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER  
One bedroom furnished apt needs one or two 
sublessors for summer. Close lo campus. 
reasonable rent Cal 352 0361  
One male roommate nsadad. 90-91 Behoof 
year SI 25/mo. 1 uH Cal Dave 354-4945. 
One roommate to share 3 bedroom house 
w/AC for summer and/or 9091 school year 
Cal Karen 352-0130 
Roommate needed immediately' 2-bdr apt. non- 
drinker prelerrod Cal Jenny at 353-6446 
Sublease 2 bdrm. furnished inexpensive apt 
w/tront porch Close to campus Rent negotia- 
ble Aval summer Cal 353 3090  
TIRED OF 9 TO 5? 
Set your own hrs . earn a great income & love 
whet you do Become a Beauti Control Image 
Consultant Prof trainsig xi triage Improve- 
ment, color analysis, makeup a skin care 
425-1520 lor interview.  
Wanted: 1 non-smoking female roommate for 
90-91 year. 112 block trom campus Cal Mi- 
ches* 372-3854 
Wanted 1 Fern, roommate for summer and 
'90-91 yr Smoker preferred and must kke ani- 
mals' Cal Mich*** 354-7030 
Wanted: 2 non-smoking female roommates tor 
aufun 90-91 school year at Wage Green. Cal 
now for mora info. 354-4555 Lisa or Cheryl 
WANTED: 2 3 F roommates to share large 3 
bod house from Sum a Fal 90 a Spr 91 Call 
Kay or Jessica 353-7967. 
WANTED TWO PEOPLE TO SUBLEASE 1/2 
HOUSE ON S COLLEGE FOR SUMMER. UN- 
FURNISHED SO YOU OONT HAVE TO 
WORRY ABOUT MOVING YOUR FURNITURE 
CHEAP ALSO CALL PETE OR JOAN 
354-6339 
We need 2 female roommstes to share a 2 
bdrm. 3rd Street apt for 90-91 school year 
S130/mo. 4 elec Contact Colette or Suzanne 
364-8321 It Interested 
"House boy" wanted for '90-91 school year lor 
sorority house 6-10 hours a week. Cal for In- 
terview 372-5500 ask for Mary 
Fatman 
— byJohnBoissy 
HELP WANTED 
SIOOO's weekly stuffing envelopes Send eel 
addressed stamped envelope lo Malche Ajeo- 
dates 4431 Lehlgh Rd Suite 236 Cosege 
Park. Maryland 20740 
250 COUNSELORS and Instructors needed! 
Private, coed, summer camp In Pooono 
Mountains Northeaetern Pennsylvania. LoM- 
ktn. PO Boa 294BQ, Kenlhtorth, NJ 07099 
(201)2700991 
Accepting applications for al posmons at Tole- 
do's newest hot spot: 
• 'Coconut Beech dub" • 
Cal 874 2222  
ALASKA CANNERY and ftahtig eniployment 
opportunities Secure your summer Job Focus 
your search (208)771 3811  
ATTENTION - HIRING' Government lobe - your 
aree SI 7.840 - $69,485 Call 
1-602-838-8865 EXT R 4244 
ATTENTION EARN MONEY READING 
BOOKS' S32.000/year Income potential De- 
lete . (1)602-836-8886 Ext   Bk 4244  
ATTENTION EASY WORK EXCELLENT PAY! 
Assemble products at home Delete (1) 
602-838 8685 Ext W-4244  
DANCERSI Must be 18 4 up Wat Train Can 
max* S10O0 weakly. Come see our snow 
Fireplace Lounge. PtCanton 734-9061, ask 
lor Tom  
EBSCO Telephone Service now hiring Secure 
summer poattton by working now I earn a mar- 
ketable ski a make money Flexible pert-time a 
ful-tlme hours available (15 hours minimum ) 
Guaranteed hourly wage plus deify bonus 
baaed on sales Year round employment Join 
the fun. After 4pm for eppacahons Interviews 
held from 4:15-5:16 CaH lor an appointment 
353-6662 113 N Main St. (next to David's 
0*8.)  
Floor Wallers 
Part ttmo/$4.00/hr. 
Apply in person 
SOP/Cassidys 
178 E. Wooster 
Need Psrt Time Income? Need s Scholarship? 
Need a Grant? We Can Helpl Free kilo 
1-8O0-USA-1221 ext 1090 
Painters a foreman earn between S5-S7/TV 
Need cosege students living In the Canton OH 
area for the summer   Cal   1   800-543 3792 
ask lor Brett White  
Professional couple seeking care for two chil- 
dren Fus-time summer, part-time during school 
year.    Our   home   in   Toledo    Cal   even- 
ings473-6661  
SEASONAL EDUCATION COORDINATOR 
NEEDED FOR AIDS PREVENTION PROJECT 
BILINGUAL ENGLISH/SPANISH REQUIRED 
BACHELOR'S DEGREE AND/OR COMBINA- 
TION OF HEALTH OR HUMAN SERVICES 
BACKGROUND EXPERIENCE IN WORKING 
WITH LOW INCOME PEOPLE OHIO DRIVERS 
LICENSE. CAR FOR WORK a INSURANCE 
REQUIRED SEND RESUME BY APRIL 16. 
1990 TO P O BOX 186. BOWLING GREEN. 
OH 43402 EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EM- 
PLOYER^  
m '■•■!■. MaMfatM 
Apply In person 
SOP/Cassidy's 
176E Wooster 
Work 18 hours lo 90 hours per week out of a 7 
day workweek (day, evening and weekend 
•hlfts). Our company Is seeking employees 
to periorm unskilled light production work. 
Plant location la only 2 blocks trom BQS.U 
campuB. The rate of wage la $9.80 par hour. If 
Interested pick up an application at tha ofllca 
ol Advinced Specially Products, Inc., 428 
Clough Slreet. Bowling Green, Ohio. Tele- 
phone 354-2844  
FOR SALE 
1982 Plymouth Turiamo WhItB/bkie. 4 speed 
manual. AM/FM cassette Good maeege 
$1500 or best offer 457-2035 or 435-7995 
sfter 5pm  
6-mo-old WATERBED, $100!' Wooden desk a 
chair: $30 Al tor only $120' Cal 353-7883, 
aak lor Paul. ___^_ 
81 Kawasaki 550 LTD 
Good Condition. 8500 Cal 353-9660  
82 Kawasaki 750 black Excellent condition 
$1.000 362-1991  
ATTENTION • GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHI- 
CLES from $100. Fords. Mercedes. Corvet- 
tes. Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide. 
1-602-838-8885 EXT A 4244  
FOR SALE 
1976 CADILLAC 
Very title rust, rebuilt engine, good tires, looks 
good, runs great! First offer of $500 takes it. 
Cal 353 3982 after 8  
For Sale: 
Stereo equipment. HatOer DH 220 amplifier, 
Heltler DH 100 pre amp 100 watts, 
$475 Japanese Futon mattresalsize double) 
$90Padded. swivel, adi desk chair. $27Csl 
John 354-4479(7-11pm) 
Four piece drum set lor $250 00 or best otter 
Cal 691 0516. aak lot Chris 
Looking for Inexpensive furniture? I have a deal 
for you! I have a love Mat for $35 and 2 chairs 
lor $15 each. Cal Shan 353-9454 
FOR RENT 
• •SaVRENTALS' • 
1 a 2 bdrm apt*, aval. 
9 8 12 mo. leases Cat 362-7464 
»142 25 pet month! 
' water, otectrtc. sewage nctuded* 
May Aug or Sept-Doc or Both! 1990 
329 E. Wooster -Across from Taco Bel 
-on Ihe comer Of Enterprise 
1)2 weybtwn campus * ihe ben!!! 
Cal Brian at 353- 5670 
••CARIBBEAN CRUME" 
Register today 
R.E. Management 
505 Clough St B15 
Apt* tor summer 8 fal 
stlavsaeoie 
 362-9302  
1 bdrm apt downtown acroaa from Sundance 
Sublease m May New and clean After 5:30 
cal 354 5149. 
2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS ONE HALF 
BLOCK TO CAMPUUS. SUMMER OR FALL 
CAU. TOM 352-4873 DAYS OR 962-1800 EVE 
8WKIHOS.  
4 bdrm house Large tvtng room, do** to 
csmpus Available Summer and Fall 
352 6475  
4 needed lo auttena* turn, apadous apt 
acroaa from Rodger* 2 Ig bdrm*., ft** 
wash/dry   Elec   only rent   Nog   353-3112 
521 E Many 
nearOffennauar 
2 bdrm. turn apt. 
excalant cend 
Prices lor 2. 3. or 4 people 
CALL 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
354-2260 
Apartment -618 Second St 
Available May 1  $4 50/mo ram 
CM 352-5133 
Apt for Summer -SBO/monrh. Central air con- 
ditioning, nice duplex on* block from campus 
Aak tor Bob or Dave st 353-7 136 or visit 327 
E Ever* »B.  
CHEAP HOUSING 
SPACE NOW AVAILABLE FOR 1 MALE 
ROOMMATE DURING SUMMER BRAND NEW 
APARTMENT, CLOSE TO CMAPUS FOR 
ONLY S130/M0 PLUS UTILITIES fT YOU 
WANT IT, GRAB IT THIS ONE WONT LAST 
LONG! CALL 372-4341 or 353-7888 IF YOU 
HAVE ANY QUESTIONS CALL ANYTIME 
E   REED APT   FOR SUMMER   1   BEDROOM. 
FURNISHED.    AIR   CONO     CAU   NOW!!! 
354-5151 
Efficiencies a One bedroom apartments   Cal 
353-7074 
Efficiency, available 8115<90. 10 minute walk 
from campus, only S200/mo.l Call 
2-6333-Dan or 2-6124-Tetrl 
FAU RENTALS 
now available at 
WINTHROP TERRACE APARTMENTS 
1 8 2 bedroom, furnished 8 unfurnished 
24 hi maintenance 
CAMPUS SHUTTLE 
summer leases saw available 
WINTHROP TERRACE APARTMENTS 
Georgetown Manor Apis 
800- Third Street 
1 bdrm S 2 bdrm unlit: 
fullyI umlihed: AC. 
Now leasing lor 1900-1 Ml. 
and summer 1990. 
Convenient • 8 reeeoneble. 
Csll 352-4*88 5pm-10pm 
Helpl! 
We need up to 8 people to sublease a out*, 
cobble atone, S bedroom house. Only 2 
blocks trom csmpus-lor summer. Rsel cheep 
and avilltble. Cell If Interested 372-40*0-1 sk 
for Amy or Shawneo or leave a oriel meo- 
sage. 
House for rent thia surrtnar. Ctos* to downtown 
are*. Short walk to carnpu* 0*8353-6536. 
House For Rent-Summer 1990. 
1 Block from carnpu*. big back yard! Subleas- 
ing available in 5 week Intervale! Cal ua at 
354 5536. 
House for Rent 
4 bdrm house to sublease. Very, very dose lo 
campus. Available lor summer rental. Csll Mike 
353-6269 or Dan 4 Casey 354 5244 
Large Efficiency doee to campus avaaeble Au- 
gust. 12 month lease S285/month 8 gas 8 
electric 443 N Enterprise Apt C Cal 
352-3996 or 1-433-4474  
NEED 1 OR 2 PEOPLE TO SUBLEASE APT AT 
THURSTIN MANOR FOR SUMMER. CLOSE TO 
CAMPUS, AC, LOW UTILITIES, FURNISHED. 4 
MONTHS RENT FOR THE PRICE OF 2. CALL 
354-8009. LEAVE MESSAGE IF I AM NOT 
HOME.  
NEED SUBLEASER FOR SUMMER LEASE A- 
VAIL FOR FAU ALSO LG 2 BDRM APT ON 
MAIN ST 285/MO IDEAL FOR 2-3 PEOPLE 
CALL 354-4297 EVENINGS  
Needed: 2 Females lo sublease lor summer 
Rent S95Vmonth 
Please cal 354-0137 for details 
One 3-bedroom unit 8 One 1 bedroom unit In a 
house between downtown 8 campus. Cal 
1-893-2317  
One bdrm. furnished ad, S360/month sub 
lease 364-1441 sfter 5pm  
One bedroom apt lor sublease Mav-Aug '91 
Across trom campus, rsaaonabts rant. Cal 
1-218-237-2669 after 5 30 PM 
Preferred Properties is now lasting lor summer 
and fal Fox Run. Haven House, Piedmont, 
Bvchwood Place, and others available! Al real- 
dents receive s membership to Cherrywood- 
HoMth Spa Call 352-9376 
REDUCED FALL RATES 
Jay-Mar Apartments 
2 bedroom AC spacious 
Starting at $420 Cal 354-6036 
Single room for female, private bath 8 cooking 
lecithee $195/mo mc! utu Qmel residential 
neighborhood Non-smoker please 12 mo 
lease Ph 352-1832or 352-7365 
SUMMER APARTMENT 
2 person. 1 bdrm apartment tor summer. Furni- 
shed, al uH Except electric Please cal 
353-9549 
SUMMER RENTALS 
Houses, apt*, rooms 
Cal 352-7365 
Summer rentals Apartments, houses, and 
rooms Cal Certy Rentals 362-7386 
Summer Rental Only 3 bdrm, close to campue 
443 N Enterprise Apt B $300.month 0*1 
353-7437 011-433-4474 
SUMMER SUBLEASE NEEDED 
2 sublsssers male or female needed for (he 
summer. For tntormalKxi cal Tina 354-7332. 
Two 2 bdrm apt*, turn. 8 unfum aiassliln lor 
Fal 8 Spring 1990-91 Summer apartments 
turn 8 unfum. akto aveeable Wage Green 
Apartments Cal anytime 354-3533 
Two bdrm. -4 person opts -BG APTS. 818, 
822 2nd St 9 8 12 mo lllltl 362-7464! 
After 5pm 8 wkends 823 7555 
STUDENT TRAINING GROUP RATES AVAILABLE 
WRITE OR CALL COLLECT FOR FREE BROCHURE 
SKYDIVING 
CLEVELAND 
PARACHUTE 
CENTER 
216-548-4511 
15199 Grove Rd. 
GarrottsviKe, Ohio 
  44231 
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From the Street 
What do you think people should do to protect the environment? Friday/Joe P. Nmmmtr 
Steve Mori, junior sports management 
major from Delta: "/ think we should re- 
cycle more and have an outstanding line 
for littering." 
Stephanie Peterson, sophomore pre-law 
major from Findlay: "We should cut 
down on aerosol sprays and use more 
biodegradable materials." 
Shelley Corsaro, senior art therapy 
major from Lima: "Everyone should do 
their part to recycle." 
Chris Mathes, freshman undecided 
major from Centerville: "We should all 
help each other control litter." 
Teen flick a rehash of same old stuff 
by Brcndu Young 
Each year for the past decade a gag- 
gle of adolescent angst comedies chock 
full of sex, beer and moronic adults 
have hit the box office. 
Video Review 
Savage Steve Holland, himself a sort 
of king of such movies, added another 
teen picture to his bizarre pair of John 
Cusack vehicles. 
Cusack has outgrown his "Better 
Off Dead" and "One Crazy Summer" 
roles, however. Holland had to And a 
new young nebbish for his latest entry, 
1989's "How I Got into College." 
So a new actor was found — and 
how fortunate; Corey Parker is the 
spitting image of a young Jerry Lewis. 
Parker is Marlon, a high school 
senior facing all the terrifying events 
that come with tottering on the cusp of 
"the real world." He's shelling out 
cash by the ton so he can raise his 
S.A.T. scores, fighting his father and 
stepmother over which school to 
choose and is in love with Jessica (Lara 
Flynn Boyle), the most perfect girl ever 
born (who, of course, doesn't know he 
exists). 
All Marlon has to do to get Jessica's 
attention, he reasons, is to get into the 
same college she wants to go to. Unfor- 
tunately, she's got her heart set on 
Ramsey, a lovely little liberal arts 
school in Connecticut — a school that 
gets about 80 applications every year 
for each spot in the freshman class. 
Therefore, Marlon has to raise those 
S.A.T.s; his father, not being quite the 
selfish toad that the stepmom is, enlists 
the aid of a pair of aberrations (Phil 
Hart man and Nora Dunn of "Satur- 
day Night Live") who claim the way 
into the college of your choice is simply 
a matter of image and a strong sales 
pitch. 
In his quest to become a college 
man, Marlon meets and is befriended 
by Kip (Anthony Edwards), a Ramsey 
admissions officer who wants to keep 
the school's tradition of a college of 
people rather than one of numbers. 
He's struggling against the soon-to-be 
dean of admissions, Leo (Charles 
Rocket), your average butt-kissing 
schmuck. 
Now throw in a greedy football 
coach who's trying to snag the nation's 
best linebacker, an underprivileged city 
girl stuck in a dead-end McDonald's 
fry cook job and "A" and "B" from 
the story problem section of the math 
S.A.T. (two guys who meet their de- 
mise question after question while 
Marlon chews his No. 2 pencil in dis- 
may). 
Holland has a penchant for weird 
subplots and overall silly behavior, but 
the movie ends up falling flat. Parker 
just doesn't have Cusack s ability to 
keep the viewer from losing interest. 
Basically, "College" is one of those 
movies that is destined to collect dust 
on the video shelf before it's even out 
of the editing room. 
Poor Savage Steve — maybe he 
should try to graduate upward to 
young adult angst, so he could attempt 
to welcome Cusack back into the fold. 
"How I Got into College" was sup- 
plied by Barney's Video. 
Editor  
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Events for 20th annual Earth Day set 
by Donna Sharper  
In celebration of the 20th Anniver- 
sary of Earth Day at the University, 
former Secretary of the Interior Ste- 
wart L. Udall will address the issues of 
the environment and what the country 
must do to preserve it. 
Udall was appointed by President 
John F. Kennedy and continued to 
serve in the Johnson administration. 
As Secretary of the Interior, he was re- 
sponsible for the nation's natural re- 
sources and he initiated the ecological 
revolution. 
He will speak on "A Conservation 
Agenda for the Future" on Tuesday in 
the Lenhart Ballroom in the Union at 8 
p.m. with a free reception open to the 
public. 
Udall wrote a best seller The Quiet 
Crisis in 1963 and updated it, The 
Quiet Crisis and the Next Generation 
in 1988. 
His latest work To the Inland Em- 
pire: Coronado and Our Spanish Le- 
gacycelebrated the Hispanic contribu- 
tions to our history. 
Officially, the world acknowledges 
Earth Day on April 22, but the Univer- 
sity has celebrated the day on every 
Wednesday of the week, which will be 
April 18 this year, said Chris Waehrer, 
president of the Environmental Inter- 
est Group. 
On Wednesday, at least 30 organiza- 
tions and groups will display informa- 
tion on their organizations and how 
students can get involved with them. 
Local chapters of national organiza- 
tions such as the Sierra Club, and the 
Audubon Society, both of which are 
major environmental groups, as well as 
the Ohio Department of National Re- 
sources, residence halls and the Uni- 
versity bookstore will be having dis- 
plays. 
The Earth Day Celebration will last 
on the Union Oval from 9 a.m. to 3 
p.m., however, in case of rain, activi- 
ties will take place in the North East 
Commons. 
During Union Oval displays, Mayor 
Ed Miller of Bowling Green and the 
campus Environmental Interest Group 
will plant a tree in the Bell Tower Mall, 
in front of the library at 10:30 a.m. 
The tree planting will be symbolic of 
the concern expressed for the environ- 
ment and to celebrate earth day, said 
Justine Magsig, assistant director for 
the Center for Environmental Pro- 
grams. Trees offset the greenhouse ef- 
fect and last a long time, she added. 
Adding to the festivities of the day, 
the musical group Gamelon will per- 
form at noon on the Union Oval. The 
juggling club will also entertain on the 
Oval during the day. 
Wednesday evening, the Peace 
Tasteless lawn ornaments 
ARLINGTON, Va. (AP) — It isn't 
any noisy, late-night parties at bache- 
lor John Shumate's home that have his 
neighbors whispering. It's what he 
keeps in his front yard. 
Like the life-size Elvis Presley bust 
with purple pompadour, bolted atop a 
tall pedestal guarded by a grinning, 
red-bearded gnome holding a sign 
reading "Long Live the King." 
Or that plastic palm tree festooned 
with blinking blue lights that decorated 
Shumate's front porch last Christmas, 
opposite a plastic Santa Claus whose 
fat belly was illuminated with a flash- 
ing light bulb. 
And the little concrete toddler, shyly 
clutching a teddy bear and sucking on 
its Tingers while its diapers fall down. 
It's one of Shumate's favorites. 
"It's the most horrifying thing I've 
ever seen," he says with a chuckle. 
Shumate, a 42-year-old architect and 
avid collector of lawn ornaments, de- 
lights in adorning the yard of his 
modest bungalow in this Washington 
suburb with the sort of truly tasteless 
schlock that makes urban sophisticates 
wince. 
"I saw this stuff when I was a kid 
growing up in the Philadelphia su- 
burbs," he said. "It was humorous to 
me even then. What's interesting about 
the 50s was the junky stuff — the cars, 
the lawn sculptures, the furniture. It's 
so bad it's good." 
WIN A FREE QUART OF 
CHOCOLATE CHIP 
COOKIE DOUGH 
ICE CREAM 
Answer this question: 
If you're going down the street in a canoe & a 
wheel falls off, how many pancakes does It 
take to cover a doghouse?        r—N nn n 
PQW®DD s 
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Corps will lecture on its involvement 
with saving the environment and pro- 
gress in research and prospects for the 
future in saving the environment, Mag- 
sig said. 
On Thursday evening at 8 p.m., 
Tom Knipe, member of the Jacques 
Cousteau Society will give a lecture on 
the threats to the global oceans. The 
lecture will be accompanied by a slide 
show presentation and a question an- 
swer period. 
The admission is $1 and the lecture 
will take place in Kobacker Hall. 
Throughout next week, the planetar- 
ium will put on a program that tells the 
story of what happens when one day 
people wake up and the earth is turned 
upside down and everything is back- 
wards, Waehrer said. 
For example, the night is day and the 
day is night, he said. The show was 
produced by a former University grad- 
uate who made it a story in rhyme for 
children with music. Now being adapt- 
ed to music, the program "has relevant 
messages for all age groups," Waehrer 
said. 
"The Day the Earth Turned the 
Wrong Way" can be seen in the plane- 
tarium Monday, Wednesday and Fri- 
day at 11:40 a.m. and again on 
Wednesday at 1:40 p.m. 
To top the week and to get the whole 
community involved, those interested 
will be able to participate in a five ki- 
lometer run and one mile walk for the 
earth on April 21. The races will begin 
at the Eppler Center in the University 
at 8:30 a.m. 
Two "Run for the Earth" $50 prizes 
will be presented to the top male and 
female participants and three mer- 
chandise prizes will be given to a male 
and female in each age group. The age 
groups start at 14 years and under to 60 
years and over. Multicolored T-shirts 
will be given to the first 300 5K en- 
trants. 
For the entry fee and more details 
call Tracy Davis, 372-8207, Dan Dur- 
cia, 372-3782, or Chris Waehrer, 
352-2379. 
Give 
another (Iristrnas. 
Give blood. 
+ 
American Red Cross 
What is it? 
Lasi week's winner was 
Michelle Darby, who correctly 
identified the object as a 
shaggy dog. 
For great food and drinks, it's 
perfectly clear that Quarters Cafe 
is ihe right choice. 
If you can identify this 
object, you could win a SI5 
gilt certificate from Quarter's 
Cafe. 1414 E. Woosier. (Does 
not include tax. gratuity, or 
akotioUc beverages). 
Drop your answers In the 
entry box located in the i«, 
News editorial office. 214 
West Hall. 
Entries are due each 
Thursday. 5 p.m. The 
winning eniry will be named at 
lhat lime. If more than one 
correct eniry is received, a 
drawing will be held lo 
determine ihe winner. 
Employees of BGSU Studeni 
Publications are noi eligible 
<r 
1414 E. Woosier Bowling Green. OH 
353-8735 
ENTRY FORM 
Name  
Address  
Phone Number. 
Whai is ii?  
Return to i«> News liclitorinl otfirr. JI4 West u.ill. licssi'. 
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Non-alcoholic campus nightspot 
offers alternative to bar scene 
by Kimberly Ddbridge 
There is a place here on campus with 
a great social atmosphere complete 
with a dance floor, a variety of bands, 
several contests and enticing prizes 
—whether people are aware of it or 
not. 
It sounds like a number of area bars 
— it's actually located in the basement 
of Harshman Quad. It is known as 
"The Galley" by weekday nights and 
"Dry Dock" by weekend. 
Art Willhite said he was responsible 
for initiating the Dry Dock organiza- 
tion when he was a sophomore. Even- 
tually, Dry Dock became a non- 
alcoholic gathering place with "a varie- 
ty of theme nights and fun times." 
According to senior Julie Johnson, 
previous director of promotions, 
choice was a concern of the Dry Dock. 
"Art (Willhite) always was one to 
promote healthy choices for others. 
That is what started his idea for Dry 
Dock Five years ago," she said. 
Dry Dock has had a successful year 
due to some new theme nights they 
have promoted. Opening night saw as 
many as 1,000 students. There are 
about 200 to 500 students on a regular 
basis, depending oh the theme, he said. 
"Dry Dock is for those students un- 
able to make it into the bars. It is a 
great place to meet people, to socialize 
and to dance," Johnson said. 
This year, for the first time, Dry 
Dock sponsored a lip sync contest and 
a best tan contest. Other theme nights 
include trivia night and progressive 
night. A special contest for Little Sibs 
and Kids weekend included categories 
such as which sib traveled the furthest 
and which siblings look most alike, she 
said. 
This is the first year the Dry Dock 
board has included a director of pro- 
motion. This person is responsible for 
getting the prizes for the contest win- 
ners. 
In addition to the director of promo- 
tion, there are about 20 people who at- 
tend board meetings regularly. 
According to Johnson, most in- 
volved members are not underclass- 
men. 
"Most students involved on the 
board are juniors. We are trying to get 
more underclassmen involved to fulfill 
the leadership positions after the up- 
perclassmen graduate," she said. 
The last night to enjoy Dry Dock is 
April 21. 
"There are so many great aspects to 
Dry Dock. It is encouraging to know 
that there are others who choose not to 
drink to have fun," Johnson said. 
There is no cover charge and it is 
open every Friday night and every sec- 
ond and fourth Saturday 9 p.m. to 1 
"The Best in Live Rock-n-Roll" 
Live Entertainment 7 Nights A Week 
Wednesday Thursday Friday and 
College 1.0. Ladies' Night Saturday 
Night no cover for the reduced 
free admission ladies cover 
with valid I.D. before 9:00 
BUSCH BY p.m. 
THE BUCKET 
This Week: Blitz Kids 
Happy Hour Every Night from 8:00 - 9:00 p.m. 
Byrnegate Plaza 
135 S. Byrne (near Hill), Toledo 531-1311 
Ecologist's speech kicks off 
Earth Day activities at BG 
by Tracy Shively 
World renowned ecologist Norman 
Myers spoke to a large audience last 
Thursday night concerning "Earth's 
Vanishing Genetic Heritage," kicking 
off the University's celebration of 
Earth Day. 
The event was sponsored by the 
Center for Environmental Programs 
and the Environmental Interest Group. 
Barry Cobb, Director of Environ- 
mental Programs for the University, 
introduced Myers as "a true world citi- 
zen" who has done much for the con- 
versation of the earth. 
Myers had visited the University five 
years ago and said that he truly en- 
joyed the campus, so he was more than 
willing to return this year. 
He said that there are roughly thirty 
million varieties of species; however, 
they are quickly disappearing due to 
the lack of protection from humans. 
According to Myers, "We are losing 
genetic variability in species." 
"On the average, one species per 
year becomes extinct while one species 
per year is created. Yet, due to human 
carelessness, we are losing fifty to one 
hundred species everyday ... It's bad 
news. It's appalling news. It's disgust- 
ing news," Meyers said. 
Myers added even though it's a prob- 
lem, more people are becoming en- 
thusiastically involved. There are many 
global campaigns to save species. 
"When a species is gone, it's gone 
for good," Myers said. 
Half of the products we own could 
be eliminated if species become extinct. 
According to Myers, there is a one 
chance in two that anything bought at 
a drugstore comes from wild plants 
and animals. 
Myers said there also many problems 
contained within the tropical rain- 
forests. 
"We've already lost about half of 
the tropical forests," he said. 
Yet, he said that there are signs that 
people are starting to, at long last, be 
successful with their conservation 
efforts. In India, the tiger population 
has increased from fifteen hundred to 
forty-five hundred in the past twenty 
years due to the efforts of their 
government. 
"There's always some good news if 
you look hard enough," Myers said. 
According to Myers, we still have a 
long way to go. 
There are three reasons why the tro- 
pical forests are becoming extinct 
Myers said. Increase in roads, the in- 
crease in lumbermen, and the increase 
in the size of a group called the 
slash/burn cultivators Myers cited. 
Myers said that the slash/burn culti- 
vators are impoverished people who 
first receive forest land from the 
government and then burn it to acco- 
modate their cattle. Through this pro- 
cess, the cultivators can sell their beef 
to other countries such as the United 
States and make a small profit. 
According to Myers, the only one 
who benefits from this is the country 
who purchases the beef at an inexpen- 
sive price. 
"We have the chance to save all 
these species and the tropical rain- 
forests. We are privileged," he said. 
It's our duty to perserve the earth, 
Myers added. 
"There's no spare planet for us," he 
said. 
As consumers, there are a few things 
people can do Myers said. 
"We must support conservation 
groups and practice energy conserva- 
tion. Also, write to your government 
and let them know you care." 
r MID AM MANOR 
APARTMENTS 
are within walking distance to campus 
for Summer 1990 and Fall 1990-91 
school year. 
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, 
gas heat & water included, 
air conditioning 
• 2 bedroom furnished, 9 month lease for $470 
• unfurnished, 9 month lease for $395 
Resident Manager, 
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G. 
352-4380 
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Children and adults lake advantage of sunny weather to play on City Park's playground equipment. Photo courtesy Jay Murdoch. 
Variety of local parks offered by city 
by Janice Hardman  
With (he coming of spring, many 
Bowling Green residents will be look- 
ing for recreation and fun close to 
home. Bowling Green has three active 
parks which give area activity seekers 
many opportunities for fun in the sun. 
City Park, located on City Park 
Drive, contains a large variety of facili- 
ties for everyone, Reggie Paradiso, 
Bowling Green Recreation Supervisor 
said. 
"It has basketball courts, Softball 
and baseball fields, a playground, and 
a swimming pool, among other 
things," Paradiso said. 
The Park also has picnic areas, shel- 
ters, and building rentals which can be 
used for activities such as birthday par- 
ties, reunions and graduation parties, 
she said. 
City Park is also the home of Needle 
Hall, a historical building used exten- 
sively throughout the year, Paradiso 
said. 
The Park is open from 8 a.m. to 9 
p.m., but beginning May IS the hours 
will be extended to 11 p.m., she said. 
The pool opens on June 2, but Para- 
diso said hours of operation have not 
been set. 
Carter Park offers many of the same 
options and introduces a few of its 
own. Located on Campbell Hill Road, 
it does not offer the luxury of a pool 
like City Park, but it has ten new base- 
ball fields which are available for use, 
Paradiso said. 
"Carter Park also has a soccer field, 
and a lot of open space for free recrea- 
tion,"she said."There is presently one 
shelter at Carter and it, like the ones at 
City, can be rented out also." 
Windergarden Park St. John's 
Woods, located on South Windergar- 
den Road, is the third active park in 
Bowling Green. 
"It has an overnight lodge with a 
fireplace, cooking area, and is in the 
woods so it has a pretty setting. There 
is also a lot of open space for leisure 
play," Paradiso said. 
The lodge also provides separate 
sleeping areas for men and women, she 
added. The lodge is open year-round 
and the area can be used for running, 
walking, and cross-county skiing in the 
winter, Paradiso said. 
Windergarden Park St. John's 
Woods has nature preserves and a 
nature trail which offers various pro- 
gram throughout the season, Paradiso 
said. 
All shows presented 
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"A MAGICAL AND MOVING RIDE. 
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For viewers who leave 
their hearts open, the 
rewards are plentiful" 
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Student creativity stressed at Festival 
by Amy Dutchef 
Various performers will perform at 
the New Language and Music Festival 
on April 16 and 17. 
Organizers of the two-day festival 
are Mark Nowak, graduate student in 
creative writing, and Wayne Berman, 
graduate student in music. 
"It is being done for students by 
students," Nowak said. 
Nowak said the organizers would 
like to open a dialogue between the var- 
ious colleges on campus. 
According to Berman, the festival is 
the first of its kind in Bowling Green. 
The festival begins Monday with in- 
troductions and an open share from 9 
to 11:30 a.m. in the Green Room of the 
Moore Musical Arts Center. All per- 
formances are free and open to the 
public. 
Berman said that in the open shares 
the audience will be encouraged to read 
works of their own. 
From 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. in 121 West 
Hall, the Bard College Composer's En- 
semble will perform. The ensemble 
consists of Tildy Bayar, Benjamin 
Boretz, Penelope Hyde, Sol Pittenger, 
Chuck Stein, Trish Sullivan, and 
Winkler. 
The group live and work in and 
around Bard College, which is located 
in upstate New York. 
A majority of the ensemble are in- 
volved in Music Program Zero, which 
is a new department at the college that 
is trying to develop and environment 
for holistic musical development and 
activity within the context of an exist- 
ing educational community. 
Internationally recognized for his 
composing, Kenneth Gaburo will per- 
form from 4:30 to 7:30 p.m. in Bryan 
Recital Hall. Gaburo is known for his 
innovative work as a composer, writer, 
teacher, performer and publisher. 
His works include 110 experimental 
compositions — voice works, elec- 
tronic and computer music, operas and 
others — of which 54 are published. 
In 1977, he founded the experimen- 
tal Institute for Cognitive Studies in 
Ramona, California. Currently, Ga- 
buro is director of the Experimental 
Studio at the University of Iowa. 
Tuesdays events begin with an open 
share from 9:30 a.m. to 12 at the 
United Christian Fellowship Center, 
which is located at the corner of Thurs- 
tin and Ridge. Gary Mosca and Ken- 
neth Gaburo are the featured artists at 
the share. 
UniGraohics 
Serving your total graphic design and typesetting needs. 
• Resume* 
• Graphic Design Consultation 
• Posters, Fliers, Newsletters, Brochures 
• Black 8 White PMTs, Halftones, Reversals, Film Positives 
• Word Processing Disks Converted lor Typeset-quality Output 
• LaserWriter Output from Macintosh'" Disks 
• PC / Macintosh1" File Conversion 
• Full Laser Imogesetting Services 
• Full Typesetting Services 
CoM us for 
further information 
211 LUest Hod 372-7418 
Mosca and his rock band, the 
Agents, released a record in New York 
City during 1980. In 1983, he toured 
with the Elana Alexander Dance Com- 
pany in Sweden, Amsterdam, and 
London, and presently he performs in 
a rock quartet in the Mid-Atlantic area 
and continues his composition and mu- 
sical pursuits. 
Tuesday, Theodore Enslin will con- 
duct a reading and discussion in the 
Green Room of the Moore Musical 
Arts Center from 1:30 p.m. to 3:30 
p.m. 
Enslin had published 81 books and 
often writes reviews and critiques of 
other writers. Four of his plays have 
been produced and his writings have 
been translated into five languages. 
Because of his writing, Enslin has 
received many awards including the 
Hart Crane Memorial Award in 1970, 
and a National Endowment for the 
Arts Fellowship in 1976-1977. 
Combining a reading and slide show, 
John Taggart will perform from 4:30 
p.m. to 5:30 p.m. in the Bryan Recital 
Hall in the Moore Musical Arts Center. 
Taggart has had six of his poetry 
volumes published with a seventh due 
out soon. He has receive the National 
Endowment of the Arts and Pennsyl- 
vania Council on the Arts writing fel- 
lowships. 
Presently Taggart teaches in the Eng- 
lish department at Shippensberg Uni- 
versity where he is also director of an 
inter-disciplinary arts program. 
These performers were chosen based 
on quality. 
"We looked for the very best we 
could find," Berman said. 
Berman added that the performers 
and artists are all prominent in their 
perspective fields, and are coming to 
the Festival "strictly for educational 
purposes." 
Berman said that he hopes the fes- 
tival will "expand people's directions 
in different areas." 
Co-sponsoring the festival are the 
creative writing program. Graduate 
Student Senate, the College of Musical 
Arts, the English department, and the 
Center for Cultural Events. 
The guide for beer snobs 
LONDON (AP) — If a beer tastes 
like a wet dog, beer lovers should know 
it, according to a new guide to British 
brews. 
But if it has "a clean, crystal malt 
palate with more than a hint of Seville 
oranges about it," that, too, should be 
stated out loud without fear of sound- 
ing like a wine snob, says the Good 
Beer Guide. 
The guide, published recently by the 
Campaign for Real Ale, aims to go 
beyond the time-honored but un- 
discerning request for "a pint of bitter, 
please" and put a touch of class into 
the beer-drinking vocabulary. 
Among terms appearing in the guide 
is "wet dog," as in: "Light, dry and 
hoppy, often with an excellent finish, 
but can suffer from a lack of any par- 
ticular aroma, or smell a little sulphury 
like a wet dog." 
That description is applied to a Ken- 
tish brew, one of 342 beers described in 
the guide. 
Other terms include marzipan, ran- 
cid, spicy and worty. 
Then there is "Tom Cat" — any 
brew with a "pungently urinous, skun- 
ky" flavor. 
The campaign, which fights for re- 
gional brews against the inroads of the 
lager industry, says it didn't ask its tas- 
ters to go so far as to swill their sam- 
plings and spit them out, as wine tas- 
ters do. 
But its tasters attended training ses- 
sions to educate their palates, and ap- 
proached the job like wine experts, 
sniffing first and sometimes nibbling 
bread to refresh their taste buds when 
moving from one brew to another. 
HOWARD'S club H 
210 N. MAIN 352-9951 
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Future look at Earth's environment 
WASHINGTON (AP) — In an age 
of worry about the "greenhouse" ef- 
fect, ozone depletion and air pollution, 
the thought of trying to solve the 
Earth's environmental problems may 
be enough to give many people a head- 
ache. 
But what if we succeed? What will 
the world be like sometime in the next 
century? 
The WorldWatch Institute, a Wash- 
ington-based environmental think 
tank, sketches considers such questions 
in its annual look at the Earth and its 
environmental problems. 
The institute selected the year 2030 
as the point at which mankind will suc- 
ceed in building "a sustainable soci- 
ety" — one in which basic human 
needs are met without jeopardizing fu- 
ture generations by putting the envi- 
ronment at risk. 
That's a scant 40 years from today, 
soon enough that hundreds of millions 
of people living today will — if it 
comes to pass — still be able to see it. 
"It's closer than World War II," Les- 
ter Brown, president of WorldWatch 
and the study's director, said in an in- 
terview last week. 
While there is certainly no agreement 
within the scientific or environmental 
communities on whether such a world 
realistically can emerge in such a short 
period of time, the Worldwatch resear- 
chers provide a peek into at least one 
scenario that might develop if mankind 
comes to grips with today's environ- 
mental challenges. 
On a "self sustainable" Earth in the 
year 2030, Worldwatch says our soci- 
ety may look like this: 
DFossil fuels such as coal, oil and 
natural gas no longer will be relied 
upon as the primary source of energy; 
instead energy needs will come primar- 
ily from solar and wind power. Farm- 
ers will harvest "energy crops" in mar- 
ginal lands to run motor vehicles. 
DSolar thermal plants will stretch 
across vast deserts and prairie lands. 
Some ranchers may earn more money 
from selling electricity than cattle as 
cities such as Denver and Kansas City, 
Mo., rely on the wind for their electric 
needs. 
DThe automobile no longer will be 
king — replaced by mass transit and in 
many cases the bicycle, with bike trails 
crisscrossing communities. The cars 
that survive will get 100 or more miles 
to the gallon of fuel. 
"People will be living closer to their 
jobs, and much socializing and shop- 
ping will be done by bike rather than 
automobile," the Worldwatch resear- 
chers say. Mass transit will welcome 
"bike-and-ride" customers. 
"An investment in 
knowledge pays 
the best interest." 
IIIII I MM II11 
HAVEN HOUSE MANOR 
1515 E. Wooster 
NEXT TO CAMPUS 
Now Leasing 
for Summer & Fall 
- 2 bedroom furnished 
apartments 
- Laundry facilities in each 
building 
- Includes membership to 
Cherrywood Health Spa 
CALL 352-9378 TODAY 
Preferred Properties 835 High St, 
DCitizens will be staying home 
more, relying on computerized delivery 
services for their shopping and work- 
ing in satellite offices at home, freeing 
today's crowded highways. 
DConserving energy will be a hall- 
mark of the "self sustainable" world 
of 2030 since total global carbon emis- 
sions, which come from burning fossil 
fuels and are blamed for global warm- 
ing, would be reduced markedly. 
D Homes will be so weather tight that 
it will not pay to install a furnace. In- 
stead, homeowners will rely on small 
electric heaters. And lights and ap- 
pliances will be so efficient residents 
may see "almost the complete elim- 
ination of utility bills." 
DToday's largely "throw-away- 
society" will be replaced by a "recy- 
cling ethic" that will touch everything 
from milk bottles to automobiles. 
DThe steel industry will rely on old 
automobiles, appliances and other 
equipment for raw materials. 
□ Bottles containing everything from 
beer to milk will be interchangeable 
and returnable, perhaps routed 
through a central computerized inven- 
tory. And the fancy, often excessive, 
packaging that lines today's supermar- 
kets will be prohibited by government 
regulators to cut down on waste. 
Shoppers will return to using canvas 
bags to carry home their purchases, 
ridding supermarkets of today's reusa- 
ble paper or plastic bags. 
The Worldwatch researchers ac- 
knowledged these changes will require 
"a new set of values" in the self sus- 
tainable world of 2030. 
•mm 
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The Friday music quiz 
by Dave Basklnd 
What do you know? Once again, "Dr. Dave's Incredible College of Musical 
Knowledge " was stunned and amazed to discover five perfect entries. So, after 
the highly democratic random selection, we selected our lucky prize winner. This 
week s lucky graduate is Gretchen Stedman ofOffenhauer East. Hey, hey, Gret- 
chen, good going. Here are all the correct answers from last week's "One Hit 
Wonder" quiz: 
l.Devo 
2. Dexy's Midnight Runners 
3. Vangelis 4. "She Blinded Me With Science" 
5. The Georgia Satellites 
6. Soft Cell 
7. Boys Don't Cry 
8.Taco 
9. The Blow Monkeys 
10.1.ipps. Inc. and Pseudo Echo 
Please submit your entry for this week's quiz on a sheet of paper with your 
name, address, and phone number to "Friday Musk Contest," c/o 214 West 
Hall, Bowling Green, Ohio, 43403. Submit all entries before 6p.m., Wednesday, 
April 18,1990. Only one winner per household, per semester. Employees of 
BGSU Student Publications are not eligible. The winner's name(s) and all the 
correct answers will be revealed in next week's quiz. 
THIS WEEK, "DR. DAVE'S INCREDIBLE COLLEGE OF MUSICAL 
KNOWLEDGE" IS GOING INTERNATIONAL. SO LET US TRAVEL SOUTH- 
WARD - VERY SOUTH. LET'S CO TO A LAND DOWN UNDER. YEP, WE'RE 
GOING TO A TAKE A LITTLE TRIP TO AUSTRALIA: 
Freshman level — One point each. 
1. Who hit Number One with "Jessie's Girl?" 
2. What hit from an Australian band claims "The time has come to say fair's 
fair?" 
Sophomore level — Two points each. 
3. Whose 1989 comeback hit was called "One?" 
4. What Australian band's first hit was 1983s "The One Thing?" 
Junior level — Three points each. 
5. What Australian band's only Number One hit was "The One That You Love" 
in 1981? 
6. What kind of sandwich did a man give Men At Work in the song "Down 
Under?" 
Senior level — Four points each. 
7. Who had the 1988 Top Five hit "The Loco-Motion?" 
8. What Australian band sang the line "She told me to come, but I was already 
there" in 1980? 
Graduate level — Five points each. 
9. Which Australian band had a Top Twenty hit in 1988 with "Crazy?" 
10. What Australian band's only Top 40 hit was 1986s "Out of Mind, Out of 
Sight?" 
This week's winner will receive a tree promotional album from the Record Den, 
located in Woodland Mall on N. Main St., Bowling Green. 
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The local music picks of the week 
Phantom Circus: "Phantom Circus" 
Phantom Circus is a band with two 
hearts. There is the sunny side, with pop 
melodies and sugar a' plenty. This carefree 
side muses over the si llyness of love, slap- 
happy in its fruitful bliss This side evokes 
Muic 
bands like XTC, The Vapors and the loon- 
iness of They Might Be Giants. Then there 
is the other heart, This heart is driven by a 
lethal barrage of rhythm, which is closer to 
the Clash and the Who, than the aformen- 
tioned sugar bands. It's lyrical insight 
walks the lunatic fringe a-la filmaker David 
Lynch, whose films dwelve into the mad- 
ness that is masked behind sugar coated 
facades. 
The two strongest tracks on the record 
represent these two hearts. They also close 
the first side and open the second, respec- 
tively, and are enough of a reason to pur- 
chase the record. 
"Boxer Girl" is a surrealistic trek 
through guitarist John McAle's psyche. 
The chords slip and slide over a vocal line 
that exemplifies the edge that madness and 
genius flirt with. A keyboard melody bleeds 
into the song halfway through the track to 
marry the hypnotic fill runs of drummer 
David Pomeroy. Bassist James Ednie bol- 
sters both the rhythm track and the melo- 
dic motif of the song with bass lines that 
drone off of each other with schizophrenic 
'Too Much of An Infection", begins with 
a bouncing ball bass line and then at the 
behest of an urgent guitar riff, (which is 
reminiscent of the Clash's 'Tommy Gun" 
without being plagiarisbc in nature), laun- 
ches into a well crafted piece of adolescent 
angst The chorus ascendingly sung over a 
descending chord progression, is instantly 
memorable and likeable. 
The rest of the tunes on the tape are sol- 
id pop tunes couched in sometimes eccen- 
tric arrangements. Tim Ednie, whom I as- 
sume is related to bassist James, fills out 
the sound with key boards, which effective- 
ly flesh out the band's sound. 
For those of you unaquainted with 
Phantom Circus, the band was once a 
quartet named The Exchange. The band is 
now a trio, with the three remaining mem- 
bers, McAlea, Pomeroy, and James Ednie 
regrouping under both a new moniker and 
a new musical direction. Two Exchange 
tunes, "Polly Esther" and "Something to 
See", are featured on this release. 
The album was produced by Denny Lynn 
Phillips and Phantom Circus in Toledo. It 
is being released today. An album release 
party is scheduled tonight at the band's 
show at The Underground, here in Bowl- 
ing Green. 
By Chuck Travis 
Dutch Crumbs: "Bitter" 
Just when it seems that every local band 
is getting sophisticated production values 
and adding new aspects to the basic 
Northwest Ohio rock sound, here come 
the Dutch Crumbs with a debut album 
that's loud, sloppy, aggressive, and plain 
outrun. 
Side one of the cassette-only release is 
studio-recorded while side two was record- 
ed live at Shan's Place Upstairs in Toledo 
in October of 1989. The sound is basically 
dominated by Eric Winger's rambling 
guitar. He's joined by D. George Kraynak, 
Jr. on bass and Al Rahal on drums to 
round out the band's scattershot style. 
The Crumbs can claim to have forged 
the first true novelty hit of the Northwest 
Ohio rock scene with "Zip Gun." Its 
chorus of "Shooting progressives with a 
zip gun/Is what I've always wanted to do" 
is dead on target with its assault on posers 
and its spoof of the entire "alternative" 
rock scene. When you take into account 
the fact that both Klinger and Kraynak are 
mainstays at WBGU-FM, the University's 
"progressive" station, and must constantly 
deal with the people and music they're 
lampooning, it just gets funnier. The list of 
college rock stars (Paul Westerberg of the 
Replacements, the Cure's Robert Smith, 
Michael Stipe of R.E.M., etc.) at the song's 
close is one of its main charms. And 
there's no doubt in my mind that the image 
of the Crumbs blowing away their heroes 
has lulled many a pasty co-ed to sleep since 
the album's release. 
"Hearts of Men" is "Bitter's" official 
"hit," borrowing from the Shadow ("Who 
knows what evil lurks in the...") and add- 
ing a funky bass line and great lines 
like"We all find out the hard way/And we 
all get burned" "Anymore" is a percolating 
feedback drenched number a la the Velvet 
Underground but it's a tad too long. 
The live side features a dandy snot- 
nosed rip called "Not Amused" which the 
band introduces as "their punk rock 
song." The Crumbs' spontaneous witti- 
cisms are another highlight here, with 
Winger's "One of these days my acrobatics 
are gonna cost us our lives" taking the 
cake. 
In the overall scheme of things, the 
Dutch Crumbs represent something very 
intriguing on the local scene. They're 
rockers whose primary roots lie in the col- 
lege music created by the victims of "Zip 
Gun." Why should twenty-year-old musi- 
cians claim their lives were changed by the 
Rolling Stones and the Who, when the 
Dead Milkmen and the Violent Femmes 
can serve the same purpose? This is a good 
sign. More bands like the Dutch Crumbs 
will ensure the extinction of dinosaur rock 
once and for all. Good riddance, I say. And 
more power to the Dutch Crumbs. 
By Frank Esposito 
Acoustic Front: "Backs To The Crowd" 
Acoustic Front have been spasmodically 
leaping about the Toledo bar scene for the 
past nine months or so and have now given 
birth to an 11 -song live cassette of a typical 
AF set at Frankie's in Toledo. 
Most of "Backs To The Crowd" is 
straightforward guitar pop led by the ever- 
careening guitar solos of noted BC rock 
schizophrenic Chuck Travis. Tops on this 
baby are "Coloured Lights" and the band's 
cover of Lou Reed's "Sweet Jane." The 
combo medley of U2's "All I Want Is You" 
and Prince's "The Cross" is also worth at 
least a dozen listens. Steve Mahler's vocals 
get you through the night and Billy Ohles' 
drumming is notably solid. 
Overall, not a bad debut offspring, but 
hopefully the second kid wil be cuter. 
By Frank Esposito 
John Waters back with 'Cry Baby' 
by Brian Lumley 
How does one describe a work by 
perhaps cinema's oddest director? In 
the past twenty years, John Waters has 
Film 
been responsible for some of the most 
bizarre films ever produced. (Anyone 
who has seen "Pink Flamingos" can 
attest to that.) His style is decidedly ir- 
reverent and blatantly offensive, yet 
those elements make his films unique, 
and ultimately important in contem- 
porary film history. 
"Cry Baby" is the latest entry in 
Waters' long line of trash art. It is per- 
haps the most mainstream of any of his 
films, yet it holds a certain biting edge 
that most Hollywood movies would 
never eclipse. In using a cast Tilled with 
"ex" people — former porno star, 
former rocker, former teen idol, for- 
mer hostage, etc. — the director has es- 
sentially topped his other "art" operas 
29 MdMflWfc rWHffVK: , 
Inhabiting Waters' bizarre new 
world are folks the likes of Patty 
Hearst, David Nelson (of "Ozzic and 
Harriet" fame), former porn star Traci 
Lords, and Iggy Pop. This motley en- 
semble play smaller roles in "Cry 
Baby," but they make up the heart of 
the film. Each of their unique real-life 
personas add dimension to the film, 
letting Waters get even more ribald 
with his humor. 
The film itself is a send-up of the 
'50's. Not just any certain film genre, 
but the decade as a whole. The film is 
inhabited by some pretty outrageous 
musical numbers which spoof Elvis 
and his " Jailhouse Rock." The open- 
ing scene has the students of a Balti- 
more High School receiving their ob- 
ligatory inoculations. Bobby socks, 
youth gangs, and the epitomic chicken 
game that that era seemed to encom- 
pass ooze throughout every frame. 
Our hero Wade Walker (Johnny 
Depp) is the leader of the so-called 
"Drapes," a rebel gang that inhabits 
the fringes of Baltimore's lower 
middle-class. An assorted lot, they are 
deemed such dubious monickers as 
"Hatchet-Face"(and boy, you've got 
to see her to believe her). Pepper, 
Wade's sister, who "like 
knocked up," and Wanda, the flirta- 
tious sleeze of the bunch, amiably 
played by the legendary Traci Lords. 
Wade, nicknamed "Cry-Baby" by 
his consortium, has fallen for one of 
the local "squares," a prim and proper 
young lady named Allison. His court- 
ship is fast and furious, as Allison real- 
izes that there is a bad girl within her 
just dying to get out. 
As Cry-Baby transforms his protege 
into a voluptuous vamp, trouble en- 
sues. A fight started by the other 
"squares" lands Cry-Baby into the 
pokey, stuck there until his twenty-first 
birthday. As he sings his jailhouse 
blues, other teen inmates join in. This 
is the real fun of "Cry-Baby," seeing 
Waters lampoon the entire musical 
genre of the '50's. 
While Wade sits in the dark with his 
makeshift guitar, visions of Elvis 
careen through our minds. Allison 
sings the blues too, thinking that Cry- 
Baby has lied to her, defying her new 
bad-girl image, she rejoins the squares 
in a very unhip singing quartet. 
When the couple realize their undy- 
ing love for each other, they both come 
to terms with what has happened. All- 
ison dons her bad-girl outfit and 
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walls. Waters evokes a certain sexuality 
in this scene, as the camera slowly pans 
up Allison on top of the car, a true feel- 
ing of sensuality seems to erupt from 
one of his characters. Perhaps this is 
the first time that any type of true sex- 
ual magnetism has permeated a Waters 
film. 
"Cry-Baby" is hip fun. Uncharac- 
teristic of other Waters' films, this out- 
ing displays a true knack for nostalgia. 
Yet, this is never presented in a mun- 
dane or condescending manner. 
Waters' other '50's opus, "Hairs- 
pray," may be his only other truly 
mainstream film, but as a piece of 
twisted Americana, they both stand 
seperate from other product that have 
praised a decade full of McCarthyism, 
fallout shelters, and "Leave it to 
Beaver." 
City parks offer summer programs 
fcy Janice Hardman 
With spring here and summer on the 
way, (he Bowling Green park system 
prepares many programs for the com- 
munity — everything from sporting 
events, to kite flying, to concerts are 
offered to the public, and the festivities 
can provide enjoyment for all who at- 
tend. 
City Park is the home of Needle 
Hall, a historical building which is used 
extensively by various community 
groups. According to Reggie Paradiso, 
Bowling Green Recreation Supervisor, 
the building is used by the youth 
theater and also the Black Swamp 
Players, both of which offer a variety 
of plays throughout the season. 
Also offered by the park systems at 
City Park is a new program called For 
Adults Only (FAO), which consists of 
five different programs open only to 
adults, she said. 
The first program, Nutrition and 
Weight Loss Clinic, begins April S. 
The program will be run by a registered 
dietitian, Paradiso said. 
On April 14, the Personal Best pro- 
gram starts, followed by For the 
Health of It on April 17, Geography of 
Wines on April 23, and Travel and Ge- 
taway on June 6. 
"All the programs are taught by 
professionals in the field, and all local 
talents, too," Paradiso said. "Hopefu- 
lly, when people find out local profes- 
sionals are running the programs, the 
response will be large." 
Paradiso said the programs should 
be successful because they offer adults 
something different than "just volley- 
ball and Softball." 
Wintergarden Park St. John's 
Woods will also be providing different 
activities of interest for area residents. 
On April 22, the Black Swamp Air 
Force will hold a Kite Fly at the park, 
Paradiso said. 
"The Black Swamp Air Force will 
do a demonstration as well as make 
kites for the kids to fly," Paradiso 
said. 
Sponsored by the city's parks and 
recreation department, the Kite Fly in- 
cludes a demonstration and activities 
for the kids. 
The Parks and Recreation Depart- 
ment will be working with the Indian 
Trail Parks Department to conduct a 
spring nature walk, Paradiso said. 
Tentatively on the drawing board are 
other programs including one about 
birds and butterflies, Paradiso said. 
Sun and Fun '90, the summer youth 
program, begins June 11. The program 
includes volleyball, bowling, track, 
cheerleading, and theater, Paradiso 
said. There will be a minimal fee and 
sign-up begins at Woodland Mall on 
May 5. 
The department will again sponsor 
concerts in the park this season on Fri- 
days and Sundays. Music will include 
everything from Dixieland, to Blue- 
grass, to Big Band. 
"We want to get local talents to 
play. We have the Pride of Toledo 
Sweet Adelines already lined up," Par- 
adiso said. 
These concerts are free and open to 
all, she added. 
More information on any of these 
programs, and others offered by the 
department, can be obtained by con- 
tacting the city parks and recreation 
department. 
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Opera stars in 
World Cup show 
ROME (AP) — Singers Luciano Pa- 
varotti, Placido Domingo and Jose 
Carrcras are expected to draw a 
worldwide television audience of 800 
million when they get together for a 
World Cup concert, Italian organizers 
said Wednesday. 
The outdoor concert July 7, on the 
eve of the month-long soccer competi- 
tion, also will feature a 186-membcr 
orchestra led by Zubin Mehta. 
Delegations from the 24 teams per- 
forming in the World Cup will be 
among 6,000 spectators in the Roman 
Terme di Caracalla theater on the night 
preceding the championship final 
scheduled at Rome's Olympic stadium. 
The concert will be telecast live in 
most countries, including the United 
States, Japan and Canada, said Gian 
Paolo Cresci, managing director of the 
company organizing the event. 
Support your 
favorite 
FALCON TEAM! 
Special Edition 
The BG News" 
Monday, April 16, 1990 
Spring Fever in B.G. 
As warmer weather approaches : 
Things to Do    Fashions    Entertainment 
Dining Music 
DON'T MISS IT! 
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Local band calls it quits after 5 years 
by Frank Esposlto 
Longevity is the Holy Grail of the 
Northwest Ohio rock scene. Sought 
after with a desperation that borders 
on fanaticism, its touch is seldom felt 
in college towns where life seem to run 
in overlapping four-year cycles. The 
initial fervor that rock-n-roll instills in 
starry-eyed undergrads is difficult to 
maintain. It takes courage, de- 
termination, and perseverance in the 
face of adversity to keep holding on. 
For a long while, it seemed that Art 
School, the Toledo angst-rock trio that 
gave the Glass City a rough kind of 
sparkle, had enough of these elements 
to give the bigtime one hell of a Tight. 
But it just was not meant to be. 
After five years, two cassette 
albums, one EP, one compilation ap- 
pearance, expansive regional radio air- 
play, and countless scorching live gigs 
in five states. Art School has called it 
quits, citing the usual "irreconcilable, 
personal and artistic differences" as 
the culprit. 
Art School was formed in 1984 by a 
trio of University of Toledo students, 
Mike Wing (guitar), Tim Bueter 
(drums), and Brian Wicks (bass). They 
were joined by rhythm guitarist Perry 
Finch after about a month. This quar- 
tet's first gig was at TZ's, a club on the 
campus of the University of Toledo 
which is currently known as Club Col- 
lege. 
"We had 10 songs and had to make 
up the rest," Wing recalled. 
"We tried to play 'She's So Cold' by 
the Rolling Stones and then we re- 
membered we only knew half of it," 
Finch said. 
Later in 1984, Wicks was replaced by 
Dirk Boyles. This new quartet played 
steadily, the only interruption coming 
when Wicks and Kevin Meade substi- 
tuted for a time when Finch transferred 
to Miami University. Boyles and Finch 
switched instruments when Boyles ob- 
tained a late job which forced him to 
miss the band's first set every night. 
The band's first recording was the 
1987 cassette "Stupid And Young." It 
was followed in 1988 by another cas- 
sette release, "No Pain ... No Gain." 
Boyles left shortly after its release. In 
1989, Art School had a pair of songs 
on a Northwest Ohio compilation cas- 
sette titled "From The Black Swamp." 
They closed 1989 with their vinyl de- 
but, a five-song EP titled "Art 
School." 
On the band's breakup. Finch said it 
was "basically a matter of having to do 
what you had to do." 
"I wasn't being true to myself as far 
as the music was concerned ... It defi- 
nitely wasn't a spur of the moment 
thing. Anyone in the organization 
couldn't have been surprised." 
Bueter spoke to the contrary. "It 
was basically a surprise," he said. "I 
didn't think it would ever come to 
this." 
"When you do something for this 
long ... I mean, even if you have 
doubts ... How do you walk away 
when you've gone this far?" 
According to Wing, the main prob- 
lem in the band was "intensity level 
differences." 
Art School manager Jim Cummer 
said that "Inside the band, there were 
different priorities, different directions 
... it was subtle, but it was there ... it 
Member* of the now-defunct band Art School, (L to Rl Tim Bueter, Mike Wlag, and 
PetTy Flack. Pfcoto courtesy Major Label Productions. 
evolved into the breakup." 
"It was a matter of people growing 
up and wanting to expand and do 
different things," he said. 
"I think it will be good for my writ- 
ing," Finch added. "There'll be more 
freedom now, it'll be something with 
no limits. Now if I want to dance with 
a ukulele, I can...I'm a different per- 
son than I was in '84." 
Finch and Wing are going to contin- 
ue to play together in an as-yet- 
unformed band. The general consensus 
is that Bueter wasn't fitting into the 
band's plans. 
"We didn't hang out together that 
much outside of the band," Bueter 
said. "But it's still a pretty betrayed 
feeling." 
"I still want to drink beer with 
Tim," Finch said. "I just don't want 
to be in a band with him." 
Sometimes rock-n-roll stinks. 
Just o 
reminder. 
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Celebrate Earth Week 1990 with: 
The Cousteau Society Lecture Program 
Date: 
Thursday, April 19 
Time: 
8:00 pm 
Location: 
Kobacker Hall 
Admission: 
$1.00 
The lecture will 
entail a unique „ "DTjae 
summary of the III0l!l©lM§MUII 
threats to the 
global oceans. 
The presentation 
will include a slide 
show and a 
question and 
answer session. 
I3G News 
is  recyclable! 
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SUNDANCE 
ILLINOIS   OHIO 
$2.95 
POTATO 
SKINS 
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The quest for off-campus housing 
by Christopher J. Dawson  
The quest for the Holy Grail, the 
never-ending search for Noah's Ark, 
the search for Amelia Earhart, or the 
search for the abominable snowman. 
None of these holds a candle to the 
Tongue in Cheek 
search for off-campus housing in 
Bowling Green. I was one of the lucky 
ones. I looked, and I found housing. 
Boy, do I feel like Indiana Jones 
("Chris Dawson and The Quest For 
Housing"). However, I don't wear a 
leather jacket or a hat. 
In finding decent off-campus hous- 
ing, one must bring into play an ability 
that professional detectives would 
marvel at, not to mention a blank 
check, since decent off-campus hous- 
ing is going to be expensive. Well, ac- 
tually, I've noticed that the Inverse 
Proportional Law of Housing Distan- 
cescomes into play; basically, the 
closer your place is to campus, the 
more you are going to pay. There is a 
collarary to that law, in that the closer 
the house/apartment is to campus, 
usually the more trashed it is. 
It is advised that people wanting the 
best places should start looking really 
early, like after Thanksgiving. Most 
experienced off-campus dwellers have 
informed me that searchers should 
have a place signed, sealed, and de- 
livered by Christmas break, if they 
want a classy place. Being a profes- 
sional procrastinator, I started early as 
well. Mid-February. However, it 
worked. I did get a place. The Taj Ma- 
hal it isn't, but it is liveable (I think). 
One of the most important things 
that also factors into housing decisions 
is the Roommate Roundup. This is 
when you have to find some room- 
mates to live with. Some people go for 
the random roomate, by putting an ad 
in the paper, while others go with 
friends. Which is better? Tough to say. 
I've known best friends at each other's 
throats after living with each other, 
while complete strangers become best 
friends. It also works in the other 
direction, too. However, it is vitally 
important to find roommates. I tried to 
last year, but due to a breakdown in 
communications, it didn't gel, leaving 
me stranded on campus. This year, 
things are different. 
I rounded up two roommates this 
year, and got both to commit, which 
was a rather titanic struggle. Once that 
occurred, then we moved into the sec- 
ond stage of Housing Quest, What 
Type of Hovel? 
This entails sitting down with all the 
prospective roommates and figuring 
out what kind of housing everyone 
could agree on. We did this. I was ex- 
tremely flexible. Any place but a dorm 
was OK with me, as long as it had run- 
ning water and electricity. 
My one roommate was an apart-  flg(w: 
ment-dweller this year, so he requested 
we find a house. This sparked my other 
roommate, who agreed with the house 
proposal, but added a stipulation that 
we find one with a porch on it, since he 
wanted to do some serious "porching" 
this summer. Fine by me, but I decided 
to add my own two cents. I demanded 
that we find a place with three bed- 
rooms, so that we could each have our 
own. They agreed. We were now set- 
tled on looking for a three-bedroom 
house with a porch. That was a start. 
We now moved on to the third stage 
of Housing Quest, Let the Buyer Be- 
ware. This is the actual search stage. 
We started by going to all the big vul- 
tures/landlords, and get lists of what 
they were offering. It was pretty de- 
pressing. Most had only a few three- 
bedroom houses, and they stipulated 
that six people had to live there. No 
way. We did go to look at a few of the 
ones listed, though. That was a mis- 
take. We had waited too long, so the 
really nice houses had been snatched 
up earlier. 
Some of the "three-bedroom 
houses" we looked at were actually 
part of a bigger house. In fact, one was 
actually a slipshod addition to the back 
of an already run-down house. No 
way. I have some taste, even if it is real- 
ly odd. There were also a few houses 
that had low ceilings. Not good if you 
have a roommate who's about 6 feet 7 
inches tall. After a while, it got easy. If 
the house looked like hell on the out- 
side, it sure wasn't going to be Trump 
Tower on the inside. 
We decided to utilize the vast resour- 
ces of the University in our Quest, and 
so we went to the Office of Off- 
Campus Housing. There we obtained a 
list of all the landlords in town, and all 
the properties that they owned. They 
also gave us a computer print-out of 
certain properties offered, each with a 
capsule description. We found a couple 
of three-bedroom places that sounded 
OK, and were within our price range. 
So we ventured forth to inspect 
them. The first one was in a building 
that used to be a store. There was a 
one-bedroom apartment, a one- 
bedroom efficiency, and a three- 
bedroom apartment. The location was 
right across the railroad tracks from 
campus, which was a plus. We were 
also near an elementary school with a 
basketball court on its playground, 
which was a plus for our tall room- 
mate. The apartment wasn't that bad, 
though it was arranged awkwardly. 
The three bedrooms were all the same 
size, which was a plus. No porch, but a 
nice yard. No driveway, which was a 
minus. However, the place also wasn't 
insulated, a big, fat, expensive minus. 
So, we moved "The Store" into the 
background, only as a future reference 
if we struck out elsewhere. We moved 
on to the next house on the list. 
This was it. It was a single house, not 
half or quarter of a house. It had a 
porch. We went inside. It had a washer 
and a dryer. We had a home. 
All was not perfect with the house 
though; it had been originally a one- 
bedroom house and was converted into 
the present three-bedroom configura- 
tion. The porch faced the driveway we 
share with the townies next door, and 
their house. The porch itself was bigger 
than any room in the house. We still 
haven't figured where the furnace is, 
but we've narrowed it down to the attic 
or a closet. Two of the bedrooms were 
quite spacious, while one was about the 
size of an oversized closet, so that 
meant that we would have to decide 
amongst us who would get it. 
Actually, it was an easy decision. 
Only two of us went househunting. 
Guess which two roommates got the 
biggest bedrooms? 
Now that we had decided it wasn't so 
bad of a place, and that we could toler- 
ate living in for a year, we had to get 
down to brass tacks and figure out the 
financial situation. We called all the u- 
tilities for the average monthly bills of 
the house, figured out rent, divided it 
all by three, then called our parents to 
see if funds could be allocated towards 
affording this house. After some crea- 
tive lying, we got them to give us the 
needed cash. 
So we have a home. We're going to 
move in soon after this semester is 
over. We've spent the last few months 
scrounging furniture off of our rela- 
tives, and now we've been acquiring 
certain, reasonably tasteless articles 
with which to decorate our humble 
abode, such as a fiberglass fireplace, 
and a plaster Buddha. It'll have a cer- 
tain tackiness about it, but that's okay. 
Just as long as any of our parents don't 
make surprise visits! 
AXQ  ATA  AOn  AS  ASA  XC  AT  AE6 
THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON 
WOULD LIKE TO THANK 
ALL OF THE LOVELY SORORITIES AT BGSU 
FOR THEIR PARTICIPATION IN THE 
PADDY Q. MURPHY/MRS. MURPHY FUNDRAISER! 
SPECIAL THANKS TO THE SISTERS OF: 
PHIMU 
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA 
CHI OMEGA 
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA 
FOR THEIR EXTRA EFFORTS 
YOUR DONATION IS GREATLY APPRECIATED BY ALL 
SAE'S & THE BOWLING GREEN HUMANE SOCIETY 
CONGRATULATIONS MRS. MURPHY 
KAREN CRUM-PHI MU 
AZ     F*B     KA     KKI'     *M     II B *     DTP     Z * B 
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Forget bunnies, remember chickens 
by Bob Sadowskl  
On April IS, the world will again 
celebrate the resurrection of Jesus as it 
does every year. This joyous, spring 
time festival is known in more conven- 
ient terms as Easter. 
Being a Polish Catholic (yes, I am 
Polish and am damned proud of it!), 1 
know the story of Easter almost like 
the back of my hand. Also, I am sure 
that the vast majority of my readers, 
both Christian and non-Christian 
alike, know this story as well. There- 
fore, I will not be retelling it at this par- 
ticular time. 
Instead of taking the religious view- 
point of Easter, of which I will leave to 
the various churches that I am certain 
all of my readers will be and should be 
attending, I will take the more contem- 
porary viewpoint. You know, the Eas- 
ter Bunny, baskets of candy, colored 
eggs, chickens. 
Do not be alarmed. There is not a 
misprint above. It really does say 
"chickens." While everyone is out and 
about on Easter day on egg hunts, eat- 
ing marshmallow bunnies, and watch- 
CINIMAHKTHEATRES 
CINEMA 5    P°°LAND 
1234 NORTH MALL ST.     354 0558 
Ih« Hun) lor Had October   B 
Sean Connafy 
12 SO. 4 20. 7 00. S 40 
Cry Baby   POII 
Johnny Dapp 
12:30, 2.30. 4 40. 7 25. 8 25 
Pratly Woman   R 
FUcftard 0*>a 5 JuM Roberta 
12:00. 2:25. 4 50. 7:15 a S 45 
Tha Flrat Powac   R 
Lou Diamond PWpa 
12 20, 2 36. 4 45, 7 10, 9 30 
Taanaga Mutant Nlnfa Turrlaa   PO 
4 30, 7.00. 9:10 
Matneae 4/13 - 4/10 12:10, 2:20 
Ffl a&M 4/13*4-14, 11 ?0pm 
3avxttgtMCanaHT.il SO • 
Airt 13-16, loan 
LjndBifcy Tax, tl SO 0 
ing the Masters golf tournament, I 
would like them all to pay their re- 
spects to one of the major contributors 
to contemporary, modern day Easter 
— the chicken. 
That is right. The chickens. This is 
probably the busiest and most stressful 
time of year for them. And, yes, chick- 
ens suffer from stress. But can anyone 
blame them? I am certain that we 
would all be rather stressful, too, if 
under the constant threat of Colonel 
Sanders sneaking up from behind ust 
The stress levels of these chickens 
rise to unprecedented heights annually 
at Easter time. The reason being is that 
there could not be an Easter without 
chicken eggs, could there? Well, I 
guess there could be, but then it would 
not be much fun. And the chickens 
must concentrate to make sure that all 
of the eggs laid are hard boiled and of 
the chickens' characteristic colors, 
which will be elaborated on later. In 
addition to all of this, the chickens 
must supply up to four times the nor- 
mal production of eggs due to an in- 
crease in the demand for them (I 
learned that in ECON 200. You know, 
supply and demand?). 
Chicken doctors and chicken psy- 
chiatrists are on high demand around 
this time of the year. The number one 
concern of these physicians seems to be 
C.V.D. (Chicken Venereal Disease). 
Many hens and roosters are contami- 
nated with these C.V.D.s during the 
fertilization process much in the same 
manner as human beings. The morta- 
lity rate of C.V.D.s is only minimal, 
though. These diseases primary symp- 
toms include occasional pain as well as 
an accompanying itch that can occur in 
and around the barnyard. The best 
method of protection from C.V.D. is 
the use of chicken rubbers, or is it rub- 
ber chickens? I can not seem to get the 
two straight. 
Another problem the doctors face 
can be put into an acronym, also. This 
is J.F.S. (Jane Fonda Syndrome). This 
occurs after the hens have been im- 
pregnated. With the development of 
the eggs, the hens may begin to retain 
water and appear to gain a sufficient 
amount of pounds. Here, the hens 
form negative self attitudes and begin 
to perform several Jane Fonda wor- 
kouts per day. This can cause extreme 
exhaustion and lead to possible dehy- 
dration, heart attack, or scrambled 
eggs. To prevent J.F.S., farmers are 
advised to remove all VCRs, audio re- 
corders, and mirrors from the hen 
house area. 
The next ailment the chickens com- 
monly suffer from is hemorrhoids. 
This pertains primarily to the hens. 
These vein swellings are the result of 
the constant and direct pressure that 
the developing eggs place on the hen's 
derriere. Preparation-H seems to be 
the answer according to four out of 
five chicken doctors surveyed who said 
they make it their top recom- 
mendation. 
Various other chicken illnesses in- 
clude burns and scalds, which are 
caused by wading in hot water for an 
excessive amount of time in attempts to 
hurry the hard boiling process, and 
Campus 
Pollyeyes   "A Gathering Place" 
352-9638 440 E. Court 
• Live Entertainment wf Tom Gorman 
0 $4.50 All-U-Can Eat Pizza, Salad & Soup 
$9.60 Double Pizza 
JTWO 12 inch one Item Pan Pizzas Extra Item 90' 
Pollyeyes Pizza Exp. 5/15/90 
•   Over 80 Imports 
A $13.60 Value 
constipation, which is caused by the 
developing eggs pressing upon the 
hens' bowels. Ex-Lax is the best known 
treatment for the latter problem. Be- 
sides, the chickens love the taste. 
Chicken suicide has been a prevail- 
ing problem in recent years. These in- 
tentional self killings are the result of 
the hectic schedule that the chickens 
are forced to maintain. Many of them 
just can not cope with this pressure. 
The enlistment of chicken "shrinks" 
has proven to be a great help, although 
their fees have persuaded a few chicken 
farmers to take their own lives. 
As previously mentioned, chickens 
must deeply concentrate in order to 
make colored eggs in lieu of white eggs. 
Plus, a single chicken can only produce 
one other color besides white, and that 
color represents that hen's personality 
and/or major trait. For instance, dizzy 
chickens lay sky blue eggs because their 
heads are as empty as the sky. Red eggs 
are put out by the sexy, sleazy, foxy 
and easy prostitute chickens. Multi- 
colored and deranged eggs come from 
the mentally disturbed and psychotic 
chickens. Orange eggs can only be pro- 
duced by the interaction of two red- 
headed chickens. The saying states that 
blondes have more fun, but whoever 
conjured that up obviously never seen 
two red heads together before! 
The next time anyone cracks open 
and munches down an Easter egg, just 
remember that the egg could be con- 
taminated with C.V.D.! Have a happy, 
relaxing, and safe Easter (that is more 
then I can say for the chickens). 
After a brfnV RUTTM* jo«, 
The BG News 
Mil yo*r DrttXTIST. 
University Union Weekend Food Service 
Falcon's Nest open from 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
includes cafeteria and grill line 
Pheasant Room Sunday Buffet 
All You Can Eat 
From 12-2 for $5.75 
Coupons, Cash, MC & VISA Accepted 
(Prout Cafeteria closed on Saturday & Sunday) 
gSSSSJgSSSSSBBS^fiiCTTOWjSg^iSSiS 
GET WHAT YOU WANT 
R.E. Management 
"Quality Off-Campus Housing" 
• Thurstin Manor •Campus Manor 
451 Thurstin Ave. 505 Oough St. 
•602 Second St «825 Third St. 
•605 Second St *245 N. Prospect 
• 818 Seventh St. 
Register to Win a FREE Caribbean Cruise 
no obligation 
CALL US TODAY 
• Roc Wedge Manor 
840/850 Sixth St. 
• 701 Fourth St. 
• 615 Second St. 
•313-317 N. Main St. 
352-9302 
M-F 8-5 
Sat. 10-1 p.m. 505 Ctough B-15 
aaW1»)f.J.<<miMMW» 
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TV Listings 
for 
April 13-April 19 
DAYTIME MORNING       APRIL 13,1990 - APRIL 19,1990 
5:00 5:30 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 
O PMMag. Business News This Morning Sally Jessy Raphael Gerakfo Price 
O Sign-0(f Cont'd F.I.T. Wet Now! Mr. Dressup Sesame St 
CD Sign-Off Cont'd CBS News Toledo 11 This Morning Peo. Court 3rd Degree Family Feud Wh. Fortune Price 
€9 Sign-Off Ag-Oay News NBC News Todayg Donahue 227 Concentr. Golden Girls 
8) Sign-Off Cont'd ABC News Good Morning America g Live - Regis & Kathie Lee Salty Jessy Raphael Home 
m Sign-Off Cont'd Business Homestretch Sesame Street g Instructional Programming 
0D Sign-Off Cont'd Homestretch Zoobilee Sesame Street g Instructional Programming 
69 Sign-Ofl Cont'd C.O.P.S. Ninja Turtles Academy G.I.Joe Muppets Success n' Life 700 Club Larry Rice 
© Father News 700 Club Smurfs Daffy Duck Chipmunks Maxie Little House on the Prairie Perry Mason Webster 
ESPN Varied Getting Fit Bodies Nation's Business Today SportsCtr. Varied Programs Getting Fit 
TMC Movie Varied Programs Movie Movie 
DAYTIME AFTERN OON 
11:30 12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 2:00 2:30 3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 
O Price News Young and the Restless Bold, Bea. As the World Turns Guiding Light Jeffersons Benson Donahue 
O Sesame St Midday Country Practice Coronation   [Flying Doctors Wok TaHcabout Danger Bay Video Hits Newsday 
CD Price Newsg Young and the Restless Bold, Bea As the Work) Turns Guiding Light Oprah Winfrey g Family Ties Cosby Show 
O Marsha W. News Generations Says of Our Lives g Another World Santa Barbara Gro. Pains Facts of Ufa News Cheersg 
m Home Strangers Loving g All My Children One Life to Live General Hospital Joan Rivers Gerakto 
6Q nstructional Varied Instructional Programming Varied Reading Sesame Street g Mr Roger* Varied 
QD nstructional Instructional Programming Instructional Programming Sesame Street g Mr Rogers Reading 
© Varied Divorce The Judge Love Con. Win. Lose Laveme Odd Couple Mario Bros. Scooby Doo DuckTalesg Chp-Daie Highway to Heaven 
© 50 Newsline 1 Love Lucy Andy Griffith B. Hillbillies Gilligan Happy Days Laveme Porky Pig DuckTaJesg Chip-Dale Fun House Spoons Charles 
ESPN Training Bodies Bodyshape Varied Programs 
TMC Movie Movie Movie j Movie Movie 
SVfTtMC 
rtBIOLACE- 
A NATURAL APPROACH 
ID KAUTTU. HAH 
J1    £1*11 "*"■**"* RrtuvrruBnft. In vytx with 
'      -    I ; H tutun* In lune wifh thr vnvwotwnent 
System*- Btotjgr Rmpomn* hai tjir m 
rurnxmy with you* world Available now 
ii - ft<r bnt. rtw man baauoful ru*r of 
youflilV 
y matrix 
A CUT ABOVE 
141 W. Wooster 
354 - 8533 
Hair Cuts *8 
Perms «0 
Spiral   Wrap MO 
Annette Diane Paula    &   Introducing 
Dewar Johnston Ryder Gori5 
Men. - Thors.   ■ to a    M.  S to •    Sot. S to 3 
It's no secret 
in 
The BG News 
Classifieds! 
Come to 214 West Hall and 
place yours today! 
SELL 
YOURSELF 
with a resume 
from 
UniGraohics 
211 West Hall 
372-7418 
CHECK OUR PRICES! 
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FRIDAY EVENING       APRIL 13,1990 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News PMMag Rmgling Bros Circus Bagdad Spin Dallas News Newhart Jeflersons ArseniO Hall 
o News Rising Damp Stanley Cup Ptayofls: Adams Division Semifinal - Montreal Canadiens at Buffalo Sabres Journal News Good Rockin  Tonite 
o M«M CBS News Wh Fortune Jeopardy1 Ringling Bros Circus Bagdad Spice Dallas News Magnum, P.I. 
CD Ne*s NBC News Ent. Tonight Night Court In the Heat of the Night Shannon's Deal News Tonight Show Letterman 
w News ABC News Cur Aflair Family Feud Full Mouse Famity Strangers Ten of Us 20/20 News Nightttne AraenioHal 
m Rod/Reel Business MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Wash Week Watt St. Doctor Who European EastEnders Lonesome Pine Special 
© MacNeil/Lefiret Newshour Business McLaughlin Wash Week Wall St. Friday Ideas Movie.   The Light That Failed" Video Sign-Off 
© Boss'' Charles Boss? Mama NBA Basketball: Atlanta Hawks at Delroil Pislons Barney M. WKRP Alter Hours Movie: "Silver Butet" 
SD Boss? Facts of Lite Boss? Pistons NBA Basketball: Atlanta Hawks at Detrort Pistons News Jeflersons Fall Guy 
EMU BasebaN SportsLook SportsCtr Major League Baseball Major League Baseball 
IMC Movie: "Salst " Cont'd Movie: "Doin' Time on Planet Earth" Movie: "Big Trouble in Little China'' Movie: "Bin and Ted's Excellent Adventure" 
SATURDAY AFTERNOON        APRIL 14,1990 
11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 2:00 2:30 3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 
o Garlield Dungeons Work) Cup Skiing Major League Baseball: Cubs at Pirates or Dodgers at Astros PGA Golf: Heritage Classic 
o Street Cents Wonae.sk Anything Disability Gardener Fish'n Driver's Seat Chek Flag Sportsweekend 
CD Garlield Dungeons Ragg Ann Storybreak Ma|or League BasebaN: Chicago Cubs at Pittsburgh Pirates PGA Golf: Heritage Classic 
CD Chipmunks Saved-Beli ALF-tales ALF Young Univ. China Movie: "Amazon Women on the Moon" PGA Seniors Golf: PGA Senior Championship 
W Bugs & Tweety Flintstones Weekend Easter Story Sybervision China Lose Weight PBA Bowling: Atlantic City Open Wide Work) of Sports 
m P. Franey La Cookm Cooking Garden Gourmet Ok) House Workshop Hometime Calligraphy Rotten Truth Austin City Limits Creatures Great 4 Small 
SD Vets Only Camping rVtvl Lrt rf %}%} n Rod/Reel Ok) House Garden Workshop Hometime Gourmet YanCooks Underfoot Alexander European Tony Brown 
CD Better Home To Prosper WWF Wrestling Work) Wide Wrestling Movie: "The Prisoner ol Zenda" New Lassie Batman Batman H s Heroes 
CD Takin' Oil Movie:  The Lost Work)" Movie: "El Condor" Star Trek New Lassie New Beaver 
ESPN Trucks Gameday High School Basketball: Dapper Dan Road Race Women's Tennis: Bausch and Lomb Championship Semifinals Horse Racing: Oak Lawn 
TUC Movie: "Braddock. Missing in Action III"                      | Movie:   High Spirits'                                                  | Short Film Movie: "Magnum Force" 
SATURDAY EVENING 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00   |   10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News Time to Care Paradise Tour ol Duty Connie Chung News Movie: "The Greatest Story Ever Told" 
o Saturday Report Boater Don Cherry Stanley Cup Playoffs: Norris Div. Semifinal - St Louis at Toronto Stanley Cup Playoffs: Calgary Flames at Los Angeles Kings 
CD News CBS News Wh. Fortune Cash Conn. Paradise Tour ol Duty Connie Chung News Movie: "Hostage Flight" 
CD News NIIC News Entertainment This Week Family-Joe 13 East Golden Girls Emply Nest Carol 4 Co Down Home News Saturday Night Live 
m Insport ABC News Star Search HELP Movie: "B.L Stryker: Plates" American Gladiators NWA Pro Wrestling 
CD Degrassi Video Lawrence Welk Show Great Performances Mormon Tabernacle Choir Fred Waring s U.S. Chorus Latenight America With Dennis Whoksy 
SD Wonderworks Lawrence We* Show Movie: "The Greatest Story Ever Told" Country Music U.SA 
CD Boss? Charles Boss' Mama Cops Video Tracey Ullman Star Trek Comic Strip Live Fri. the 13th Series 
€0 Charles Mad House Star Trek: Next Gener Cops Video Tracey Ullman Star Trek Jeflersons Movie: "No Man's Land" 
ESPN IndySOO Speed SportsCtr. SpeedWeek Drag Racing: Gator Nat 1 Saturday Night Thunder Baseball SportsCtr Muscle Magazine 
TMC Move    Chances Are" Cont'd Movie: "Stranded" Movie: "Bill and Ted's Excellent Adventure Movie    Brothers in Arms 
_J $2 Off Haircuts 
« 5/5/90. 
-WAVE 
r135 1/2   £ COURT 
OVERWEIGHT 
MEN & WOMEN 
NEEDED 
MUST BE 25 POUNDS 
OR MORE OVERWEIGHT 
Formu-3 Weight Loss Cantors " 
We are looking tor overweight men and 
women to participate in our weight toss 
program tor advertising purposes. 
CALL 352-6975 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 
745 Haskins Road, B.G. 
Hours: MonWed-Fn 9 00-7 00 
lue » Ihur 2:00 - 7 00 
_____ Sal. 9:00-1 00  
UniGraphics 
Your 
On-Campus 
Desktop 
Publishing 
Service 
Bureau 
211 West Hall 372-7418 
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SUNDAY AFTERNOON      APRIL 15,1990 
11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 2:00 2:30 3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 
O Wall St Jrni Siakel Jelfersons SportsCtr NBA Basketbal: New York Knieks at Boston Celtics PGA Golf: Heritage Classic 
O Coronation Meeting Place Walt Disney World Easter Parade Raccoons kjtootk Worldfest Sportsweekend 
CD Real Estate Telecast Newsmakers Showcase NBA Basketball: New York Knicks at Boston Celtics PGA Golf: Heritage Class* 
CD Shut-ins Sunday Mass Fishing TBA Entrepren. Kitchenmate SportsWortd: Superstars Competition PGA Seniors Gotf: PGA Senior Championship 
m World Tom Week-David Brlnkley Walt Disney World Easter Parade Mega Beauty Outside Adventure High School Basketball: McDonald s AH-American 
ffl Tony Brown Heritage Adam Smith Wat St. Mormon Tabernacle Choir Struggle lor Democracy Bookmark Travel Mag. One on One McLaughlin Firing Line Market 
SD Degrassi Newtons Friday Adam Smith Mormon Tabernacle Choir Sabbath Bride Nova Presidency, the Press & the People 
CD Beauty Lustre Movie "Charlie's Balloon" Movie: "Kansas City Massacre" Charles Out ol World Secret I.D. Superboy 
SD American Gladiators Star Trek: Next Gener Movie: "The Neptune Disaster" Movie: "Sky Riders Lifestyles-Rich 
ESPN Reporter Gameday Swimming and Diving: NCAA Division 1 Gymnastics: International Mixed Pairs Championship Women's Tennis: Bausch and Lomb Final Round 
TMC The Last Startighter" Movie "Detective School Dropouts"       |Movie: "The Return ol Swamp Thing"     | Movie:  Gorillas in the Mist"                                                            Nate-Hays 
SUNDAY EVENING 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
0 News CBS News 60 Minutes Murder. She Wrote Miss Universe Pageant News Siskel Insport ArsemoHall 
U Bonanza Stanley Cup Playoffs: Adams Division Semifinal - Buffalo Sabres at Montreal Canadiens Venture News Sports Zone "Dead Man on the Run" 
CD News CBS News 60 Minutes Murder. She Wrote Miss Universe Pageant News Movie:   Constantme and the Cross" 
CD News NBC News Movie: "Mary Poppins" Brand New Life News Byron Allen Quit 
Siskel ABC News Life Goes On Videos Movie: "The Living Daylights" Editors Makeover The Doctor Is In 
Lawrence Wek Show Wonderworks Nature Masterpiece Theatre Ideas Defense Sign-Off 
ID Chefs Workshop Austin City Limits Nature Masterpiece Theatre Great Railway Journeys The 90s Sign-Off 
CD Star Trek: Next Gener. Outsiders Wanted Simpsons Married.. In Color Booker Natr i Wht Beauty Lustre 
CD Star Search Outsiders Wanted Simpsons Married... In Color Booker Jeffersons Kenneth Copeiand Work) Vision 
ESPN Baseball SportsCtr. Baseball Tonight Major League Basebal: New York Mets at Montreal Expos SportsCenter Adventure: Amer. Events 
TMC Movie: "Nate and Hayes  Cont'd            |"Bi and Teds Excellent Adventure"       |Movie:   The Last Startighter" Movie: "The Return of Swamp Thing"     | Funny Face 
MONDAY EVENING           APRIL 16,1990 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30        8:00 8:30        9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O Newt CBS News PM Mag Major Dad City             iMurphy B. Design W Newharl Hiss Hers News Newhan Taxi Arsenio HaH 
o News Harry J. To Be Announced Stanley Cup Playoffs: Norris Division Serf ■final • Toronto Maple Leafs at St. Louis Blues Journal News 
CD News CBS News Wh Fortune Jeopardy! Major Dad City Murphy B. Design. W. Newharl His&Hers News Magnum. P.I. 
CD News NBC News Ent. Tonight Night Court Two Dads Working Girl Hunter Shannon's Deal News Tonight Show Letterman 
W News ABC News Cur Affair Family Feud MacGyver China Beach Capital News News Nightline ArsemoHal 
m All Purposes Business MacNeil/Lehr »r Newshour Profit the Earth Ohio's Earth EastEnders Nature 
CD MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Business Animals Profit the Earth Ohio's Earth Red Dwarf Video Served Mysteryi Mystery! 
S3 Boss? Charles Boss' Mama 21 Jump Street Alien Nation Star Trek: Next Gener. WKRP After Hours Movie: "If 1 Had a Milkon 
CD Boss? Facts of Life Boss' Family Ties 21 Jump Street Alien Nation News Sanlord Jellersons Fa" Guy 
TMC 
Sports 
Movie: "The 
SportsLook 
(eep  Cont'd 
SportsCtr Molorweek 
Picture 
Basketball 
A Night in tr 
Superbouts 
e Life of Jimmy Reardon 
Boards 
Movie: "Tore 
Yachting 
Song Trilogy 
Lighter Side Basebal SportsCtr. 
Movie: "Gooc 
Drag Racing: IHRA 
Morning. Vietnam" 
Monday, April 30, 1990 
£^ "The BG News 
11,200 copies distributed & kept at all regular locations 
214 West Hall Tabloid Format 372-2601 
ADVERTISING DEADLINE: Thursday. April 19. 1990 
■—  —   
.' '.V.     .'.'.'■.'-,' ' '    / — 
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TUESDAY EVENING         APRIL 17,1990 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
o News CBS N«N PM Mag Rescue 911 That's What Friends Are For News Newhart Taxi Arsenio Hall 
o News TBA Stanley Cup Playofls: Adams Division Semifinal • Montreal Canadiens at Buffalo Sabres Journal News SCTV 
CD News CBS News Wh. Fortune Jeopardy1 Rescue 911 Thais What Friends Are For News Magnum, P.I. 
G) News NBC News Ent. Tonight Night Court Mattock In the Heat ol the Night Midnight Caller News Tonight Show Letter man 
03 News ABC News Cur. Affair Family Feud Boss? Wonder Y Roseanne Coach thirtysomething News Nighthne Arsenio Hall 
€0 Oceanus Business MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Nova Frontline Urban Crisis Urban Crisis EastEnders Univ. Forum European 
6D MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Business Animals Nova Frontline Urban Crisis Urban Crisis Served Masterpiece Theatre 
€9 Boss? Charles Boss'' Mama Movie: "Sixteen Candles' Barney M. H.'s Heroes WKRP Alter Hours Man on the Flying Trapeze 
© Boss^ Facts of Life Boss' Family Ties Movie: The Godfather. Part II" News Sanlord Jeltersons Fan Guy 
ESPH NBA Today SpoftsLook SportaCtr. Major League Baseball: Teams to Be Announced Major League Baseball Teams to Be Announced 
TP*C Movie: "Sunset [Movie: "A Work) Apart" Movie: "Mac and Me Movie: "Don't Look Now 
WEDNESDAY EVENING         APRIL 18,1990 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News PM Mag Normal Ufa Sydney Jake and the Fatman Wiseguy Newa Newhart Taxi Arsenio Had 
O News Raccoons World of Survival Stanley Cup Playofls: Campbell Conference Division Finals Journal News 
CD News CBS News Wh. Fortune Jeopardy! Normal Life Sydney Jake and the Fatman Wiseguy News Magnum. PI. 
CD News NBC News Ent. Tonight Night Court Unsolved Mysteries Night Court FM Spy Magazine News Tonight Show Letterman 
3) News ABC News Cur. Affair Family Feud Gro. Pains Head Clss DoogieH Marshall Equal Justice News Nigmtine Arsenio Hall 
83 All Purposes Business MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Live From Lincoln Center Chopin EastEnders Art Beat Video 
6D MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Business Animals Live From Lincoln Center Ken Patched Served Ohio's Earth 
S3 Boss? Charles Boss? Mama Movie: "Kramer vs. Kramer" Barney M. Hi Heroes WKRP After Hours Movie: "Mississippi" 
0D Boss' Facts ol Lite Boss? Family Ties Movie: "The Godfather. Part II" News Sanlord Jeflersons Fall Guy 
ESPN Inside PGA SportsLook SportsCtr Maior League Baseball: Teams to Be Announced Baseball Baseball SportsCtr. College Volleyball 
TMC Movie "Steete Justice' Movie. "Magnum Force" Movie:   Braddock Missing in Action III" Movie:   Slaves of New York" 
THURSDAY EVENING            APRIL 19,1990 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News PMMag 48 Hours Max Monroe Learned Pigs. Fireproof News Newhart Taxi Arsenio Hall 
o News On Road Stanley Cup Playofls: Wales Conference Division Finals Journal News SCTV 
CD News CBS News Wh. Fortune Jeopardy! 48 Hours Max Monroe Learned Pigs, Fireproof News Magnum. P.I. 
CD News NBC News Ent Tonight Night Court Cosby Show Dit Work) Cheers Wings LA Law News Tonight Show Letterman 
m News ABC News Cur. Affair Family Feud Father Dowting Mysteries Twin Peaks Primetime Live News Nighthne Arsenio Hall 
m Oceanus Business MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Wild Am. Butterflies Mystery! Voices S Visions EastEnders Time Out Fishing 
00 MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Business Animals Ok) House Wild Am Mystery! Horizon Served Frontline 
69 Boss? Charles Boss? Mama "Spacehunter: Adventures In the Forbidden Zone" Barney M H.'s Heroes WKRP After Hours Movie: "Time and Gus" 
SD Boss? Facts ol Ufa Boss? Family Ties Movie: "Tank News Sanlord Jeftersons Fall Guy 
ESVN Thbreds SportsLook SportsCtr. LPBA Bowling: Carolina Classic Pro Boxing Tour Baseball SportsCtr Motorcycle Racing 
TMC Movie: The ;hallenge" Co nt'd Firstworks Movie: "The Dream Team" Movie:  Meatball Part II" "BUI and Tad's Cxceeent Adventure" 
Falcon House 
Sporting Goods 
$3.00 off 
ANY PAIR OF ATHLETIC SHOES 
OVER $30.00 
Sal* items and other discounts excluded 
with this coupon Exp. 5/12/90 
'Athletic ShcrK~Ap7a7ereTwe^s~"BG5u 
School Jackets eT-Shirt printing e Sports Equipment 
123 S. Main St.      Dowtown B.G. 
352-3610 
Across from Huntlngton Bonk 
^J * I A ^  J 
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This painting, entitled"Three's Company"byjunior Andrea L Qmdiisoneof 
approximately 200 works on display at the School of Art's 39th annual Under- 
graduate Student Art Show. 
The exhibit runs until Thursday (April 26) in the Gallery of the Fine Arts Build- 
ing. Gallery hours are 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday and 2-5 
p.m. Sundays. Admission is free. 
Approximately 800 pieces were submitted for inclusion in the juried, multi- 
media show. 
The exhibit includes photography, drawings, glass, sculpture, prints, com- 
puter-aided graphics, video, jewelry and metals, mixed media, oil and acrylic 
paintings, watercokxs, ceramics and fibers. 
Many of Ihe works of art will be available for purchase 
S. Udall 
highlights 
Earth Day 
celebration 
m—i»w 
Conservationist and former U.S. Interior Secretary Stewart L. Udal will speak 
at 8 p.m. Tuesday (April 17) in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom of the Union. 
The talk, entitled "A Conservation Agenda for the Future," is free and open to 
the public. 
Udal was a four-term congressman from Arizona in 1960 when then-newly 
elected President John F. Kennedy tapped him to become Secretary of the 
Interior. He held the cabinet post for eight years during the Kennedy and John- 
son administrations. 
As Interior Secretary, he was responsible for managing the nation's natural 
resources and many of the policies and programs he initiated helped to estab- 
lish and expand the conservation movement in this country. 
In 1963, he wrote the book, "The Quiet Crisis," which detailed the history 
and interdependence of the land and people in making the United States a great 
country; it was a best seller. 
When the book was published, President Kennedy wrote, "Our economic 
standard of Rving-our access to nature and respect for it-deteriorates. A once 
beautiful nation. . is in danger of turning into an ugly America. And the long-term 
effect will be not only to degrade the quality of the national life but to weaken 
the foundations of national power. The crisis may be quiet, but it is urgent."    , 
Since then, he has authored four more books: "1976: Agenda for 
Tomorrow;" "The Energy Balloon;" "To the Inland Empire: Coronado and Our 
Spanish Legacy;" and "The Quiet Crisis and the Next Generation." 
Today, Udall lives in Santa Fe, N.M., and is chairman of the board of The Ar- 
chaeological Conservancy. 
N 
Monday 
April 16 
• a.m.-4:30 pjn. - Umctorgrsduato MM Ait 
Free end open to el Gelery, Fine Arts 
»M 1:30 a.m. - I4ew Muefc snd Art Festive! 
Introductions and an open •hare Free and opan 
to al Kennedy Qraan Room. Moora Musical 
Arta Cantor. 
t * *.m.-3 pjn. - tores. Bueter* Raffle 
Sign-up to win a variety of prizes Sponsored by 
to* Prevention Cantor. Steps gj Education Butd- 
«0- 
11:30 aJH 
Cetobranon g| May. June, and July birthday*. 
Pre* and open (o al  Ofl-Csmpus Student 
Center. Mosetoy 
1 2:30 pja. - New mame and Art Feetivel 
Kenn^i Qaburo. composer and writer, wBgrvs 
• preaentsaOn Free and opan to al. 121 Waal 
Beka-ott Ctoen to a* fraternity and eorortty 
members Kappa Kappa Qamma House 
Spj«.-I 
BGSU va. um.oraiy of Dayton. Softoal Itotd. 
esstotStoaarFleld 
»4pjl.-ala*ac*ll*lllPlll|lieMllltoAlt 
Openlno reception Free and open to at As 
esmbty Room, Union. 
BQSU v*. Defiance Cooege. Warren Stotar 
FtoM. 
4BJM.-I 
Enatea due lor men's and women's IrscK and 
field Play begins Apr! 17  106 Student Recrea- 
tion Center 
4:30 pja.- MiiMmla *nrj Art feeMill 
BardCosege Composers' Ensemblswll per 
torm Free end open to al Bryan Recital Hal. 
Moora Muetcel Aria Canter 
IM »M pjn. - D— o* Maatot Ctoaa 
Roger Qrlave, compoear and vtrjao arttet. wa 
preeant a mastsr ctoss Free and open to those 
who preragtotor by oaang 372-6916.201 
Hayaa. 
Math Mora aveaabto. Free and opan to al Ptono 
Lounge. McDonald East and 231 BromnaM. 
7JJ p.m.-Tutoring 
Btotogy and chemtotry tutors evasabie. Compton 
Activity Lounge 
7-ap.ia.-Tutoring 
Psychology tutors avessbto. Founders Study 
Lounge. 
1:30 p.m. - Open Share 
Participants wa be able toshers the. work, 
thinking, or pleasures in vartoue modes of pre- 
sentation Free and open to si United Chrletlen 
Fesowship Center. 313 Thursttn 
10:30 p.m.-Oreo*. Week 
Photogrsph ot Bowling Green's Greek system 
wii be taksn Open to at fraternity and sorority 
members. Anderson Arena 
Tuesday 
April 17 
• s.m.-« p.m. - MuWcuttursI Perspectives In 
Art 
Free and open to aJ Assembly Room, McFal 
Cantor. 
* a.m.-4:30 p.m. - Undergraduate Student Art MM 
Free and open to al Celery. Fine Arts 
0:30 a.m.-ftoon-New fatoefca«l Art Feetfsel 
Musician Gary RMoecawB hold and open 
share Free and open to al United Chneaan Fel- 
lowship Center. 313 Thursttn 
10i.in.-3p.m -StressBustsrsRaffle 
See 10s m. Monday. Aprl 16. keOng 
lls.m.-Jp.m.-OJembyHelrcut-A-Thon 
Stylets wH ba aiiaaaWa for waJk-m profesetonel 
rafaVTCUfV. VOi OpWfl (O *•*"   PlrVniDneai rraasJ. 
ip.m.-Baeebetl 
BGSU vs Kent State University Warren Steler 
Field. 
1 £0-330 pjn. - Now Music and Art Festival 
Theodore Enaen w* read hie poetry. Free and 
open to al Kennedy Green Room. Moore Muai- 
cal Arta Center. 
3:30 p.m. - Tennis 
Women* teem vs University of Fmdlsy Robert 
Keefe Courts 
4 p.m. - Biology Seminar 
Dr James V Neel. University of Michigan 
professor emeritus, wB discuss "Human Muta- 
tion Rates'' Free and open to al. 515 Ufa Scf- 
4:30-4:30 p.m.-New Muelc end Art Festival 
John Taogert wB conduct a reading and slide 
presentation Free and opan to al. Bryan Recital 
Hal. Moore MueKsl Arts Center 
S pjn. - Arta and lelawon Honor* Banquet 
Free, by Invitation only Holey Lodge Atrium, 
1630E Wooeter 
M p.m. - Tutoring 
Math tutors av atari i Free and open to al. 
Compton activity lounge and Founders study 
lounge 
MMkl 
Opan to al. Anttoch Library, St Thome* More. 
42SThuraan. 
7-4 p.m.- Tutoring 
Btotogy. chemistry and psychology tutors avail- 
able Free and open to al Piano Lounge. 
McDonald East 
7JJ pjn.- Tutoring 
Psychology tutoring available. Free and open to 
al. 231 Bromfieid 
I p.m. - Earth Day 
Stewart LUdel. former US Secretary of the 
kretilui, wBdhtcuaa"AConeervapon Agenda for 
Ihe Future " Free and open to al Lenhart Grand 
Baaroom, Union 
• p.m.-Concert 
BQSU Symphonic Band wa perform. Fraa and 
opentoal Kobecker Hal, Moore Musical Arts 
Cantor. 
I p.m. - Planetarium Show 
"Journey to Earth "$ 1 donation, opentoal. 
Planetarium, Physicsl Science* 
DrJemeaV Neel. University of Michigan 
uiul***ui emerttua, wa dtocuaa "Genetic El 
facto of Atomic Bombs on Humana." Free and 
opentoal 115 Ue Sctoncea 
• p.m.-OfeekWeek 
Senior fashion show Free and open to senior 
fraternity and aoronty member*. Joe E. Brown 
Theatre. University Hsl 
• 30 pjn. - Women's SpkrtueMty 
Free and opentoal 217 S Waehington 
0 p.m. — Peace Coalition 
Meeting Open to at. United Christian Fesowship 
Center. 313 Thursttn. 
1:30 pjn. - Progressive Student Orgsnlzatton 
Meeting Open to al. United Christian Fesowship 
Center. 313 Thursttn 
Wednesday 
April 18 
Is.m.-Sp.m.-MuMlcuMuralPsrspecllvesIn 
Art 
Fraa and opan to al Assembly Room, McFal 
Center. 
• a.m.-3 p.m. -Earth Day 
Community and campua celebration Fraa and 
opentoal. Union Oval. 
• s.m.-4:30 p.m. - Undergraduate Student Art MM 
Fraa and opan to al. Oakery. Fine Arta. 
10-11:30 a.m. - Hearing Impaired Education 
Advising for majors. For appointments cal 
372-7293 385 Education 
10a.m.-Noon- Women lor Women 
Women's Studies faculty Karen Gould and Lane 
Aldridge. and Dstilade Sous*. Multicultural Af- 
fairs, wa dtocuaa "Reeponee-Ability In Diversi- 
ty." Fraa and open to al. Conference Room, 
JeronwUbrery - 
10 a.m.-3 pjn. - Stress Busters Raff Is 
Sea 10a.m. Monday. April 16, listing 
12:30 p.m. -Reflection Time 
Informal worship Open to al United Christian 
Fesowship Center, 313 ThurstJn. 
1-3 p.m. - Hearing Impaired Education 
Advising for majors. For appointments cal 
372-7293. 365 Education 
3 pjn. - Tennis 
Women* team vs. Wright State University 
Robert Keefe Courts. 
3 p.m.-Softball 
BQSU at Michigan State University. East Lam- 
ing 
3-4:30 pjn. - French Coffee Hour* 
Free and open to al French House.   ■ 
3:30 p.m. - Biology Seminar 
Or Chris Boeke. University of Tennessee, w* 
dtocuaa "Inherttance of Mating Behavior m Oro- 
sophss Stveetrkt m Relation to Specietton In the 
Hawaiian Droaophej  ' Free and open to al  112 
Lite Sctoncea. 
4 p.m. - kvtrsmurs! OssdHns 
Entrtoa due for men'* and women's golf Play 
begins April 20  108 Student Recreation 
Cantor. 
4pm -FeministForum 
Students from Women's Studies 400. Sapphic 
Literature, wtl pieaent reeearch papers on • va- 
riety of leabian books and lama Free and open 
to al Faculty Lounge, Union. 
5-7 pja.-Oreek Week 
Picnic Ticket* are $1  Open to al fraternity and 
sorority member*. Old Fraternity Row. 
Metti tutor* available Free and opentoal Piano 
Lounge. McDonald Eaat *nd 231 Bromfieid 
1:30 p.m. -Bible Study 
Opan to al. Foursquare Qoepel Church. 206 
Sandrldge 
7-« pjn.-Tutoring 
Psychology tutors svaaabie Frse and open to 
al Piano Lounge, McDonald East and Compton 
Activity Lounge. 
7-a p.m. - Tutoring 
Biology and chemletry tutors available Free and 
opentoal 231 Bromfieid and Founders Study 
Lounge. 
7:30 pjn. -Earth Day 
Suean Solomon, U.S. Peace Corps, wB discuss 
"The Peace Corp*and the Environment." Free 
and open to al. State Room, Union 
7:30 p.m. -BQSU Ski Club 
Meeting. Opan to al. 070 Overman. 
Ip.m.-TheetteProctuctton 
"Ousters." by Moly Newman and Barbara Da- 
mashek w* be presented Tickets are $5 for 
students and senior crttzene, $7 (or others, and 
are avaaabte at the University Hal Box Office. 
Eva Marie Saint Theatre. Unlveraity Hal 
8 p.m.-New Musicsnd Art 
BGSU New Music Ensemble wi perform Free 
and open to al Kobecker Hal, Moore Musical 
Arts Center. 
Thursday 
April 19 
• a.m.-S pjn. - MuMcuttur*I Perspectives In 
Art 
Free and open to al. Assembly Room. McFal 
Cantor. 
S a .m.-5 pjn. - Earth Day 
Environmental issues book lair. Open to al. Uni- 
versity Bookstore 
t a.m.-4:30 pjn. - Undergraduate Student Art 
MM 
Free and open to al Galery, Fine Arta. 
10 a.m.-3 pjn. - Strsss Busters Raffle 
See 10 am Monday. April 16. listing 
10-.30 a.m. - Art* and Science* Program Ad- 
8:30 p.m. - Black Wetory Month 
Graduate student award* banquet Free, by invi- 
tation only Holey Lodge. 1630 E Wooeter 
7-10 p.m.-Greek Week 
Talent show. Free and open to al fraternity and 
sorority members Lenhart Grand Baaroom. 
Union 
7:30 pjn. - Fellowship of Christian Athlete* 
Meeting. Open to al. State Room, Union 
7:30 pjn. - Thursday Ntte Live 
Free and open to al Sponsored by BGSU Bible 
Studies Presidential Lounge. Ice Arena. 
( pjn, - Theatre Production 
See8 p.m Wednesday, April 18, Hating 
I p.m. - Earth Day 
Peter Benches, Jacques Coueteau Society, wa 
discuss "Global Rivers "$1 donation requested 
from students. $2 from others Kobecker Hal, 
Moore Muetcal Arta Cantor. 
• p.m.-UAO Movie 
Whatever Happened to Baby Jane?" Free and 
opentoal. 210 Math Sciences 
Friday 
April 20 
oeJ».-op^.-Mi»l*lcu*totMP*i*pecU«s*l». 
Art 
Free and open to al. Assembly Room. McFal 
Cantor. 
»s.m.-» p.m.-Earth Day 
Environmental issues book fair Opentoal Uni- 
versity Bookstors 
• a.m.-4:S0p.m.-urKlergrarJuatoSturJentArt 
MM 
Free and opan to al. Galery, Fine Arts. 
10a.m.-3 p.m. - Seraea Busters Raffle 
See 10am Monday, April 16, Ming 
$1 donation requeated for lunch Open to al 
United Chnsttan Fesowship Center. 313 Thure- 
m. 
BGSUva Western Michigan Unrveralty Warren 
Steler Field. 
2 p.m.-Softball 
BGSUvs Central Michigsn University Sottbal 
field, east of Steler Field 
3p.m.-ra»AltoedlngalntheChapel 
Anna Schechner wB reed her fiction and Denver 
Butson w*1 reed his poetry. Free and opentoal. 
Prout Chapel 
3 pjn. - Tennla 
Men's team vs. Western Michigan Unlveraity 
Robert Keefe Court* 
1 pjn. - Tennis 
Women's team at Weatem Michigan Unrveralty. 
East Lansing 
S pjn. - Gazabo Party 
Adj.. chips, and pop wa be served. Free and 
opan to al. Bring a basketbefi If you want. Spon- 
sor ed by the Conkln Hal Council Ram date Aprl 
27 Gazebo In front of CorMtn Hal. 
Open to al Arta and Sciences Progrsm Advisors. 
Capitol Room. Union 
3 p.m. - Tennla 
Man's team vs Coaege of Woostor. Robert 
'fWele Courts 
7 pjn.-I 
Minority recognition banquet. Free and open to 
al Lenhart Grand Baaroom. Union 
Ip.m.-ReedingelntheChapel 
MFA students Carol Thompson snd Eton Ber- 
tvens wa read their fiction Free and open to al 
Sponsored by the Creative Writing program. 
Prout Chapel 
t pjn. - Theatre Production 
See 8 p.m. Wednesday, Aprl 18, toting 
• pjn. - French Comedy 
French students wa perform. Free and open to 
al. Sponsored by the Department of Romane 
Language* 121 West Hal 
t pjn. - Concert 
Jeffrey Stole! wB perform hia origmsl electronic 
and computer works. Free and opan to al 
Choral Rehearsal Room. Moore Muaical Arts 
Center 
PiSeaha r^Wa?Fferrcf> rHborto 
t p.m. - Planetarium Show 
"Journey to Earth." S1 donation, open to al 
Planetarium. Physical Science*. 
7:45 and 10:00 p.m.. 12:15 *.m. - UAO Movie 
"Parenthood." 11 SO with valid BGSU student 
ID 210MathSciencea 
»-11 p.m. - Ore** Week 
Concert featuring reggae band "Fire! Light." $3, 
open to all Eppler South. 
Saturday 
April 21 
7:30 a.m. -Hun tor the Earth 
Regietratton tor the 8:30 a.m event There wa" 
be a flve-mlto run and a three-mea wad. Entrance 
lee ia $8 Sponsored by the Environmental In- 
terest Group  Eppler Center 
• tun. 
ConaaMa of 10k run and a one-mle swim. Pam- 
clpabon ia free and open to thoee who pre- 
regrelered Student Recreation Center 
I a.m.-ftoon-Creetlve Writing Proovamltoun- 
toa 
Rearing by gr aikaai* of the program. Free and 
open to al. AJumnl Room, Union. 
• a.m.-Hoon - Ooepel Choir Reunion 
Open registration. Fee kt $10 tor adult*. SS for 
chadren under 12 Btyan Recital He*, Moore 
Muercal Art* Center 
8:4S-10 a.m. -Ooepel Choir Reunion 
General aeaembry Open to those registered 
Bryan Recital Hal. Moore Muaical Art* Center 
Noon-4 p.m.- Oraek Week 
Carnival Open to al Memorial Hal field*. 
1p.m.-Tennis 
Men* team va Bel State University Robert 
Keefe Courts 
1 p.m. - Tsnnls 
Women* team at Bat State Univereity 
1 p.m. - SoftbaN 
BGSU v. Central Michigan Univereity Softbel 
field, eaatofSteier field 
1p.m.-«eeeoeH 
BGSU v*. Weetem Michigan University. Warren 
r Field. 
7:30p.m.-Slack HIetory Month 
Mia* Bronze Pageant  $7 at the door. Lenhart 
Grand Bearoom, Union 
7:4S and 10 p.m., 12:15 a.m. -UAO Movie 
Parenthood ' $ 1 50 with valid BGSU student 
I D 210 Math Sclencee. 
t p.m. - Theatre Production 
SeeSpm Wednesday, Apr! 18. keting 
i p.m. - Ooepel Choir Reunion 
Alumni reception. Open to thoee registered 
Amanl Room, Northeast Common*. 
I p.m.-1 a.m. - Dry Dock 
Ctoee-out baah. No cover, no 1.0. Basement. 
Krntoohar Quadrangle 
Sunday 
April 22 
2 pan. - Theatre Production 
Sea S p.m. Wednesday. April 18. Hating. 
2 p.m.-Mortar Board 
Initiation President Paul Olscampw* speak Al 
members muat be present Free and open toe*. 
Reception w« follow Immediately In the Ohio 
Suite ol the Union Prout Chapel. 
2-8 p.m.-Underoraduate Student Art Exhibit 
Free and open to al. Qalory, Fine Arts. 
1 pan. - Bowling Orson Phi Iharmonla 
Free and open to al. Kobecker Hal. Moore Mu- 
sical Arts Center. 
5 p-m. - Qospel Choir Reunion 
Concert. Dress la any combination of black and 
white Free and open to at. First United Metho- 
t, ^fiO*r€ WuosUr 
7:30 p.m. - Planetarium (hoar 
"Journey to Earth." $1 donation, open to al. 
Planetarium. Physical Sciences. 
I p.m. — Concert 
BQSU Cotegiata Choral and A Cappeea Choir 
wa perform. Free and open to at. Kobecker Hal. 
Moore Muaical Art* Center. 
Monday 
April 23 
« *Jn.-e pan. - atottlcurfral Parapactwaa to 
Aft 
Free and open to at Aaaembty Room, McFal 
Cantor. 
I a.m.-4:30 p.m. - Undergraduate Student Art 
MM 
Free and open to al Gatery. Fine Art*. 
3:30-6:30 p.m. - Append Human Ecology 
Graduate atudent reception. Free and open by 
Invitation only  12 Applied Humen Ecology 
t p.m. - Pre Realati a*x> 
VolunWarpoalDoraavaaableforiiMlonlorun. 
June 28 July 26 Information and appacationa, 
avalabto and due. In 406 Student Servtoee. 
8-0 p.m.-Tutoring 
Meth tutor* available Free and open to at Piano 
Lounge, McDonald East and 231 BromAeM. 
7-0p.ni.-T»j**rlnp, _ 
Btotooy asod chaVrnMry tutors wvwtiRtfa. Conpton 
Activity Lounge 
7-ap.m.-Tirtorlna 
Psychology tutors avaaable. Founders Study 
Lounge. 
* p.m. — Concert 
University and Concert bands a*j parform. Free 
and open to al  Kobecker Hal. Moore Musical 
Arts Cantor. 
a p.m. - Prayer Group 
Open to al St Thomea More. 425 Thurstm 
Tuesday 
April 24 
• a.m.-6 p.m. - MurMcuttural Perspective. In 
Art 
Free and open to al Assembly Room. McFal 
Center. 
le.m.-4:30 p.m. -UndergraduateStudent Art 
Exhibit 
Free and open to al Galery. Fine Arts 
Noort-1 p.m. - Feminist Forum 
Susan Goldstein wi discuss "The Women Who 
Organized to Oppose Women Suffrage m Ohio." 
Free and open to at. Faculty Lounge, Union. 
1 p.m.-l 
BGSU at University ot Toledo 
2 p.m.-Soft bell 
BGSU *t Univereity ot Toledo 
5:45 p.m.- Phi upetIon Ormcron 
Senior salad outlet Free and open to al Meet at 
Loading Dock. Union 
• p.m. - Planetarium Shoe) 
"Journey to Earth "S1 donation, open to al. 
Planetarium. Physical Sciences. 
S p.m. - Opera Scene* 
Performance wit Include the first act of Mozart's 
"Coal fan tutto" and Puccini's "Gianni Schicchi." 
Free end open to el Kobecker Hat. Moore Mu- 
sical Arta Center 
S p.m. - Concert 
BGSU Percussion Ensemble wit perform. Free 
and open to at Bryan Recital Hal. Moore Musi- 
cal Arta Center 
8:30 pan. - Women'* Spirituality 
Free and open to al 217 S Washington 
9 p.m. - Peace Coalition 
Meeting Open to at. United Christian Fellowship 
Center. 313 Thureon. 
Wednesday 
April 28 
8 a.m.-5 p.m. - Isurbcuttaral Perepecthree In 
Art 
Free and open to al. Assembly Room. McFal 
Cantor 
* i.m.-4:30 p.m. - Undergraduate Student Art 
MM 
Free and open to at Gatery, Fine Art* 
10-11:30 a.m. -HearingImpaired Education 
Advising for majors For appointments eel 
372-7293 385 Education 
Moon-1:15 p.m. -Open Forum 
Preeident Paul decamp wit meet with atudent* 
Free and open tool Chart Room. McFal 
Cantor. 
12:30 p.m. -Reflection Time 
Informal worship Open to al United ChrieBan 
Fatowahlp Center. 313 Thurstm 
1-3 p.m. - Hearing Impaired Education 
Advising tor majors. For appointments cat 
372-7203. 385 Education 
3-4:30 pjn-French Coffee Hours 
Free and open to al French House 
1 30 p m    asoloq) Bamlnai 
Or. Jerry Coyne. Unrvarslty of Chicago. wn" dto- 
cuss 'Genetic* of Spackttton In Droaophaa." 
Free and open toal 112 Ufa Sclencee 
1:30 p.m.-8404* Study 
Open toal FoursquereGoepelChurch 206 
Sandrtdge. 
Thursday 
April 26 
8ajn.Jipjn.-iaafllculturalParapiell.aaln 
Art 
Free and open to n. Aaaembty Room, McFal 
Cantor. 
* «.m.-4:S0 p.m. -UndergraduateStudent Art 
MM 
Free and open toal Galery, Fine Art* 
8 a.m.-S p.m. - Art Exhibit 
Mixed-media exhfjtt featuring work* by BGSU 
art faculty members Mteheel Frank*!. Joan 
McKee. Robert Mazur. Adrian Tk), and ( 
art atudent Todd Bros*. Free and open to al. 
Kennedy Green Room, Moore Muaical Art* 
Cantor. 
3p.m.-Tannla 
Women's teem v» University of Toledo Robert 
Keefe Courts 
7:30p.m.-FeHowehlpofChrletlenAthletee 
Meeting Open to at State Room, Union 
7:30 p.m.-Thursday Nile Live 
Free and open to al Sponsored by BGSU Bible 
Studios Alumni Room. Union 
Friday 
April 27 
8 ajw.-8 pjn. - aaahlcarhiral PsrspsOrree In 
Art 
Fr*e and open to at. Assembly Room. McFal 
Cantor. 
I a.m.-5 p.m. - Art ExhlbH 
See 0 a.m. Thursday. Apr! 12. listing 
11:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m.-Applied Human Eco- 
logy 
Student leaders treasure hunt Free and open to 
al. 12 Applied Human Ecology 
Noon - Graduate Student Luncheon 
$1 donation requested for lunch Open to al 
United Christian Fellowship Center, 313 Thurs- 
an. 
3 pun. - Tennle 
Men* team at UrWverelty of Toledo. 
7:30 pun. - Soviet Culture Lecture 
Mfchel Epstein. Union of Soviet Writer*, wal dto- 
cuss The Post Future In Soviet Modernity.'' Free 
and open to at AJumnl Room. Union. 
Saturday 
April 28 
10 a.m.-3 pun. - Open Auditions 
The Bowling Green Summer Musical Theatre w* 
be holding euditton* for "Carousel    Open to al 
Kobecker Hal. Moore Musical Arta Center 
1 p.m.-Tennis 
Men's teem *t Intern Michigan University Vpel- 
1 p.m.-Softball 
BGSUstCihioUnivorslty Athens 
2 p.m.-Tennis 
Woman'* torn v*. Eastom Michigan University 
Robert Keefe Courts 
S-l p.m.-1^ Spring Picnic 
Free end open to al Honors Student Aaacoebon 
or Honor* Program member RSVPto 
372-5766 or 372-8604.873 Femdale Ct 
Sunday 
April 2* 
I p.m. - Exam Cram 
Conttnuee unH 8 p m Fridey. May 4 Quiet 
•tudy area, refreehment* provided Free end 
open to al. Off-Campue Student Cantor. 
See 10 a.m Saturday. Apr! 28, toting. 
7:30 p.m. - Planetarium Show 
"Journey to Earth." t1 donation, open to al. 
Planetarium, Physical Science*. 
8 pun.-Cancer! 
Fatal performance of the Bryan Chamber Sanaa. 
Free arvj open » at Bryan Recaal Hal, Moore 
Muaical Arta Center 
Tuesday 
May. 
2 p-m.-I 
BGSUva Kent State University Softbel field. 
eastofSteler Field 
• p.m. - Planetarium Show 
"Journey to Earth." S1 donation, open to al 
Planetarium, Physical SOencee. 
Friday 
May4 
BGSUvs Bel Stale University Wsrren Steaer 
Field 
2 p.m. - Softbel 
BGSU at Weetem Michigan UrWveralty Kalama 
zoo. 
I p.m.-Planetarium Show 
"Journey to Earth." S1 donation, open to al. 
Planetarium. Physics! Science* 
Saturday 
MayS 
7:30-8:30 a.m. -Arta end Sclencee Honor* 
Breakfast Reception 
Open to Arta and Sclencee cum leude, megna 
cum leude, and aurnma cum laud* atudent*. 
Community Suit*, Union. 
m 8:15 a.m. - Commer 
Candktotea for graduation should begin lining up. 
Signs w*1 direct atudent* by cotege Weat aide 
of Stadium. 
101 L-OH nt 
9:30 p.m. -Progreaalve Student Organization        6 p.m. -PtonetarUim Show 
Free and open toal. Stadkjm. 
Ip.m.-Baeebel 
BGSUvs Bel State University Wsrren Steesr 
Field. 
j^M.MW UnK««y. Katoma 
Be ready for next year's... 
Festival Series 
During its lirst 10 years, the Festival Series has brought a wealth ot out- 
standing artists to northwest Ohio. That tradition continues next tall when the 
series enters its second decade in the Moore Musical Arts Center. 
The series opens Sept. 15 with classic jazz singer Joe Williams Perhaps 
best known to younger persons as the Cosby kids' grandfather, Williams is 
reknowned as one ot the best jazz singers who has ever lived. 
Equally at home with jazz, pop, gos- 
pel or the blues, Williams' rich voice 
bursts with energy. Since making his 
recording debut In 1955 with Count 
Basie, he has been voted best blues 
singer five times in "Downbeat" maga- 
zine's annual jazz poll. 
The Orpheus Chamber Orchestra 
will appear Nov. 1. Recognized as one 
of the world's foremost orchestras, 
Orpheus breaks tradition by perform- 
ing without a conductor. 
Just in time for the holidays, The 
Vienna Choir Boys will return to Bowl- 
ing Green for a performance on Dec. 
5. The program by the world reknow- 
ned choir will feature music of the 
season and many other choir favorites. 
Trumpeter "Doc" Severinsen and the Summit Brass join for a program enti- 
tled "The Doctor Is In" on Feb. 16. 
Summit Brass features first chair brass players from the New York and Los 
Angeles philharmonics and the Chicago, St. Louis, San Francisco, Houston 
and Toronto symphonies. 
Providing an electrifying finale to the 1990-91 Festival Series on March 8 
will be "High Voltage Dancing" presented by the Joseph Holmes Dance 
Theatre. 
All Festival Series performances begin at 8 p.m. in Kobacker Hall of the 
Moore Musical Arts Center. Season subscriptions are available by calling the 
music center box office at 372-8171. 
Student season subscriptions are priced from $23 to S75, depending on 
seating. Non-student subscriptions range from $36 to $90; senior citizen 
tickets, from $32 to $80. 
Parents Day 
The 15th annual Parents Day Show, 
set for Nov. 10 will feature singer 
Marie Osmond. It promises to the 
largest, most lavish production in the 
show's history. 
Osmond made her public singing 
debut at the age of three, had her first 
hit record at 13 and co-starred in her 
own TV variety series at 15. Today, 
she has renewed her career as a coun- 
try recording star. 
Her very first record, "Paper 
Roses," was recorded in Nashville and 
produced by country star Sonny 
James. Later on "The Donny and Marie 
Snow." one of the most popular seg- 
ments of each show featured Marie 
proclaiming, "I'm a little bit country," as 
she and Donny alternated country and 
rock songs. 
Opening the show wW be the Wallace DePue family. Wallace, a professor of 
music at the University, will be joined on the stage by his four sons, Wallace, 
Alexander, Jason and Zachary. Named recipients of the American Music Con- 
ference's 1989 "Amateur Family of the Year Award," the talented violinists do 
everything from classics to country. 
Tickets for the 8 p.m. show in Anderson Arena are priced at $15, $11, and 
$7. AM seats are reserved. 
Tickets can be ordered by contacting the Alumni Association at the MMeti 
Alumni Center. The telephone number is 372-2701. 
Quilting on the Pioneer 
Green Sheet is published by the Bowling Green State University Office of 
Public Relations for students, faculty and staff. 
This is the last issue of Green Sheet for the 1989-90 academic year. 
Editor Jeff Schober 
Calendar Editor Melissa Henry 
Production: Laura Hofmeyer 
"Quilters," a musical drama about 
the Hves of American pioneer women 
and their daughters, will be produced 
Wednesday through Sunday (April 
18-22) by the theatre department. 
The annual spring musical, which 
this year is being cosponsored by. the 
University's Cultural Affairs Commit- 
tee, will be staged at the Eva Marie 
Saint Theatre in University Hall. 
Written by Molly Newman and Bar- 
bara Damashek, with music by Dama- 
shek, "Quitters" uses story and song 
to depict women's lives on the Ameri- 
can frontier 
The 11 •member cast includes 
seniors Lisa K. Barnett, Kathrynne 
Haack and Lisa May, juniors Julie 
Alms, Ariene Hill and Teressa Strasser, 
and sophomores Mel Hatch and Kath- 
ryn Pomeranz. 
Doctoral student Mary L. Cutler is 
directing "Quilters" and Dori Anderson 
of Bowling Green is musical director. 
The choreographer is Renee Vincent. 
Sets for the production have been 
designed by Robert Groft, lighting by 
Steve Boone and costumes by Mar- 
garet McCubbin. All three are mem- 
bers of the threatre faculty. 
"Quilters" will be presented at 8 
p.m. Wednesday through Saturday 
and at 2 p.m. on Sunday. 
Tickets are $6 for students and 
senior citizens and $8 for all others. 
Tickets can be purchased at the box 
office in University Hall or reserved by 
calling 372-2719. The box office Is 
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and 4-7 
p.m. Monday through Friday. Any re- 
maining tickets go on sale at the door 
one hour before curtain time. 
Soviet future 
to be topic 
One of the Soviet Union's most re- 
spected social critics and authors will 
speak at 7:30 p.m. Friday (April 27) in 
the Alumni Room of the University 
Union. 
Mikhail Epstein, who has written two 
books on contemporary soviet culture, 
will discuss "The Post Future in Soviet 
Modernity." The lecture is free and 
open to the public. 
A member of the Union of Soviet 
Writers, he teaches at the Gorky Lit- 
erary Institute and is head of the 
Laboratory of Modern Culture in Mos- 
cow. 
His lecture is being sponsored by 
the departments of English, political 
science, philosophy, sociology and 
German, Russian and East Asian lan- 
guages. 
Relieve stress with 
Actors needed for Prevention Center 
Learning about alcohol and drug use 
of the campus and easing the stress of 
finals week is the goal of two programs 
sponsored by The Prevention Center. 
A Stress Buster's Raffle will be held 
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Monday 
through Friday (April 16-20). A booth 
wW be set up on the steps of the Edu- 
cation Building and by answering a 
health-related trivia question students 
can enter a drawing to win a variety of 
prizes, including pizzas, ice cream, 
T-shirts and sweartshirts, and book- 
store discounts. 
In the second project, the center is 
sending out surveys to 4,000 stu- 
dents. Students are encouraged to 
complete the survey and return it with 
the completed trivia contest enclosed 
with the form. Al answers to the sur- 
vey will be kept confidential. 
The survey will help the center plan 
programs for the coming year, and the 
trivia test will make students eligible for 
gifts and prizes. 
Will radiation 
affect you? 
Dr. James V. Neel, a leading expert 
on the genetic effects of atomic bomb 
radiation on humans, win give two lec- 
tures on Tuesday (April 17). 
Internationally known for his 
research and winner of the National 
Medal of Science in 1975, Neel will 
lecture on "Human Mutation Rates" at 
4 p.m. In 515 Life Sciences. Later, at 
8 p.m. in 115 Education Building, he 
will discuss "Genetic Effects of Atomic 
Bombs on Humans." 
Both lectures are free and open to 
the public, although the afternoon pro- 
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summer show 
The Bowling Green Summer Musical 
Theatre will hold open auditions on 
Saturday and Sunday (April 28-29) for 
its forthcoming production of Rodgers 
and Hammerstein's "Carousel." 
Roles are available for both singing 
and nonsinging actors, dancers, circus 
jugglers and clowns; students and area 
residents of 6 years of age and older 
are encouraged to tryout for the show. 
Auditions will be held from 10 a.m. to 
3 p.m. Saturday and from 7-10:30 
p.m. Sunday in Kobacker HaH of the 
Moore Musical Arts Center. Callbacks 
will be held form 6-10 p.m. Monday 
(April 30). 
"Carousel" Is wen remembered for 
such favorite Broadway tunes as 
"June Is Bustin' Out A» Over," "If I 
Loved You" and "You'll Never Walk 
Atone." 
Singers are asked to bring a song 
and an accompanist to the auditions. 
However, an accompanist wil be avail- 
able for those unable to bring their 
own. 
Dancers are asked to wear appro- 
priate clothing and nonsinging actors 
should be bring a monologue or lines 
from the show. 
"Carousel" wHI be presented July 
13-14 and 16-17 and Sept. 6-8 In 
Kobacker Hal of the Moore Musical 
Arts Center. 
The Bowling Green Summer Musical 
Theatre is now beginning its 11th 
season. Its production of "Carousel" 
wW be produced and directed by F. 
Eugene Dybdahl, newly appointed Di- 
rector of opera activities at the Univer- 
sity. 
For more information about the audi- 
